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Abstract 
This report serves as a user's guide for the ACCESS-3 
computer program. ACCESS-3 is a research oriented program 
which combines dual methods and a collection of approximation 
concepts to achieve excellent efficiency in structural synthesis. 
The finite element method is used for structural analysis and 
dual algorithms of mathematical programming are applied in the 
design optimization procedure. 
The ACCESS-3 program retains all of the ACCESS-2 capa-
bilities and the data preparation formats are fully compatible. 
The following new features have been added in the program: 
· four distinct optimizer options: 
· interior point penalty function method (NEWSUMT) 
· second order primal projection method (PRlMAL2) 
• second order Newton-type dual method (DUAL2) 
· first order gradient projection-type dual method (DUALI) 
· pure discrete and mixed continuous-discrete design 
variable capability 
· zero order approximation of the stress constraints. 
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ACCESS - 3 
Approximation Concepts Code for 
-Efficient Structural ~ynthesis 
User's Guide 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The ACCESS computer programs have been developed to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of an automated structural synthe-
sis capability formed by combining finite element analysis 
techniques and mathematical programming algorithms using 
approximation concepts. Structures with prescribed configu-
ration and given material properties are optimized so that 
their structural weight is minimized by modifying the sizing 
of finite elements,i.e. cross-sectional areas or thicknesses. 
The ACCESS-l program (see Refs. 1 and 2) was designed 
to test the effectiveness of the coordinated use of approxi-
mation concepts on problems of relatively small scale, subject 
to simple static constraints. As reported in Ref. 1, effi-
ciency, in terms of the number of finite element structural 
analyses needed to obtain near optimal designs, was improved 
significantly over previously reported capabilities having 
compar~ble generality. However, many practical design pro-
blems were beyond the capacity of ACCESS-l and consideration 
of more complicated constraints than those treated in ACCESS-l 
was desirable. 
The ACCESS-2 computer program was developed in response 
to these needs and to build a body of experience that can be 
used to set effective guidelines for future developments of 
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large scale industrial application problems (see Refs. 3 and 
4). Through the use of dynamic array allocation techniques 
and data transfer by sequential data files, ACCESS-2 is 
capable of treating larger problem sizes than its prede-
cessor ACCESS-I. A thermal load analysis capability was 
added, providing experience with problems involving load 
vectors which depend on design variables. Frequency con-
straints were also installed. In addition to the usual 
Taylor series expansion with respect to the reciprocals of 
linked design variables, additional options for represent-
ing natural frequency constraints as first or second order 
Taylor series expansion with respect to regular linked var-
iables were implemented. Finally the element library was 
extended. A constant strain triangular element with arbit-
rary orthotropic material properties (CSTOR) was included 
to model laminated fiber composite material membrane struo.t-
ures. A thermal shear panel element (TSP) was introduced 
to take uniform soak temperature effects into account, with 
emphasis on midplane symmetric wings. 
The ACCESS-3 program continues along these lines and 
provide a further improved structural synthesis capability 
by combining dual methods and approximation concepts (see 
Ref. 5). The detailed analytical development of the methods 
implemented by the ACCESS-3 computer program as well as 
numerical results representing a substantial body of com-
putational experience will be found in Ref. 6. 
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Approximation concepts are used to convert the general struct-
ural synthesis problem into a sequence of explicit problems, 
of separable algebraic form. The dual method formulation 
exploits the separable form of each approximate problem to 
construct a sequence of explicit dual functions. These dual 
functions are maximized subject to nonnegativity constraints 
on the dual variables, which are the Lagrangian multipliers 
associated with the linearized behavior constraints. 
The main advantages of the dual methods lies in their 
high level of computational efficiency, which is due to the 
fact that the dimensionality of the dual problem is rela-
tively low for many structural optimization problems of 
practical interest. Another important advantage of the dual 
formulation is its ability to accommodate discrete design 
variables, e.g. available cross-sectional areas of bars, 
available gage sizes of sheet metal, the numbers of plies in 
a laminated composite skin, etc ... The ACCESS-3 program 
provides two dual optimization algorithm options: (a) DUAL2 
(~nd order Newton type of algorithm), which is restricted 
to pure continuous design variable problems; and (b) DUAL1 
(1st order gradient projection type of algorithm), which can 
solve pure discrete and mixed continuous-discrete design 
variable problems. 
In addition, a 2nd order primal projection algorithm 
called PRIMAL2 has been introduced, which operates, like 
NEWSUMT, on each explicit approximate problem expressed in 
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terms of the reciprocal design variables. Hence a collec-
tion of four distinct optimizer options are available in 
the ACCESS-3 computer program: NEWSUMT, PRIMAL2, DUAL2 
and DUALl. 
Another new feature of ACCESS-3 is that the stress 
constraints can be replaced with zero order explicit ap-
proximations instead of first order ones. The zero order 
approximations are obtained using classical stress ratio 
formulas. They can be expressed as simple side constraints, 
which is especially beneficial when dual methods are em-
ployed. A selection criterion permits automatic subdivi-
sion of the stress constraints in two categories: those 
requiring first order approximation (full linear Taylor 
series) and those for which zero order approximation (side 
constraint) is accurate enough (see Ref. 7). 
In summary, the main feature of ACCESS-3 lies in the 
joining together of approximation concepts and dual methods. 
This solution scheme can be interpreted as a generalized 
optimality criteria method. Another new capability is the 
zero order approximation of the stress constraints based 
on the conventional "Fully Stressed Design" optimality 
criterion. Therefore the ACCESS-3 program can be regarded 
as an advanced research tool where mathematical programming 
and optimality criteria approaches coalesce to provide an 
efficient and reliable structural weight minimization method. 
4 
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2. THE ACCESS-3 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
2.1 Program organization 
The fundamental structure of the ACCESS-3 program is 
outlined in Fig. 1. Upon activation the preprocessor reads 
and prints out the input data in a readable format. The pre-
processor then computes all the ancillary data that are inde-
pendent of changes in the design variables and it stores the 
results in appropriate arrays as well as in temporary external 
files (see Table 1). When preprocessing is completed success-
fully, the ~esign Erocess ~ontrol (DPC) block is activated 
and it initializes the design iteration process. At the out-
set the design given in the input data is transferred to the 
~pproximate Eroblem ~enerator (APG), and this design is ana-
lyzed by the finite element method. Constraint functions are 
evaluated using the response quantities obtained from the 
finite element analysis and then the initial set of critical 
and potentially critical constraints is identified and tagged. 
Explicit approximate expressions for these tagged constraints 
are computed using the Taylor series expansion with respect 
to appropriate intermediate design variables. Reciprocals 
of independent design variables are used as intermediate 
variables throughout the program, except for an optional use 
of the independent design variables themselves when expanding 
frequency constraints. In ACCESS-3, the objective function is 
the structural weight and it may be expressed exactly and expli-
citly in terms of the independent design variables or their 
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reciprocals. Thus, the APG block can generate an approximate 
problem statement of the form: 
Minimize + W(X) 
Subject to 
q = 1,2, ... Q 
+ - + + 
where W(X) and all H (X) are explicit analytic functions of X. q 
Note that the number of constraints Q for this approximate 
problem is much smaller than that of the original structural 
design problem, because only the tagged constraints are included 
and all other constraints are temporarily ignored during a 
particular design stage. 
The data which define the approximate problem are sent 
back to DPC and subsequently given to the optimization ~lgorithm 
block (OA). The primary function of OA is to carry out a 
numerical search process which will improve the design by 
operation on the current approximate problem statement. Since 
OA deals with problems that are stated in algebraically expli-
cit form, it is not even aware that these problems are related 
to structural design. Therefore, any established algorithm 
for inequality constrained minimization of a function of many 
variables may be used. However the main feature of ACCESS-3 
is that special purpose, highly efficient OA have been selec-
ted, which capitalize upon the special mathematical structure 
of the explicit problems generated by APG. Unlike its prede-
6 
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cessor ACCESS-2, in which only one general purpose OA was 
implemented (NEWSUMT), the new ACCESS-3 program offers a collec-
tion of four available options (NEWSUMT, PRlMAL2, DUAL2 and 
DUALl). The user can select an OA from this collection, tak-
ing into account the size of the problem, the nature of the 
constraints and the definition of the design variables (con-
tinuous or discrete). Section 3.8 gives a description of the 
available OA. 
After carrying out a numerical search with the approxi-
mate problem, the optimization algorithm (OA) block proposes 
an improved design Xl to DPC. This step completes one stage 
of the design iteration procedure. 
In summary, one stage of iteration includes one finite 
element structural analysis, one constraint deletion process, 
one sensitivity evaluation for retained constraints, and one 
optimization of an approximate problem. Since the final 
design is subjected to a detailed finite element analysis, 
the total number of finite element analyses equal the number 
of iteration stages plus one, which will be typically around 
10. The iterative design process is terminated when one of 
the specified convergence criteria is satisfied. 
2.2 Program Implementation 
The ACCESS-3 computer program may be executed as a stand 
alone program. It consists of approximately 15000 FORTP~N 
statements. Two operational versions of the program exist, 
one for IBM 360/370 systems and the other for CDC 6600/7600 
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systems. Since it contains no machine dependent statements, 
it can be made operational on various computers, provided 
enough main memory capacity and auxiliary data storage support 
are available. 
Auxiliary storage files are required as shown in Table 1. 
Files 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 are required for all problems. 
File 16 is required only when type 4 elements (TSP) are used 
in the structural model. Files 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 are 
required only when second order expansions of frequency con-
straints are specified. File 17 is required only when zero 
order approximation of stress constraints is specified. 
The required size of blank common is very problem depen-
dent: i.e. it depends on the structural analysis model (number 
of nodes, elements and load conditions), the number of inde-
pendent design variables, and the constraint types included. 
For certain problems, it also depends on the initial design. 
Hence, it is rather difficult to give explicit formulas which 
estimate the size of blank common requirements. Table 2 gives 
actual blank common array size requirements for several example 
problems. 
Overlay or segmentation of the program can be designed 
easily by referring to Fig. 2. The simple 3 level overlay is 
adequate to solve most of the meaningful problems. If an 
operating system allows more flexible overlay structure, it is 
possible to decrease the core requirement further. 
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However, the net gain acquired by the elaborate overlay may 
not be significant, since most of the core is used for data 
and not for instructions. 
All routines are written in standard FORTRAN IV language 
and they have been tested on: 
(a) the IBM 360/91 using the FORTRAN-H compiler at UCLA 
(b) the CDC 6600 at the NASA Langley Research Center. 
Implementation on other computers will be straightforward 
provided those computers have the required main memory capacity. 
Except for the blank common arrays, 33010k and 9510k bytes are 
required on IBM 360/91 without and with program overlay, res-
pectively. On a CDC 6600, the corresponding basic memory 
requirement is 100ak words with overlay. 
2.3 Restrictions and Limitations 
The amount of main memory storage required for solution 
of a particular problem depends upon many factors, including 
the number of nodes, the number of elements, the number of 
design variables, the element types used, the kinds of con-
straints imposed, and even the initial design employed, etc. 
For static problems, it is necessary to retain two system 
stiffness matrices and the load vectors in core. For dynamic 
problems, three system matrices must be retained in core. If 
a problem involves dynamic constraints and thermal shear panel 
elements, four system matrices must be in core simultaneously. 
Also a complete approximate problem statement (all retained 
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constraint values and all the corresponding derivative com-
ponents) must be in core for the OA block. It is difficult to 
estimate the array size required for a system stiffness matrix 
in advance. Only the nonzero skyline of an upper half matrix 
is stored, hence the memory requirement depends on the node 
numbering scheme. For medium size problems (300-600 DOF) , 
the density of nonzero elements in the matrix is usually 20-50% 
and a first approximation can be made by estimating the density 
based on observation of the finite element model. The main 
memory storage required for the integer portion of tpe blank 
COMMON is usually less than 10,000 words, but the real variable 
portion is very dependent on the nature of the problem. For 
problems in which the number of constraints retained tends to 
be larger and in which there are many independent design varia-
bles (e.g. structures involving laminated fiber composite skins) 
the constraint derivative array size [i.e. (Number of Design 
Variables) x (Number of Constraints Retained)] may limit the 
problem size, since this large array must be in core in addition 
to the instructions and local variables. Furthermore, a large 
number of available discrete values may also limit the problem 
size, since a separate set of discrete values must be associ-
ated to each independent linked design variable, in view of 
the design variable normalization process used in ACCESS-3. 
When first order approximations are used,frequency con-
straints can be imposed on any subset of frequencies within 
the lowest NFREQ frequencies. If second order approximations 
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are employed, all frequencies in the lowest NFREQ frequencies 
must be bounded. 
Capabilities for aeroelastic constraints are not available 
in this version, therefore NMODE must be zero and the flight 
condition specification flags must all be zero. 
There are 4 available optimization algorithms in ACCESS-3. 
However only NEWSUMT is a general purpose optimizer, which can 
be used even when the explicit approximate constraints are not 
linear in the reciprocal design variables. As a consequence, 
the possible combinations of frequency constraint approxima-
tions and optimization algorithms are not all acceptable; 
Table 3 shows the available combinations that may be used. 
It is also important to recognize that only the DUALI 
optimization algorithm is applicable to problems involving dis-
crete design variables. For the case of pure continuous design 
variable problems, all four optimizers are applicable. The 
algorithm options available for various kinds of problems are 
summarized in Table 4. 
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3. INPUT DATA PREPARATION 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with elastic 
structural analysis via the finite element displacement method, 
as well as with associated structural modelling techniques 
and typical data preparation procedures. Sufficient informa-
tion for preparing the input data card images is given in 
Section 4, therefore, the explanations given in this section 
are limited to topics which require somewhat detailed technical 
discussion in order to avoid possible misunderstandings. 
3.1 System of Units 
Input data of the ACCESS-3 computer program may be pre-
pared in any system of units as long as they are consistent. 
For example, if it is decided that the units for length and 
force are to be centimeters and Newtons, respectively, then 
the corresponding units for pressure load or allowable stress 
must be N/cm2 . Note that the material constant specification 
calls for the specific weight of the material, not its mass 
density. To be consistent lumped nodal mass should be given 
using weight rather than mass units. Example problems given 
in Appendix B, as well as the corresponding computer input data, 
are presented using numerical values associated with the US 
units, simply because all the examples were originally presented 
in the literature using US units. 
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3.2 Node Numbering Scheme 
The system stiffness and mass matrices are stored in 
a vector form within the skyline of the nonzero elements, i.e. 
there are no operations or no storage allocations with elements 
that remain zero during the solution. This scheme allows 
somewhat more flexible node numbering arrangement than the 
ordinary band equation solver. It is better, however, to follow 
the same guidelines in preparing data as for a banded matrix 
solution scheme; i.e., differences among node numbers associ-
ated with an element must be kept as small as possible for all 
elements. 
3.3 Symmetric Wing Model 
If the webs of a midplane symmetric wing are modelled 
with SSP elements, only the upper (or lower) half of the wing 
is modelled. Assuming that the X-Y reference plane is the 
plane of symmetry, the X and Y displacement components and 
loading components are then anti-symmetric. Displacemerits and 
loadings in the Z direction are identical for both sides of 
the X-Y plane. For example, if a cantilever beam such as that 
shown in'Fig. 3(a) is to be modelled using two SSP elements, 
then the simplified model should be that shown in Fig. 3(b). 
Note that only half of the load P needs to be applied to the 
node 3, since the other half is implicitly applied to the con-
jugate node 3' (which does not exist explicitly in the model). 
The SSP elements are always perpendicular to the X-Y plane of 
symmetry. 
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The assumed displacement function for SSP elements cannot 
accommodate uniform thermal expansion of each SSP element. If 
specified midplane symmetric temperature changes are specified 
for a midplane symmetric structural model, in which the verti-
cal webs are represented by SSP elements, ACCESS 3 branches 
and makes a separate calculation which adds in the midplane 
symmetric temperature change effects. This is accomplished by 
assembling equilibrium equations for the midplane symmetric 
structure with all of the SSP elements replaced by TSP elements 
while only considering midplane symmetric temperature change 
loading. These equilibrium equations are solved for displace-
+ 
ments u th due only to midplane symmetric temperature changes. 
These thermally induced midplane symmetric displacements are 
superimposed on the previously computed midplane anti symmetric 
displacement state due to mechanical loads only. Treating the 
symmetric and anti symmetric contributions separately reduces 
the number of displacement degrees of freedom that need to be 
considered in each of the two analyses and for thin wings it 
also tends to improve the accuracy of the analysis by avoiding 
the poor conditioning often associated with simultaneous treat-
ment of bending and membrane response. The strain state is 
computed based on the total displacement, and the stress state 
is computed by transforming the strain state using the stress-
strain relationships. 
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3.4 Design Variable Linking and Stress Constraint Regionali-
zation 
The general concept of design variable linking is dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.3.1 of Ref. 1. In the ACCESS-3 computer pro-
gram, if the sizes of some group of finite elements of the same 
type are controlled by a single design variable, these elements 
are said to belong to the same design variable linking group. 
The sizes of elements in a design variable linking group are 
modified in proportion to the initial sizes given in the input 
data. 
Design variable linking groups are also used to define 
"regions" for the regionalization of stress constraints. The 
general idea of regionalization is described in Sec. 2.4.1 of 
Ref. 1. Elements which belong to the same design variable 
linking group form a region and only one stress constraint per 
load condition (the most critical) is considered for each group 
in any stage of the iterative design procedure. Selection of 
the critical stress constraints within a region is not rigidly 
fixed, but dynamically updated at the beginning of each stage. 
If the location of the critical stress constraints shifts fre-
quently within a region from stage to stage the iteration pro-
cess may be unstable, although this type of instability was 
not observed in solving any of the problems given in Ref. 1. 
However, if the user desires to remove the regionalization of 
stress constraints, it is only necessary to specify IGLINK = -200. 
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3.5 Failure Criteria 
The CSTOR element is implemented to model structures made 
with orthotropic materials including multi-layered fiber com-
posite laminates. While strength failure criteria for iso-
tropic metal alloy materials are imposed using the YQn_~!§~§ 
combined effective stress, strength failure criteria for CSTOR 
elements are selected from 3 available options. 
They are: 
A. Maximum strain criteria 
-----------------------
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allowable longitudinal compressive strain 
allowable longitudinal tensile strain 
allowable transverse compressive strain 
allowable transverse tensile strain 
allowable shear strain 
allowable longitudinal tensile stress 
allowable longitudinal compressive 
stress 
allowable transverse tensile stress 
allowable transverse compressive 
stress 
allowable shear stress 
Poisson's ratio relating to contraction in 
the longitudinal direction due to extension 
in the in-plane transverse direction 
Poisson's ratio relating to contraction in 
the in-plane transverse direction due to 
extension in the longitudinal direction 
Among the three alternative strength criteria, the maximum 
strain criterion is the most conservative while the stress inter-
action formulas are usually the least conservative. 
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3.6 Computation of Constraints 
All constraints, except the side constraints, are normal-
ized so that potentially critical constraint functions in the 
feasible region assume values between 0.0 and 1.0. Constraint 
functions are defined as follows: 
(oW) - o)/o(U) ~ 0 
(0 - o(L))/o(L) > 0 
Slope 




where d is the projection of the distance between the two p 
points on a plane normal to the displacement components 01 
and °2 .. 
a(U) - a 
a (U) ~ 0 
~ 0 
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For interaction formulas and Tsai-Azzi failure 
criteria, see Section 3.5, Band C. 
~ 0 
~ 0 
3.7 Zero Order Approximation of the Stress Constraints 
It is well known that in a structural synthesis problem, 
the stress constraints can often be efficiently treated using 
the classical "Fully Stressed Design" (FSD) concept. In this 
approach a stress ratio formula is employed to transform the 
stress constraints into simple side constraints, which can be 
interpreted as zero order explicit approximations (see Ref. 6, 
page 39). 
The zero order approximation of stress constraints leads 
to a significant reduction in the number of behavior con-
straints retained in each explicit approximate problem. This 
feature is particularly beneficial when dual methods are 
employed, because the dimensionality of the dual problem 
corresponds to the number of constraints represented by first 
order approximations. On the other hand, the FSD procedure 
does not always converge to the true optimum and is sometimes 
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the source of instability or divergence of the optimization 
process. However, in practical structures, it is observed 
that many of the stress constraints can be approximated with 
sufficient accuracy by zero order explicit approximations 
using FSD, while others require a more accurate approximation, 
using first order Taylor series expansion with respect to the 
reciprocal design variables. 
The ACCESS-3 program provides the capability of selecting 
automatically the stress constraints for which a zero order 
approximation by FSD is sufficiently accurate. For each 
retained potentially critical stress constraint, the following 
test is accomplished (see Ref. 6): 
ISTR - LRDV x GRDI $ EPS STR 
STR denotes the reference value describing the stress state, 
i.e., the tensile or compressive stress in a TRUSS element, 
the Von Mises combined effective stress in a CSTIS element, 
the longitudinal, transverse or shear strain in a CSTOR 
element, etc •..• (see Section 3.5). LRDV represents the linked 
reciprocal design variable describing the element in which 
the current STR is evaluatedr. GRD stands for the first par-
tial derivative of STR with respect to LRDV. 
All the stress constraints for which the test above is 
satisfied will be replaced with zero order explicit approxima-
rNote that LRDV = I in view of the normalization process 
used in ACCESS-3. 
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tions using stress ratio formulas (side constraints) while the 
others continue to be transformed into first order explicit 
approximations using Taylor series expansion (full linear 
I 
constraints). Of course this selection of zero/first order 
approximations for the stress constraints must be repeated at 
each design stage, exactly like the well known truncation 
procedure for selecting the potentially critical constraints. 
The severity of the test depends on the value adopted 
for the tolerance EPS, which is provided by the user. If 
EPS is taken close to 1, a small number of stress constraints 
will be first order approximated. The smaller is the value of 
EPS, the larger will be the number of first order approximated 
stress constraints. 
3.8 Optimization Algorithms 
The ACCESS-3 program includes four distinct optimization 
algorithms (OA) that the user can select depending upon the 
nature of the constraints, the expected number of strictly 
critical first order approximated constraints, the number of 
design variables, and their continuous or discrete character. 
The NEWSUMT optimization algorithm is the same as in the 
ACCESS-2 program, where it was the only available option. 
This optimizer implements a sequence of unconstrained minimi-
zations techniques using a modified Newton's method and a 
quadratic extended penalty function feature to facilitate the 
21 
unconstrained minimizations. One virtue of this interior 
penalty function type of OA is that it can usually be controlled 
so as to provide an improved design that is also feasible with 
respect to all of the constraints at each stage in the design 
process. NEWSUMT is thus particularly interesting when the 
constraints of the primary problem are highly nonlinear in the 
reciprocal variables, in which case each approximate problem 
must be solved only partially to preserve the design feasi-
bility. 
Another advantage of the NEWSUMT optimizer lies in its 
generality. Unlike the other optimization algorithms avail-
able in ACCESS 3, NEWSUMT can indeed accommodate explicit con-
straints which are not linear in the reciprocal design varia-
bles. As a result, NEWSUMT must be employed when second order 
Taylor series expansi9ns are generated to represent the fre-
quency constraints. 
From the point of view of the computational cost, how-
ever, the NEWSUMT optimizer is far less efficient than the 
other available options. It should be selected only in the 
special cases previously indicated. 
~~!~~~_QE~!~!~~E 
PRIMAL2 is a second order projection algorithm for pro-
blems with separable objective function and linear constraints. 
It uses a weighted projection operator to generate a sequence 
of Newton's search directions that are constrained to reside 
in the subspace defined by the set of active constraint hyper-
22 
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planes (see Ref. 6, page 80). Like NEWSUMT, the PRIMAL2 opti-
mizer generates a sequence of improved feasibl~ designs with 
respect to the explicit approximate problem. Hence PRIMAL2 
can be adequately used for seeking a partial solution to each 
approximate problem, in such a way that the constraints of 
the primary problem remain almost satisfied. This is accom-
plished by prescribing an upper limit on the number of one-
dimensional minimizations performed before updating the approx-
imate problem statement. Of course, PRI~ffiL2 is also well 
suited to solve exactly each approximate problem, i~ which 
case it produces the same iteration history as the qual met-
hods, with comparable efficiency. 
PRIMAL2 is computationally more economical than NEWSUMT. 
However, in the current version of the ACCESS-3 program, the 
PRIMAL2 algorithm has not been tested extensively enough and 
it should be used with circumspection. 
Qg~~~_QE~!~!~~! 
The dual method formulation, which exploits the separable 
form of the qpproximate problem, consists in maximizing the 
explicit- dual function subject to nonnegativity constraints on 
the dual variables. The efficiency of this approach is due 
to the fact that the dimensionality of the dual space, which 
is primarily dependent on the number of critical behavior 
constraints, is relatively low for many structural optimiza-
tion problems of practical interest. In contrast to the 
primal optimizers NEWSUMT and PRIMAL2, which usually seek a 
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partial solution to each approximate problem, reducing the 
weight while remaining feasible, the dual methods efficiently 
find the "exact" minimum weight solution of each separable 
approximate problem (see ~2.4.1, Ref. 6). Therefore, at the 
end of any stage, the design may not be strictly feasible, 
in which case scale up is needed to obtain a feasible design. 
It should be noted, however, that the design infeasibility, 
if any, is usually small and decreases stage by stage. 
DUAL2 is a dual method which employs a second order 
Newton type of algorithm to find the maximum of the dual 
function when all the design variables are continuous. Since 
the DUAL2 optimizer has been found to be very efficient in 
practice, it is the recommended option for pure continuous 
varialbe problems. 
!?!!~~!_QE!!!!.l!~~E 
DUALI is a dual method which employs a specially de-
vised first order gradient projection type of algorithm to 
find the maximum of the dual function when the design vari-
ables are all discrete or mixed continuous,..J.discrete. The 
DUAL algorithm incorporates special features for handling 
the dual function gradient discontinuities that arise from 
the primal discrete variables. These discontinuities occur 
on specific hyperplanes in the dual space. The DUAL algo-
rithm determines usable search directions by projecting the 
dual function gradient on the intersection of the successively 
encountered first order discontinuity planes. When a maximum 
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.. 
has been obtained, the algorithm is restarted releasing all 
of the previously accumulated discontinuity planes. The 
whole maximization process is terminated when two successive 
restarts yield the same dual point. When all the design 
variables are continuous, the DUALI algorithm reduces to a 
special form of the conjugate gradient method; however it 
is generally less efficient than the DUAL2 optimizer for 
pure continuous variable problems. 
g2~t!21_2y~!_g2~y~!g~~~~ 
Strictly speaking each new design generated by the 
optimization algorithm is an improved design only with re-
spectto the approximate problem statement. When this new 
design is analysed by means of the finite element method, 
it may turn out that some behavior constraints are violated. 
This situation may occur when the design changes in one stage 
exceed the applicable range of the approximate problem state-
ment. 
The NEWSUMT optimizer is capable of locating feasible 
designs starting from an infeasible design; however vio-
lation of constraints usually has a deleterious effect on the 
convergence characteristics. The PRI~ffiL2 optimizer contains 
a built-in scaling procedure which readily finds a feasible 
critical design starting from any design (n.b. this scaling 
process is only applicable to static constraint violations). 
It is worthwhile noticing that constraint violation can 
usually be controlled or eliminated by appropriate use of 
the maximum step size parameter STEPMX (move limit) and its 
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dynamic modification feature via the parameters STEPMX-
mUltiplier and STEPMX-Iower limit (see Section 4; block of 
data XXIV). Furthermore, constraint violation is less 
likely to occur if the optimization algorithms are used to 
seek a design improvement that corresponds to only a partial 
solution of each approximate problem. When the NEWSUHT 
option is selected, this can be done by reducing the number 
of response surfaces and/or increasing the response factor 
cut ratio (see Ref. 8). When the PRIMAL2 optimizer is used, 
the same effect is obtained by reducing the maximum allow-
able number of one-dimensional minimizations. 
On the other hand, the dual optimizers DUALI and DUAL2 
generate a sequence of not necessarily feasible designs and 
their performance is not adversely affected when design in-
feasibility is encountered. However, if for some reason the 
user wants to control constraint violation, this can still 
be done through the STEPMX parameters. 
3.9 Printout Control Parameters 
There are two parameters used to control the line printer 
output quantity, namely IPRINT and JPRINT. The greater the 
integer numbers assigned to these parameters, the more de-
tailed output will be printed. IPRINT controls printout 
from all programs except the optimizers. Brief summaries 
of the output items are given in Table 5. Standard output 
will be obtained from the optimizers (see Tables 6,7,8 and 
9). The standard value is JPRINT = 0 for all optimizers. 
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4. INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
All input data are read in with fixed format, hence 
column positions of the punched data are of critical import-
ance. Especially note that all blank columns are regarded 
as zeroes for numerical inputs. 
I. Job description and heading cards (II, 79Al) 
The first column is used as follmvs 
o or blank: ordinary heading cards, whose contents 
in columns 2-80 will be printed on the 
page of the output. 
1 
2 
indicates tqat this is the last heading 
card and input data cards follow. 
request for immediate normal termination 
of this job. 
Any number of cards may be used to describe or to comment 
the job. Note that the last heading card must have "1" 
punched in the first column. Without this, all of the 
data may be regarded as heading cards. 




1 = Input data check only 
2 = Structural analysis only 
3 = Structural analysis and constraint 
function evaluation 
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4 = optimization by the NEWSUMT optimizer 
5 = optimization by the PRIHAL2 optimizer 
6 = optimization by the DUAL I optimizer 
7 = optimization by the DUAL2 optimizer 
Printout control parameter except for 
output from each optimizer 
Standard output: IPRINT=2 (see Table 5). 
o = standard execution 
-200 = removal of stress constraint region-
alization 
-300 = removal of stress constraint region-
alization for fixed size elements 
only 
I = Compute displacement 
0 = Skip displacement calculation 
I = Compute stress/strain for all elements 
0 = Skip stress/strain calculation 
I = Compute eigenanalysis 



















Total number of nodes 
Number of boundary nodes 
Number of load conditions 
Number of isotropic materials 
Number of orthotropic materials 
Number of initial value groups for design 
variables 
Number of minimum size groups for design 
variables 
Number of maximum size groups for design 
variables 
Number of thermal load groups 
Number of pressure load groups 
Number of discrete value groups for design 
variables 
Maximum number of available discrete values 
in each IDISVG discrete value group 
Q~~~~!~_QE~!Q~: if NVAL=O, the program 
adopts NVAL=20 
(1015) 
IETP(i), i = 1,2, .•. 10 
Number of elements in the i-th element type 
i = 1 TRUSS 
2 CSTIS (CST isotropic) 








(symmetric shear panel) 
(pure shear panel) 
(thermal shear panel) 
III. Node Coordinates (IS, 5X, 3EIO.4) 
IN cards are required to specify the node coordinates of 
node numbers I through IN. The order of the cards may 
be random. 
n. Number of the i-th node 
1 
X 
ni X coordinate of the node n. 1 
Y 
ni Y coordinate of the node n. 1 
Z 
ni Z coordinate of the node n. 1 
IV. Boundary Conditions (415) 
If all 3 degrees of freedom associated with a node are 
free, the node is not a boundary node. Otherwise it is 










V. Element Data 
i-th boundary node number 
} constraint code: : : free 
fixed 
If IETP(i) = 0 for the i-th element type, no data is 
required. For each element type with IEPT(i)~ 0, 
IETP(i}+1 cards are required. 
Card I element type number (IS) 
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node number corresponding to the internal 
node number P 
node number Q 
node number R 
node number S 
linking group number, = 0 for the fixed size 
elements 
initial value group number 
lower bound group number 
upper bound group number 
material group number 
> 0 for isotropic materials: 1,2, ••. 
< 0 for orthotropic materials: -1,-2, ••. 
side constraint code 
-1 element size restricted by the lower 
bound only 
o non-negativity constraint only 
1 element size restricted by the upper 
bound only 
2 element size restricted by both lower 
and upper bounds 
discrete value group number, = 0 for the 
continuous design variables. DVGN~O is 
valid only with DUALl optimizer (10PT=6). 
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Comments 
adopts the following set of available dis-
crete values for element M. :-
1 
DMIN, 2xDMIN, 3xDMIN, .•• ,NVAL xDMIN 
where DMIN denotes the minimum gauge for 
element M. (depending upon the LBGN value 
1 
defined on the same data card). The special 
option DVGN=999 is useful for fiber compo-
site material problems, where DMIN repre-
sents the smallest change in lamina thick-
ness. For example, if the laminates are 
required to be symmetric, DMIN will be equal 
to the thickness of two plies. 
1. Elements must be numbered starting from 1 through 
IETP(i) for each element type. For example, if a 
structure is modeled using 100 TRUSS elements and 
300 CST elements, TRUSS element numbers are 
1,2,3 ... 100 and CST element numbers are 1,2,3, .•. 300. 
Within an element type, order of element data cards 
may be random. 
2. NR and/or NS are not required for element types with 
only 2 or 3 nodes per element. 
3. LGN, linked group number, starts from 1 for each 
element type. For example, if a structure is 
modeled with 100 TRUSS and 300 CST elements, with 
10 and 30 design variables allocated to TRUSS and 
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VI. 
CST, respectively, then the linked group number 
for TRUSS runs from 1 through 10 and that for CST 
ranges from 1 through 30. 
Initial Values (7EIO.4) 
INITVG real numbers must be given. If INITVG > 7, two 
or more cards are required. The first value of the 
first card indicates the initial value for the group 
number 1, and so on. 
VII. Lower Bound Values (7EIO.4) 
Minimum gauge values. ILOWBG real numbers must be given. 
If ILOWBG > 7, two or more cards are required. If 
ILOWBG = 0, no card is required. 
VIII. Upper Bound Values (7ElO.4) 
Maximum gauge values. IUPPBG real numbers must be given. 
If IUPPBG > 7, two or more cards are required. If 
IUPPBG = 0, no card is required. 
IX. Available Discrete Values (7EIO.4/7ElO.4 ••. ) 
IDISVGxNVAL real numbers must be given, i.e.: for each 
of the IDISVG discrete value groups, NVAL discrete values 
must be specified in ascending order. If, for a given 
group, the number of available discrete values, say 
NVALG, is less than NVAL, the remaining (NVAL~NVALG) 
positions must be left as blank. 
If IDISVGxNVAL > 7, two or more cards are required. If 
IDISVG = 0, no card is required. 
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X. Isotropic Material Data (6ElO.4) 
lMATIS cards are required and on each card the following 
6 real numbers must be given: 
E Elastic modulus 
v Poisson's ratio 
y Specific weight 
a Thermal expansion coefficient 
aLB Allowable compressive stress 
a UB Allowable tensile stress 
XI. Orthotropic Material Data (7ElO.4/7ElO.4/6ElO.4) 
IMATOR x 3 cards are required, i.e. for each material 




EL Longitudinal elastic modulus 
ET Transverse elastic modulus 
GLT Shear modulus 
vLT Longitudinal Poisson's ratio 
y Specific weight 
a L Longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient 
aT Transverse thermal expansion coefficient 
: } Direction cosines of the longitudinal 
: axis with respect to system reference 
: coordinates 
Tensile allowable longitudinal strain 
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Compressive allowable longitudinal strain 
Tensile allowable transverse strain 
Compressive allowable transverse strain 
Card 3 
YLT Allowable shear strain 
-t 
cr L Tensile allowable longitudinal stress 
-c 
cr L Compressive allowable longitudinal stress 
a; Tensile allowable transverse stress 
-c 
crT Compressive allowable transverse stress 
FLT Shear allowable stress 
Comments 
1. The transverse Poisson's ratio v TL is internally 
computed using the relation vTLEL = vLTET 
2. Depending upon the failure criteria applied to the 
specific material, either strain allowables or 
stress a11owab1es are left unspecified. Failure 
criteria options will be specified later in the 
category XXI. 
XII. Lumped Nodal Loads 
Two card groups are required to specify lumped nodal loads 
applied to the structure. 
Card Group 1 (1415) 
Number of nodes subject to lumped nodal loads for each 
load conditions. INL integer numbers must be given. 
Card Group 2 (15, 5X, 3E10.4) 
For each load condition, the specified number (by the 
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group 1 cards) of cards must be given to identify 
the node numbers and associated load components in 
the reference coordinate system. 
Supply one blank card if there is no lumped nodal load. 
XIII. Pressure Load Data 
No card is required if IPRLDG = O. If IPRLDG > 0, the 
following 5 groups of cards must be given. 
Card Group 1 (1015) 
. Number of elements subject to pressure load for each 
element type. (Presently, only CSTIS and CSTOR 
elements can be subject to pressure loads). 
Card Group 2 (1415) 
Pressure load ON-OFF for each load condition. 
ONOFFk = 0 No pressure load for load condition k 
= 1 Pressure load should be considered 
for the k-th load condition. 
Card Group 3 (1415) 
Element numbers subject to pressure loads for all 
member types mentioned in card group 1. For each 
element type, the first element number subject to 
pressure load must be punched in columns 1-5; 
namely the group 3 cards should be sub grouped for 
different element types. 
Card Group 4 (1415) 
For each load condition corresponding to a load con-
dition with ONOFFk = 1, an identical amount of data 
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similar to that specified in the card group 3 must be 
given. Those numbers designate the pressure magni-
tude group numbers, which are the pointers to the 
pressure magnitude applied to the corresponding ele-
ment type and element number. This set of cards 
should be given for all load conditions with 
ONOppk = 1. 
Card Group 5 (7ElO.4) 
Pressure load magnitude for each pressure load group 
must be given. IPRLDG real numbers are required. 
Comments: 
1. The direction of the pressure force is determined 
by the node numbering scheme of the triangular 
element and also by the sign of the pressure load 
magnitude specified in the card group 5. When 
the P, Q and R nodes of the triangle are in counter 
clockwise order and the corresponding pressure 
magnitude has a positive sign, positive pressure 
is applied to the surface of the triangular region. 
P P 
L',: ~;,,~\ " ;- --"R Q. Q 
PR > 0 PR < 0 
Pressure Load Sign Convention 
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XIV. 
2. Pressure applied on a single triangular surface 
must be uniform; no variation of pressure over an 
element surface can be represented. 
Inertia Load Data 
Self-weight in a gravitational field or uniform trans-
lational acceleration will be accounted for by specifying 
this set of data. Note that rotational inertia loads 
cannot be considered. Two groups of cards are required. 
Card Group 1 
INERTLk 
Card Group 2 
(1415) 
k = 1,2, •.• INL 
Inertia load ON-OFF for each load condi-
tion. 
1 Inertia load exists 
2 No inertia load for the load condi-
tion 
(4EIO.4) 
For each load condition with INERTLk~ 0, one card 




Magnitude of acceleration in units of the 
standard earth gravitational field 
(e.g. 4g) 
}
Direction cosine components of the 
acceleration vector in the reference 
coordinate system. 
Supply one blank card if there is no inertia load. 
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XV. Thermal Load Data 
No card is required if ITHLDG = O. If ITHLDG > 0, the 
following 5 groups of cards must be given. 
Card Group 1 (1015) 
Number of elements subject to thermal load for each 
element type. 
Card Group 2 (1415) 
Thermal load ON-OFF for each load condition. 
ON-OFFk = 0 No thermal load for load condition k 
1 Thermal load should be considered for 
the k-th load condition. 
Card Group 3 (1415) 
Element numbers subject to thermal loads for all 
member types mentioned in card group 1. For each 
element type, the first element number subject to 
thermal load must be punched in columns 1-5; namely 
the group 3 cards should be subgrouped for different 
element types. 
Card Group 4 (1415) 
For each load condition corresponding to the load 
condition with ON-OFFk = 1, an identical amount of 
data similar to that specified in the card group 3 
must be given. Those numbers designate the tempera-
ture magnitude applied to the corresponding element 
type and element number. This set of cards should 
be given for all load conditions with ONOFFk = 1. 
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Card Group 5 (7EIO.4) 
Temperature change for each thermal load group must 
be given. ITHLDG real numbers are required. 
Comments: 
1. Each element is considered to have uniform tempera-
ture. 
2. Temperature change should be computed with respect 
to an appropriate uniform reference temperature. 
Note that if all elements are made of the same 
material and assume the same temperature, then 
thermal stresses are not induced. 
XVI. Flight Condition Data 
This block of data will be reserved for future development 
of the ACCESS-3 program which may include aeroelastic 
constraints. Supply one blank card. 
XVII. Lumped Nodal Mass Data 
Card 1 (IS) 
NMASS Number of lumped nodal masses 
Card 2 - (NMASS + 1) (IS, 5X, EIO.4) 
N. 
~ 
Node number to which the mass is 
attached 
Weight of the mass 
Note that the magnitude wN. must be 
~ 
given in weight units, not in mass 
units. 
Supply one blank card if there is no lumped nodal mass. 
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. 
XVIII. Stress Constraint Approximation Data (3EIO.4) 
The automatic selection between zero and first order 
approximations for the stress constraints proceeds as 
follows. A retained potentially critical stress constraint 
will be replaced by its zero order approximation (using 
stress ratio), rather than by its first order Taylor 
series expansion (linearization), if the following test 
is satisfied; 
!
STR-GRD! ~ EPS 
STR o ~ EPS ~ 1 
where STR is the constrained quantity and GRD is the 
relevant gradient component (see Section 3.7). Two 
limiting cases are instructive: 
if EPS = 0 : all retained stress constraints are replaced 
by full linear constraints (first order 
approximation) . 
if EPS = 1 all retained stress constraints are replaced 
by simple side constraints (zero order 
approximation) . 
Initially the tolerance EPS is set to be EPS-initial 
and, at the end of each design stage, EPS is updated by 
EPS = EPS x (EPS multiplier) 
Since EPS-multiplier is chosen to be less than 1, EPS 
is decreased stage by stage, which means that more and 
more stress constraints are linearized as the design 
proceeds (but simultaneously more and more stress 
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constraints are truncated; see card group XXI). 
Three real numbers must be specified: 
EPS-initial initial tolerance for zero/first 
order approximation 
EPS-min lower limit of EPS 
EPS-multiplier EPS modification multiplier. 
Supply one blank card if this capability is not used. 
XIX-XXII constraint Control Data 
There are 4 types of constraints which can be specified. 
Each constraint type may have different truncation control, 
although the method used is identical for all types of behavior 
constraints. The truncation strategy is similar to the one 
used in ACCESS-l (Refs. 1 and 2), but the sign convention 
defining the feasible region is reversed. 
If a qth constraint function at a design ~ is evaluated 
~ 
as h (a) q 
boundary 
(see Section 3.6), h (~) is compared with a truncation q 
value (TBV) which is determined by: 
TBV = + {Min[h (~) - C]}x TRF + C 
q q 
where Min is applied to all q's in the constraint type. 
q 
Initially, TRF is set to be TRF-initial and at the end of 
each design stage, TRF is updated by 
TRF = TRF x (TRF multiplier) 
Since TRF-multiplier is chosen to be greater than 1, TRF is 
increased stage by stage, i.e. TBV is decreased, which means 
that more and more constraints are truncated as the design 
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proceeds (see Fig. 4). 
It should be noted that the side constraints do not appear 
in this block of data, because there is no need to truncate 
them. The side constraint codes are specified in the element 
data. 
XIX. Displacement Constraint Control Data 
Card 1 (15) 
NDPC Number of constrained displacement degrees 
of freedom 





Min. Norm Ftr. 
Card 3 - (NDPC+2) 
Node i 
Ixyz 
Initial truncation factor 
Upper limit of TRF 
Cutoff base value 
TRF modification multiplier 
Minimum constraint normalization 
factor. Constraints are usually 
normalized by the absolute values 
of the limiting values. 
(315, 5X, 2E10.4) 
Node number associated with the 
i-th displacement constraint 
Direction identifier 
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o = not used 
1 = X direction 
2 = Y direction 




-1 = Lower bound only 
o = No constraint 
1 = Upper bound only 
2 = Both 
Lower bound of the displacement 
component 
Upper bound of the displacement 
component 
xx. Slope/Relative Displacement Constraint Control Data 
This constraint type is restricted to place bounds on 
relative displacement components of two arbitrary nodes. In 
other words, the difference between Y-displacement components 
of the Lth and uth nodes may be bounded. But the difference 
between the Z-displacement of Lth and X-displacement component 
of uth node cannot be bounded. 
Card 1 (IS) 
NSLC Number of slope/relative-displacement 
constraints 





Min. Norm. Ftr 
Initial truncation factor 
Upper limit of TRF 
Cutoff base value 













Node number of the Lth node 
. d . h h .th 1 assocJ.ate WJ.t t e J. s ope 
constraint 
. th 
Node number of the U node 
associated with the ith slope 
constraint 
Direction and code 
0 not used 
1 X direCtion} 
relative 
2 Y direction 
displacement 
3 Z direction 
4 X direction 1 
5 Y direction slope 
6 Z direction 
Upper bound of the slope/ 
reI. displ. 
1. If I 
xyz = 1, for example, the constraint function is 
1 









U Node )/Upper Bound ~ 0 
x 
example, constraint function 
Node (L) 
Ux 0 /Upper-bound ~ 
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is 
3. If lower bound is to be specified, node(L) and, 
node (U) should be exchanged to transform it to an 
upper bound constraint. 
XXI. Stress/Strain Constraint Data 
Card 1 (lOIS) 
Code MTYP Stress/Strain constraint code (see 
Section 3.5) 







read stress constraint code element by element 
no stress constraint 
all elements in this element type are con-
strained by lower bounds on compression stress 
2 = all elements in this element type are con-
strained by upper bounds on tensile stress or 
Von Mises combined stress (Element Type 1 or 
Types 2,4,5,6) 
3 = effectively this implies that both codes 1 
and 2 are applied simultaneously 
For element type 3 
-1 = read strain constraint code element by element 
o = no strain constraint imposed 
1 = maximum strain envelope criteria imposed on 
all elements 
2 = stress interaction criteria imposed on all 
elements 
3 = Tsai-Azzi criteria imposed on all elements 
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Card 2 (7EIO.4) 
TRF-initial Initial truncation factor 
TRF-max Upper limit of TRF 
C-cutoff Cutoff base value 
TRF-multiplier TRF modification multiplier 
Min.Stress Norm. Ftr. Minimum stress constraint 
normalization factor 
Min.Strain Norm. Ftr. Minimum strain constraint 
normalization factor 
TEBCF Truss Euler buckling control factor 
If TEBCF > 0, TEBCF stands for the specified mean 
radius r of the truss element assuming tubular cross 
section. Stress constraint is 
c 2 ~. 2~ 
a ~ Max{aallowable ~ ~ Er /2t 
If TEBCF < 0, it stands for the thickness (t) to ·mean 
radius (r) ratio of the truss element assuming 
cylindrical cross section, Stress constraint is 
{ c ~2EA/[4t2. (!)]} (J .::: Nax a allowable ~ r 
If TEBCF = 0, no Euler buckling constraints are con-
sidered. 
Card ·3 (1415) 
Stress/strain constraint specification for element type 
d C d 0 f 11 C d MTYP '. . co e, 0 e MTYP < • I ~ 0 e are pos1t1ve, no 
cards are required. 
For each element type with Code MTYP = -1, stress/strain 
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code must be given to all elements sequentially start-
ing from element number 1. 
Stress code 
-1 only compression stress is bounded 
o no constraint 
+1 only tensile (truss only) or Von Mises 
combined stress is bounded 
+2 both compressive and tensile stress 
are bounded. 
Strain Code 
d MTYP 'f' , same as Co e spec1 1cat1on 
XXII. Natural Frequency Constraint Data 
Card 1 (215) 
NFREQ number of lowest frequencies to be bounded 
NSPACE frequency constraint approximation scheme 
o = first order Taylor series expansion with 
respect to linked reciprocal variables 
(linear in the optimization design space). 
1 = first order Taylor series expansion with 
respect to linked direct variables 
(with NEWSUMT optimizer only: IOPT=4) 
2 = second order Taylor series expansion 
with respect to linked direct variables 
(with NEWSUMT optimizer only: IOPT=4) 
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Card 2 (7E10.6) 
TRF-initial Initial truncation factor 
TRF-max Upper limit of TRF 
C-cutoff Cutoff base value 
TRF-multiplier TRF modification multiplier 
Min.Norm. Ftr. Minimum constraint normalization 
factor 
Eig. Conv. Eigenvalue analysis convergence 
criteria (see note below) 
Acc. Gravity Acceleration of gravity 
If 0.0, American standard unit 
is assumed and replaced by 
386.0 in/sec2 . 
Note: Subspace iteration algorithm is used to obtain 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Iteration is judged 
to be converged if the relative differences of all 
eigenvalues are less than Eig. Conv. 
Card 3 (IS, 2E10.4) 
codef=l: constraint code 
-1 = lower bound 
0 = not bounded 
1 = upper bound 
only 
only 
2 = lower and upper 
Lower Bound lower bound on 
Upper Bound upper bound on 
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bounds 
the .th eigenvalue 1 
the .th eigenvalue 1 
(w~)' 
1 
2 (w. ) 
. 1 
XXIII. Flutter Constraint Data 
Supply one blank card. 
XXIV. Optimizer Control Parameters 
Four distinct options are available for solution of the 
explicit approximate problem generated at each design stage 
(see Section 3.8). The following block of data takes on 
different meaning depending upon the value selected for 
IOPT (Card II). 
I If .. I~~~· .. -= .. ~ .... : ... ~~:'lS~M.T Optimizer c~nt.r.a.~ __ c~rds I 






Card 2: (8ElO.4) 
Optimizer printout control (see Table 6) 
standard output = 0 
Maximum allowable number of stages 
Maximum number of response surfaces 
per stage; i.e. response factor is 
reduced ~~RSF times before the approxi-
mate problem is updated 
Maximum allowable number of one dimen-
sional minimizations per response surface 
sign of feasible region 
1 feasible region is 
-1 feasible region is 
+ gq(a.)~O 
+ g (a.)~0 q 
EPSSTG Stage convergence criterion. 
Overall iteration is judged to be con-









Card 3 (2ElO.4) 
STEPMX-mul 
STEPMX-2.2. 
are satisfied at the end of the pth stage. 
Iw - w ll/w ~ EPSSTG 
. P p- P 
unconstrained minimization convergence 
criterion. Convergence is obtained if 
the relative values of total function at 
the ends of 3 successive one dimensional 
minimizations are not different by EPSODM. 
Response factor decrease ratio 
Minimum response factor 
Maximum step size at each stage (move 
limit). All design variable components 
are constrained by 
1 
STEPMX ~ Bi ~ STEPMX i = 1, ••• B. 
Initial transition point for the extended 
penalty function 
specify = 0.5 
specify = 1.0 
STEPMX modification multiplier 
Lower limit on the STEPMX 
-------------_._----------------., 
If IOPT = 5 : PRlMAL2 Optimizer Control Cards 
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Card 2 (5ElO.4) 
Optimizer printout control (see Table 7) 
Standard output = 0 
Maximum allowable number of stages 
Maximum allowable number of one dimen-
sional minimizations per stage; i.e. 
MAXODM search directions are computed 
before the approximate problem is updated. 
§E~£!~!_QE~!Qg: if MAXODM = 0, complete 
solution of the approximate problem is 
performed at each stage. 
EPSSTG Stage convergence criterion. 
Same as NEWSUMT 
DUMMY not used 
DUMMY not used 
DUMMY not used 
STEPMX Maximum step size at each stage (move 
limit) Same as NEWSUMT 
Card 3 (2ElO.4) 
STEPMX-mul 
STEPMX-LL 
STEPMX modification multiplier 
Lower limit on the STEPMX 
I If IOPT = 6: DUALl Optimizer Control Cards I 
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Optimizer printout control (see Table 8). 
Standard output = O. 
Maximum allowable number of stages 
Maximum allowable number of restarts in 
the solution of the dual problem (dis-
crete and mixed discrete-continuous cases). 
Maximum allowable number of one dimensional 
maximizations per restart. MAXODM should 
be at least equal to the number of con-
straints retained in the first stage. 
ICOMB Specify = 1 
Card 2 (SElO.4) 
EPSSTG Stage convergence criterion 
Same as NEWSUMT 
EPSODH. 
TAUMAX 
Dual maximization convergence criterion 
Maximum step size in dual space. 
§~~~~~~2_2E~!2~: if TAUMAX = 0, the 
program automatically estimates an 
appropriate value for TAUMAX and simul-
taneously determines a good starting 
point for dual maximization in the first 
stage. TAUMAX ~ 0 can be used in order 
to reduce the storage requirement for 
computation of the intercept-distances 





Card 3 (2ElO.4) 
not used 
Maximum step size at each stage (move 
limit in the primal space). 
STEPMX-mul STEPr-1X modification multiplier 
STEPMX-~.~.· Lower limit on the STEPMX 
[If rOPT = 7 : Dual 2 Optimizer Control Cards I 
Card 1 (215) 
JPR1NT 
MAXSTG 






Card 3 (2ElO.4) 
STEPMX-mul 
STEPMX-~.~. 
Optimizer printout control (see Table 9) 
Standard output = O. 
Maximum allowable number of stages 
Stage convergence criterion 
Same as NEWSUMT 
Dual maximization convergence criterion. 
Convergence is achieved when the norm 
of the vector made up of the primal 
constraint values is less than EPSODM. 
not used 
not used 
Maximum step size at each stage (move 
limit in the primal space). 
STEPMX multiplier 
Lower limit on STEPMX. 
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Figure 1. Basic Orpnization of ACCESS'3 
rl INPUTR, PTRVTR I 
H INPUTt'l, PREP!3l I 
H- PREP!32, TRUSSl, CSTl, SSPll 
1 PREP!3!3 l-H PREP!33, TRUSS2, CSTIS2, CSTOR2, I 
SSP2, SAC~1M5, PACK, SADt1l3 
MAIN 
H PREP!34, TRUSST, CSTIST, CSTORT, 






r1 LOAD2, WRITED I 
DECODE 
ERRORl H SADM44, SADM45, EIGR~l, EIGR~2, EIGR~3 1 
EXCEED HANALYS} 
PRINTI STRESS 
-i CONSTR, SETPOS 1 




H WRITEM, to1RSIDE I 
H PRENSt1, NEwsm1, RFACTR, ODM I 
FUNCTN, TAYLOR, DIRCTN, PRINTD 
PREPRI, INIPRI, DEPPRI, MIPRI2, PAt1APR, 
GAUSYM r- 11ODIN2, DlREC2, INTER2, RESTA2, GRADF, POIDS, LlMACT, PERLIG, PERMCO 
ATBREC 
fvlULMAT 
MULl-1Al PREDUl, INIDUl, DUALl, PRIME, 
- RTASYI1 SUBGRD, PROJEC, ONEDM, GAMMAP, GAMMM, COMBIN, COMBI2 
TLVECT 
PROSCA 
P.EADUA PREDU2, INIDU2, lUNDUA, DEPDUA 
DIRDUl, DIRDU2, DERSEC, PAMADU, 
CALPRE, TAUOPT, CALVAR 
Fig. 2 Overlay Structure of ACCESS-3 (IBM version) 
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TRF 
Figure 4. Truncation Boundary Value (TBV) vs. Truncation Factor (TRF) 
Table 1. Temporary Files 














Stiffness matrix components associated with 
unit values of independent design variables 
and load vector components which are indepen-
dent of design variables 
Mass matrix components associated with unit 
values of independent design variables 
Load vector components due to thermal loads 
and dependent on independent design variables 
Load vector components due to inertia loads 
and dependent on independent design variables 
Constraint gradients 
Input data and a part of preprocessor output 
Thermal shear panel stiffness matrix compo-
nents. Used only when IETP(6)fO 
Constraint gradients (except stress constraints) • 
Required only when zero order approximation 
of the stress constraints is considered. 
Eigenvector sensitivity vectors, if computed 
Mass matrix post-multiplied by eigenvectors. 
Required only when second order expansion of 
frequency constraints is used. 
Original system stiffness and mass matrices. 
Required only when second order expansion of 
frequency constraints is used. 
Modified [K-AiM] in the eigenvector sensitivity 
computation. Stored in decomposed form. 
( aK _, aH )--" 1\. ,,- x. , oCLb ~ oCLb ~ ((i=l, NEIG) , b=l, B) 
Required only when second order expansion of 
frequency constraints is used. 
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Table 2. Required Blank Common Size 
Problems Elements Total No. Free Displ. No. of Total No. of Required 
of Elements d.o.f.s. Design Variables Constraints Real Array Integer Array 
Wing carry-Through 
Truss Model TRUSS 63 42 63 256 4291 1606 
(Static) 
Swept Wing (Hetal) CST 60 120 18 268 5238 2305 (Static) SSP 70 
Delta Wing-Composite CSTOR 252 105 60 2661 13090 9433 (Static & Dynamic) 70 
Delta Wing-Composite CSTOR 252 
(Static, Thermal SSP 70 105 60 2661 18652 9103 
and Dynamic) TSP 70 
Delta Wing-Composite CSTOR 252 
(Static, Thermal, SSP 70 105 60{12 continuous 2661 22327 8567 




Table 3. Available Options for Frequency Constraints 
~W2 1st order 1st order 2nd order Approx. Reciprocal Direct Direct 
Algorithm .... ~ DV's DV's DV's 
NEWSUHT * * * 
PRIMAL2 * - -
DUALl * - -
DUAL2 * - -
*available combination in ACCESS-3 program 
Table 4. Algorithm Options for Various Kinds of Problems 
~KindS Mixed 
,of DV's 
AlgOrithm'~ Pure Pure Continuous -Continuous Discrete Discrete 
NEWSUMT * - -. 
PRIMAL2 * - -
DUALl * * * 
DUAL2 * - -
* available for application in ACCESS-3 program 
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Table 5 Analysis Printout Control - IPRINT 
All messages above the horizontal line corresponding to each. 







* Standard Values 
Information Printed 
Constraint identification code 
Posture table at each stage 
Time statistics of the job 
Messages prior to any error termination 
Input data in readable format 
Initial and final nodal displacements 
Initial and final eigenanalysis results 
Element sizes and weight information 
Scaling factor and scaled weight 
New list of linearized constraints (after 
zero order stress approximation) 
Independent linked design variable values 
(including lower and upper limits) 
Modified truncation factors 
Initial and final element stresses 
Initial and final values of all constraints 
Element stresses and constraint values at 
each stage 
Lower limits, upper limits and allowable 
discrete values after design variable 
normalization 
Interface data (with optimizer) 
Listing of data cards 
Element geometry data 
Load vectors 
Gradients of retained constraints 
Element stiffness/mass matrices 
Master stiffness/mass matrices 
Integer and real pointer vectors for 
dynamic array allocation 
Debugging of integer and real arrays 
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Table 6 NEWSUMT Optimizer Printout Control - JPRINT 
All messages above the horizontal line corresponding to each 






:* Standard value 
Information Printed 
Control and system parameters 
Initial design analysis results 
Response surface penalty multipliers 
ODM's results summary 
Final results of optimization 
Time and counting statistics 
Results for each response surface 
Direction finding data 
ODM's results at each design point 
Golden section search data 
Penalty function detailed data 
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Table 7 PRIMAL2 optimizer Printout Control - JPRINT 
All messages above the horizontal line corresponding to each 





* Standard value 
Information Printed 
Initial and final results summary 
Final values of all linear constraints 
and associated dual variables 
Identification of each constraint added 
to or dropped from the active set. 
Final design variables 
ODH's results summary 
Active set strategy data 
Design variables and search directions 
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TableS DUALI Optimizer Printout Control - JPRINT 
All messages above the horizontal line corresponding to each 








* Standard' valqe 
Information Printed 
Control and system parameters 
Final results summary 
Final dual variable values 
Summary of dual solution analysis 
(discrete case) 
Results in brief summary form (each 
restart) 
Initial dual variable values (each 
restart) 
Final primal variable and constraint 
values 
Analysis of upper and lower bound 
solutions (discrete case) 
Results in brief summary form (each Omi) 
Initial primal variable and constraint '. 
values (each restart) 
List of best discrete solutions 
Primal and dual variable values (each 
ODM) 
Search direction and sensitivity of 
primal variables in ODM 
Newton iteration results 
Detailed ODM's data 
Detailed Newton iterations data 
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Table 9 DUAL2 Optimizer Printout Control - JPRINT 
All messages above the horizontal line corresponding to each 






* Standard value 
Information Printed 
Final results summary 
Identification of the starting point 
(first stage only) 
Final values of all dual variables and 
associated primal constraints 
Identification of the dual subspace 
at each iteration 
Final primal variable values 
Summary of results after each iteration 
Data on search of a suitable dual start-
ing point (first stage only) 
Search direction and dual variables at 
each iteration 
ODM's results 





Currently, 6 element types are available: they are TRUSS, 
eSTIS, eSTOR, SSP, PSP and TSP. Basic characteristics of these 
elements are given in the sequel. 






Fig. A-I Space Truss Element 
Strain-Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
E = I [-1 L 11 {~} 
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(A-I) 
Stress Strain Relation (local coordinate) 
(J = E e: - Ea~T 
where a thermal expansion coefficient 
~T . average temperature change 
Force Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
EA [_
1 
-1] ~~pl- Ea~TA{-ll-l~pl = 0 
L 1 1 lUQ 1 fQ~ 
where Fp' Fq are externally applied force at P and Q 
nodes, respectively. 
Force Displacement Relation (reference coordinates) 
9. 2 9.m 9.n _9. 2 -9.m -9.n Up 
2 
-9.m 2 Vp m ron -m -ron 
2 
-9.n 2 Wp EA n -ron -n 
L 9. 2 9.m 9.n UQ 
2 VQ Synun m ron 













Consistent Mass Matrix (reference coordinates) 
2 0 0 1 0 0 
2 0 0 1 0 
(H] pAL 2 0 0 1 (A-S) = 6 . 
2 0 0 
Sym 2 0 
2 
where p density 
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2. Type 2 - CSTIS: Constant strain triangular membrane element 
wit~ uniform thickness and isotropic material 
z 
~--------------------------------~- y 
x Fig. A-2 CST IS Element 
Strain-Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
up 
(s-b) 0 0 b 0 Vp EO -s X Wp 
1 E = bh 0 -h 0 h 0 0 - (A-6) y uQ 
Yxy -h (s-b) h -s 0 b VQ 
WQ 
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Stress-Strain Relation (local coordinate) 
O'x 1 v 0 E x 1 
E 1 0 1 (J = --2 v Ey (A-7) y - Ea~T I-v I-v 
Yxy 0 0 I-v Yxy 1 
-r 
Stress-Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
Up 
(s-b} -vh vh b 0 --s vp 
-
E V(s-b) -h -vs h vb 0 wp = 
hh (1_V 2) uQ 
l' - (I-v) h - (l-v) (s-b) (I-v) h -(l-v)s 0 (I-v) b vQ X~l 
.2 2 2 2 2 
-WQ 
(A-B) 
Local-Reference Displacement Relation 
Up t T .. 
· Up x 
Vp X T .. Y Up 




UQ or = [T] U x (A-9) 
- T .. - .. v· Ay · UQ Q 
-
.. T .. 
uR Ax · UR 
vR 
.. T .. A " UR Y 
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where tx unit vector parallel to 
ty unit vector parallel to 
Up'UQ'UR displacement vectors of 
~x m n x x 
0 0 
~ m ny y y 
[T] = ~x m n 
0 x x 0 
~ m n y y y 
~ m n 
x x x 
0 0 ~ y my ny 
Stiffne~s Matrix (local coordinate system) 
K = K + K 
where 
K = n 
n s 
Et 










v(s-b)h (s-b) b 0 
_h2 
-vhb 0 
-vhs -bs 0 
h 2 vbh 0 




h 2 -(s-b)h 
(s_b)2 
Symm. 
hs a -bh 
(s-b)h -(s-b)s a (s-b)b 
h 2 -hs a bh 
a a 
Force-Displacement Relation (local coordinates) 
b-s 





Consistent Mass Matrix 
[M] = pAt 2 a a I a b I a a 12 
2 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
2 a a I a a 1 
2 0 0 I 0 0 
Syrnrn. 2 0 0 I a 
2 a a I 
2 a a 
2 a 
2 
where p density 74 
(A-12 ) 
(A-13 ) 
3. Type 3 - CSTOR: Constant strain triangular membran~ element 




--~- I ax~s 
h o 
z p~ R~ 
-x 
r-------------------y 
x Fig. A-3 CSTOR Element 
Strain-Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
E (s-b) 0 -s 0 b 0 up xx 
I 0 -h 0 h 0 
vp 
E = bh 0 yy 
-






= [B] u 
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, 
Stress-Strain Relation (material axis) 
EL VTLEL 0 
l-vLTvTL l-vLTvTL 





Strain Transformation Law (material-local) 
2 i 2 iLxiLy i Lx Ly 
i 2 . 2 iTxiTy i Ty = Tx 
2iLx i TX 2iLy i Tx iLyiTX+iTyiLx 
[T] 
where i Lx 
-T 
- cose i Tx 
_T 
= e L 
. e = = e T X 
i Ly 
-T . 
- sine i Ty 
_T 












- -sin . e = X 
- 90Se . ey = 
Note: the direction of e2 is chosen so that 
(el x e2 ) • ("ex x ey ) > O. 
Stress-Displacement Relation 
~ 







Local-Reference Displacement Relation 
same as type 2 
Stiffness Matrix (local coordinate) 





4 2 2 4 
= P EL + 2p II vLTET + II ET 
C2 = 
2 2 
P II EL + (p4 + 4 II )VLTET + 
2 2 P II ET 
4 2 2' 4 C3 = II EL + 2p II vLTET + P ET 
p = sinS 
II = cosS 
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(A-IS) 
-c h 2 3 -c bh 2 0 
-c hs 2 -c bs I 0 
C h 2 2 C2bh 0 
















-(2s-b)hO -h 0 2 3 
-h(s-b)O 1 
2 
+[(s-b)s-h 102+sh 0 3 
b(s-b)Ol+bh O2 
-b(s-b)O -bh 0 2 3 
where o = 1 4P
2112 
2 h Dl -2h(s-b)D2 
+(s-b) 203 
2 
-hs01 [(s-b)s-h lD2 








-11 2 ) 
o - ( 2 .2)2 
- P-ll 3 
Synun. 
- 2 2 
-s D1+2hsD2+h 0 3 
hsO + (h 2_s 2 )'02 ·2 1 h 01-2hs 02 
(A-20) 
-hs 0 2 
. 3 +s 03 
-bsO -bh 0 
-bh01+bs O2 b
20 1 2 1 




Equilibrium Equation (local coordinate) 
- + "1: K u + h = 1: 
h = t ~T 
where 
2 ·2 
-(b-s) (p hl+~ h 2) + 2hp~(hl-h2) 
-h(~2hl + P2h 2 } + 2(b-s)p~(hl-h2) 
2 2 
-s(p hI + ~ h2}-2hp~(hl-h2)' 
h(~2hl + P2h 2 ) + 2sP~(hl-h2) 
b(P2hl + ~2h2} 
-2bPll(hl -h2} 
Consistent Mass Matrix (reference coordinate) 
same as type 2 
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(A-21) 
4. Type 4 - SSP: Symmetric shear panel element with uniform 
thickness and isotropic material 
This is a special element used to model relatively thin 
symmetric structures such as idealized supersonic lifting 
surfaces. Theoretical discussion is given in Ref. 1. It 
is assumed that this element models the upper (or lower but 
not both) half of the symmetric structure and the element 
plane of symmetry coincides with the X-Y plane. It is 
further assumed that all SSP elements are placed vertically 





x ... Q!.' 
b 
a 
Fig. A-4 SSP Element 
Note: 
1. There are only two nodes per element. 
2. The line of intersection with the XY plane does not 
move in the XY plane. It can only move vertically. 
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3. If the heights PP' and QQ' are different, the average 
(PP' + QQ')/2 is considered as the height of the 
element, i.e. b. 
4. No thermal load can be considered in this element 
Strain Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 





= a a iiQ (A-22) 
I I I I 
b -- b -a a vQ 
E = [B]u 
h · y"'/b w ere~n n = 
Stress-Strain Relation (local coordinate) 
a I v 0 e: 
x x 
E I 0 e: ay = --2 v I-v y (A-23) 
0 0 I-v 
-2- Yxy 
Stress Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
ax 
_ 2n 0 2n 0 
up 
a a 
ay E 0 0 0 0 
vp (A-24) = 
Txy I I I I 
uQ 
.2(I+v)b 2(1+v)a 2(1+v)b 2(1+v)a Vo 
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and mx are components of a unit vector ex along 
the local x axis. 
Stiffness Matrix (local coordinate) 

















consistent Mass Matrix (local coordinate) 
I + G - -1:.. H 0 I G I 0 18 - --H 9 12 12 
1 0 1 1 0 3" 12 H 6" 
M = 
pabt . , 1 0 0 1 (A-27) 
-2- 9 18 
1 + G 1 1 9 12 H 3" 
Symm. 1 0 3" 
1 
9 
where p = density 
2 2 
G a \) \) = 30+ 18 + --2 
30a 
H a + 1 = -a 
It may look strange that the mass matrix depends upon 
Poisson's ratio \) through G. This is due to the fact that 
the assumed displacement field is derived based on assumed 
stress field. 
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5. Type 5 - PSP: Pure symmetric shear panel element with uniform 
thickness and isotropic material 
This element is identical to a type 4 (SSP) element, 
except for a minor change in the assumed displacement state 
so that the stress state of the element is pure shear: i.e. 
a y = O. This implies that EX = Ey = O. 
Strain Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
[ 1 lllJ Yxy = b,- a,b,a 




E [~, - ;, ~, ;] 2(1+\) 
Local to Reference Displacement Transformation 
same as type 4. 
Stiffness Matrix (local coordinate) 
same as type 4 ex~ept F _ O. 
Mass Matrix 





Strain-Displacement Relation (local coordinates) 
1 Y.(1_2x) 1 v(1_2x) -e:X - - up a b a a b a 
-
2 x 2x 
Vp 
e:y = 0 -(1--) 0 ab UQ 
(A-3l) b a 
0 0 0 0 
-VQ 
Stress-Strain Relation 
e:x 1 v 0 e: 1 x 
E 1 0 Ea.l1T 1 e: y v e: y - I-v = 
--2 
I-v l+v 
Yxy 0 0 -2- Yxy 0 
(A-32) 
StreSS-Displacement Relation 
"" 1 v 1 v O'x - - b - b a a 
E v 2 2 
- - l[2_v2_2 (1-v )x] v l[v2+2 (l-v )x] O'y = --2 a 
I-v b a a b a 
0 0 0 0 
I,. 




Local to reference displacement transformation 
same as type 4 
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Stiffness Matrix (local coordinate 






4-v 2 ~ 
Symm. 
a 











4-v 2 ~ 
Force Displacement Relation (local coordinate) 
Ea~T t 
K u - 2(l-v) 







Assumed to be the same as type 4 
(A-35) 
Note: As shown in the stress-displacement relation, stress 
distribution is linear with respect to x. In order 
to simplify the problem, an approximate stress dis-




1 v 1 up 
-a b -a 
- f 11 
cr ~ - I-v 2 
vp 
_ EaLlT 
v 1 v 1 
I-v l 1 (A-36) 
Y - b -approx. a a b 
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6. Type 6 - TSP: Thermal symmetric shear panel element with 
uniform thickness and isotropic material 
Since SSP and PSP cannot be used for problems involving 
thermal loads, this special element is added to the ACCESS-3 
element library. The TSP element is designed to be used under 
steady thermal soak load conditions such that the temperature 
change in each TSP element is uniform and therefore symmetric 
with respect to the X-Y plane. 
If the "structure is subject to both mechanical and thermal 
loads, two structural models must be created and analyzed separ-
ately. One model is to use SSP elements to model shear panels 
and it is subject to only mechanical loads. The other model uses 
TSP elements to model the shear panels and it is subject to only 
thermal soak loads. These two models are created automatically, 
if the user specifies both SSP and TSP elements. Displacement 
and stress states of the structure subject to both thermal and 
mechanical loads are generated by superimposing the results ob-
tained from the two separate models. 
Theoretically, it is also possible to consider the PSP - TSP 
element combination, but this is not implemented in the current 
version of the program. 
Note that the TSP option requires a significant amount of 
core memory and CPU time, since two system stiffness matrices 
are stored and decomposed. Sensitivity analyses of the responses 
must be carried out separately and superimposed afterwards. 
Therefore, analysis effort is nearly doubled when thermal effects 




Two simple examples are given to illustrate input data preparation 
and program output for various features of the ACCESS 3 code. To help 
understand these examples, Figs. Bl and B2 represent the geometrical layout 
of the structures and the following indications are provided: 
(1) 10-bar cantilever truss 
• static constraints only; 
• automatic selection of stress constraints requiring first order 
approximation; 
• equality constraints on displacement; 
• DUAL 2 optimizer 
Note that displacements at nodes 4 and 5 in the Y direction are 
required to be equal to -5.08 cm (-2.0 in) and -2.54 cm (~1.0 in), 
respectively. 
(2) 10 element delta wing 
• static constraints and frequency constraint; 
· mechanical and thermal loads; 
• mixed continuous-discrete problem; 
• titanium webs (continuous) and composite skin (discrete); 
• DUAL 1 optimizer. 
Note that the available discrete thicknesses for the CSTOR elements 
are {0.0254, 0.050e, 0.0762, 0.1016, •.•• 5.0e} (ern) or {0.01, 0.02, 
0.03, 0.04, •••• 2.0} (in). 
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Fig. Bl 10 bar cantilever truss 
~ __________ ~ ___________ 6 
Fig. B2 10 element delta wing 
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(1) 10 bar cantilever truss 
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CCMFLtT~ OPTI~ILATICN ~y UUAL2 :JPTIMIZER 
ANALYSIS PRINT OUT CONTROL = 2 
Ot;SIGN IN LINKED SIZING VARIAELE SPACE 
.- .. _-._----
NUMBER OF NCOES 0 
NUMtlER OF TOTAL ELEMENTS 10 
NUMbER OF LINKED VA~IAtlLES 10 
NUMOEI' Of LCAD <:CNlJlT leNS 1 
NUMbER OF 8CU~UARY NOOES 6 
NUMtH,R CF I30TROPIC MATERIALS 1 
~UMtlER CF OrtTHCTROPIC MATERIALS 0 




LINKED VARIABLES 10 
--------------------








0.0 0.0 0.0 
360.000C 0.0 0.0 
120.0000 0.0 0.0 
720.0000 360.0000 0.0 
360. 0 g 0 0 360.0eoo 0.0 
0.0 360.0000 O~O 
OISPLACE~ENT tl~UNUARY CONDITIONS 
tjCUNDAI<Y COOES. )( Y Z x FRE S~R I SED 0.1 SPL.ACEJ1fNT y z 
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------1 1 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
z.. a 0 1 0.0 O.(L O'!Q ____ _ 
3 0 a 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
! ------.. -------- 0.0 0.0 0._1l " 0 0 1 0.0 0.0 5 a 0 1 0.0 0.0 
" 





1102 N3 N4 
T~USS f.LEIolEt-.TS 
112 
2 2 3 
LINKt:U 
GROuP 
• -l:PRESCRIBED. O&FRE~. l=FIXED 
EL.EMeNT SIZE 





0.100000 1 -I 0 
0.100000 1 -I 0 
\D 
W 
3 J ._.~ ________ _ 


























0.100QOO_. ___ ._. ____ .1 .. ___ ~l_. __ . .-0 ______ _ 
5 5 6 
6 2 5 
I I _~ _____ . __ .. 
8 2 b 
92" 
10 3 5 10 




0.100000 1 -I 0 
0.100000 1 -1 0 
0.100000 1 -1 0 
___ .O~lQOOOQ _________ .L. ________ .~I 0 ____ _ 
0.100000 1 -I 0 
0.100000 1 -1 0 
0.100000 1 -1 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--.-"':'2=FIxEo-AT INIT'IA~ VALUE -1=LOWER HOUNDS C/IoL'f .. -.. --.. - .'- -.-- .------- .. ----.-
O=NCN ~EGATIVITY ~NLY I=UPPER eOU/IoDS C~L'f 
2=dOTH UPPER ANO LOaER tlOUNCS 
________ ~IL1slJ~~.lS~t:T~ '!. AL.!J'!;' GROV~ t-.U M!.3ER 
- --- -- .. _._- --------------.--.-----













-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T"luSS t:.Lt. ... EI\TS 
1 1 2 1 
2 2 3 2 
,,3.. ___ 
, .. "J, 4 J 
4 4 5 4 
5 5 6 5 
























a L ________ l 5 ___ ._ 1 20.000000 
8 2- 0 d 20.000000 












9 2 4 c;. 20.000aoo 0.100000 
10 .1 5 10 20.000,)00 O.lJOOOO 
----------.'...;i=FIXEO AT INITIAL VALUE -l=LOIoER OOUNDS CI\LY 
O~NCI\ i\EG4TIVITY :i\LY l=UPPER 00Uh05 Ci\LY 
2=dCTH UPPER AND LO~E~ dOUNCS 
S.t;;.'-mHL.hlJJ1~_,.io!ls..C.BP~, VALUI;. GROI,I~ I\.I,IMI3ER 
MATt:~IAL COl\5TANTS - ISOTRQPIC M~TERIALS 
0.100000 





- - _. -- - -_ .. _- - .-- --- ... --. - ------- -. ---- --
G~OUP YOUNG'S POISSON'S SP~CIFIC T~ERMAL COMPRESSIVE TENSILE 
----_-_-'-'~~~ ______ ~!~~~~~: _________ ~~~~ ______ ...;!:!~~I _____ ....:~P~~:_I_O_N~ ___ .-_~_ ..-_S_Tl~~.!~-- __ ,A. liT~~SS ____ , ____ . ______ _ 
10ccacoo.0 0.3000 0.11l0000 c.O -25000.0 
----------
LOAD CONDITIONS 
--------------------,----- -- - ------
LU~PED LOAD AT NODES 
NOCE IIoUMtlER x Y z 
------------------------------------------------------------
------------
_ LOAlJ_~QNPIT1CN __ 1 
2 
" 
LOAl> CO~DITION NO. 
0.0 
0.0 
- 1 0 00 a c. 0 CO 
-10000C.000 
PRESSURE LOAD 






---------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------... -.-- -. --a NO GFIAVITY LOAD 
25000.0 
----------------------------------------------------------------_._--_. 
THE~MAL LOA I> 
NO THERMAL LOAO SPECIFIED 
\0 
ij::. 
J _. ___ . __ . 
I 
2 
"nti b - Wit?" '.t J CONSTRAlf'H .lATA 
SIDE CONSTRAINTS 
SlUE CCNSTqAIN~ SPECIFICATlehS ARE GIVfN IN T~E ~LEM~NT UATA 






INITIAL T~uNCATION FACTOR 
MAXI~UM TRUNCATION FACTOR 
BASIS CUTOFF FACTOR 
~ULTIPLIER FOR TRF UPDATING 
MINIMUM NO~MALIZATICN FACTCR 
COCE. REGI~N NO. 
2 
2 
*~l:LOWeR BCUNO ChLY. O=NC CONSTRAINT 
I=UPPER EeUND C~LY. 2=LO~ER AND UFPER SCUNDS 









SLOPE/qELATIVE DISPLAC~MENT CONSTRAINTS 





INITIAL TRUNCATION FA~TOR 
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION FACTOR 
UASIS CUTOFF FACTOq 
MULTIPLIE~ FOR TRF UPDATING 





._. -_ .. __ .'-"---
ST'lESS 11l00.0000 
STRA I N O. I Oil OOOE+OO 
NO EULER BUCKLING CCNSTRAI~TS IMPCSED 
SELECTION FACTOR FOR .. Oo.JJ)Qo 
ZERO ORDER APpqOXIMATION 
cLE~chT TYPE 
ALL ELeMENTS ARE CONSTRAINED EY BOTH LOWER AND UPPER ·eOUNDS 
OPTIMIZER ceNTROL ~ABA~ETERS 
CUAL ? 
PRINT cuT CDNTPCL 
~AX. ~C. CF STAGES 
DIMINISHING RET~RN CRITERION A~CNG STAGES 
DIMINISHING RETU~N CRITERION AMCNG o.D.M. 
MAX. STEP SIZE ALLOwE~ IN A SINGLE STAGE 
STEP SIZE MODIFICATION FA~ToR 











CONSTRAINT IOENTIFICA~ICN CCDtS 
CJNST~AINT TYPe 1 
. :-lOOLlI -10002 
C(jNSTF<AINl TYPE 2 
-100120004 100120004 
-- ---.---- CCNSTRAl"H TY"!:: 3 
CONSTRAINT TYPe::. .. 
-loJO 10 OJ I IOLllOu<ll 
-10010006 10010006 
CON5TRAI"IT TYPE 5 
CC-N!:TF<AINT TYPE: (> 
10 ~CNSTRAINT~ IN l~IS TYPe 
-10JO.J -1"004 -1000:> 
4 CCNSTRAI/ljTS IN ThIS TYPE 
-100220005 100220005 
0 ~CNSTRAINTS IN T~IS TYPe 
20 CCNSTRAINTS IN T~IS TYPe 
-lUOIOOu2 I ::lei <H)02 -10010003 
-10010007 10010,007 -10010000 
0 CCNSTRAINTS IN T~IS TYPE 
0 CCNST'lAINT~ IN T .... IS TYP!:: 
-IUOCo 











-IOQ IQ ... 
10010005 
10010010 
CON5T~AINT IDE~TIFICATICN CCDtS 
C)NST~At~T TYPt I 10 ~CNSTRAINT~ IN l~IS TYPE 
-lQO~1 -10a02 -IUJ03 -IJ004 -1000~ 
CGNST~AtNT TYPE 2 4 CCNST~AtNTS IN ThIS TYPE 
-100120004 100120004 -100220005 100220005 
-·------CCNST~Al'lT TY"!: 3 
CONSTRAINT TYPE 





CONST~AINT TYPE 5 
-.. _---C C·NST ~A I N T TYPE 6 
o CCNST~AINTS IN T~lS TYP~ 
20 CCNSTRAINTS IN T~IS TYPE 
-10010002 10010002 -10010003 
-10010007 10010007 -10010000 
o CCNSTRAINTS IN T~IS TYPE 
o CCNST~AINTS IN T~IS TYPE 
___ .NU~J3Eq _ ::f _ .8 EhA.II I ~UR '-QNS_TRA 1 tiTS 24 
NUM~E~ ~F DESIGN VARIAdLES 10 




ENO JIIERLAY PREP CO 














-..• -- ... - ---- ---_. 
\0 
- -------- -0+-- . 
. . - ---- .. -----. - .-
'" 
h ' 
STAGE NU. ~PPROXIMATE PRJdLE~ 6£N£RATO~ 
-----------------------------------------------_._ ._-. _. 
CU~RENT ~EMdLR SIlE 
--------------------------MEM~Eq-TYPE NL~BEM 1 
0.2000£+02 0.2000~+a2 0.2000£+02 0.2000E+02 0.2000£+02 0.2000E+02 
-- - CUliRE'iT- WE (G':iT D-A 14 
M~~uE" TYPE ~UM~ER 'At:lGHT 
VARIA~LE STqUCTUR~L wEIG~T 
FIxED 5TRLCTURAL WEIGHT 
TOTAL STRUCTURAL .EIGHT 








,'.'M'" MiNi ... ' 
0.2000£+02 0.2000E+02 0.2000E+02 0.200oe+02 
__ .c;~\lt:F~E._tti:t;;_~r.t.!;.K STA.!:iE- NC.= 1 0.1191E+<:1 0.1000£+Ql MLST BE LESS THAN 0.10000.OE-03 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION Of' THRcE C.ONS£CUTlVt:: STAGES ARE 0.200aOllc+31 0.100000E+31-- -0.83929210+0. --------
- ENTER OVERLAY ANALYS 
-.. --- - - - --------- -----------~ 
-...J 
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----- ---------.-------
NOCAL OISPLACcMENTS 
WlllE... _ _--'1 Y l. NOCE_ K _. __ ~ _______________ Z _______ _ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LOAD CCNDITICN 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 -0.36834£+00 -0.90105E+00 0.0 
3 -0.41611E+00 -0.19698E+Ol 0.0 4 0.42388E+00 -0.18975E+OI 0.0 
5 0.35165£+00 -0.1:I3717E+00 0.0 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
________ .. ~:=:~:...::..:;r_~:;_~~.:;~~~::..._::; .. =.~~_~.~~;:==:.~==2=:a=======================:=====~==:::1==:~~=:a~:;w::~.~~~~~~~~~~.aaa~~~~~~ •• ~~~:I!...~~ _____ .. ___ _ 
NOCAL OISPLACE~EN1S 
________ .NQOE ._ 














-0~<iolo5E.oo·· -0.-0 ---... ---.- --------- -
-0.41611E+00 -0.19698E+Ol -0.16975E+OI 0.0 
0.3516510+00 -0.63717E+00 0.0 0.0 
_______ . ___ =~.:;;: =;:_~_~= ~_~ _ :;=.:=== =': = ': = = = = === = == = = = ===== = == ===== ===== ==== =:= ==== === ~ == -== == = ===: =:2 Z2a:l=: ........... S ......... Z •• :a. 
____ -!l.4_-"Ou.I SP .L.A.CE.M.f1'!II_J:ONS r B A.I t,I]" S_ _ 1 TO 4 ".OST CI\ITICAL CONSTRAINT,. _-_0 ... 162631.£+_00 
0.5123E-Ol -0.512310-01 0.IE28E+00 -0.1628E+00 
__ . __ MrXI? __ ._ ... 'L __ .LC __ .. 
..5-CC "'IJ I NED SX SY SXY SX-THERM_ . SY-THERM __ SXY,:"THERM. 
1 -0.102316E+05 
1 1 1 -0.102316E+05 
_. ______ -L. __ 2-__ ..L ... __ .. -0.29<;312£+04 
1 2 1 -0.~99.J12E+04 
1 3 1 0.200619E+04 
1 3 1 0.200619E+04 
______ .. ______ 1 ... ___ ._ ~. __ ._ _L. 0.200620E+04 
1 4 1 0.200f20E+04 
1 5 1 0.'l7f816E+04 
1 5 1 0.916816E+04 
_______ l ___ !L _. __ L .. _. 00._17144EE+04 
1 6 1 O.117446E+04 
1 7 1 -0.674326E+04 
1 1 1 -0.614326E+04 
__ . _____ .1.. ____ 6. _'--_ .. ._._ O. 739tJ 15E +04 
1 8 1 0.73S815E+04 
1 9 1 -0.28~721E+04 
1 <; 1 -0.283721E+04 
______ ~1_-...l.0----- L. O.42337fE+04 
1 10 1 0.423376E+04 
20 STRESS/STRAIN CONSTRAI~TS 
____ .. __ .0.5.9C7E+00 O.1409E+Ol 0.8803E+00 
0.1071E+Ol 0.92~OE+OO 0.730JE+00 
4 CC~ST"AINTS OUT OF 4 
_ ._ .. __ . ..l. 
_. 2. _ 
.3 
0 CO~STRAINTS OUT ~F 0 
_____ . __ ._._.1.0 _. CO~STRAINTS OUT Jf 20 



































































MOST CRITIcAL CONSTRAINT= 0.5907344E+00 
0.9198E+00 O.1080E+Ol 0.9198E+00 0.139IE+Ol. 
O.7040E+00 O.8865E+00 0.1113E+OI 0.1169E+OI 
CUTOFF POINT= O.B63717c+00 
4 
CUTOFF POINT= 0.863717E+00 
CUTCFF PCINT= O.959073E+00 
12 14 16 17 20 21 
10 CONST~AINTS OUT Of 10 RETAtNEU DUE TO VAPIABLE LINKING 
_____ 5 __ 7 10 12 14 16 l7 20 21 
0 CONSTRAINTS ~UT Of 0 CI.JTOFF POINT: O.959073E+00 
0 .. CO~STRAINTS OUT OF 0 Cl.TOFF POINT= O.95907.3E+00 
AVAILAuLE INTEGER ARRAY= 2500 QVfRLAY ANALYS PEaUIRE~ENT= :114 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
. ( 1 • 







QETAINEL> TOTAL T'rPL MEMBER Naoc DIRECTIO'" L.e. MODE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ UfSPLACE~ENT CONSTRAINTS MOST CRITICAL = -0.1628:.1IE+00 
I I 2 Ii I -I 0.512276E-01 
2 2 2 Ii I I -0.512276E-01 
--------
J .J 2 c 1 -I 0.162831E+00 
4 4 2 c I 1 -0.1628~lE"'00 
STRESS/STRAIN CJNSTPAINTS 1010 S T CP I T I CA L 0.590734E+OC 
____ ._. ____ . __ !:L __ . 5 1 I .1 -1 . __ O.590734f;+OQ 
6 7 1 2 I -I 0.880251E"'00 
1 10 I 3 I I 0.919152E+00 
Il 12 I 4 I 1 0.919752E+00 
_______ 0 __ • ___ ---". __ • __ •• .. 9 __ lit I 5 1 , 0.6Q9~73E+00 
10 16 , 6 1 I 0.929021e+00 
II 11 I 1 1 -I 0.730270e ... 00 
12 20 I 8 1 1 0.704050f;+OO 
-----_._-----_. __ .. -. U Zl 1 9 1 -1 ... O.8Q6~'2e+oo _ 
- 14 24 1 10 1 i 0.830650E+00 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODE STANUS FOP T~E fCLLCwING 
. ________ .. _____ .. M;:G.A~l.\/E.= ... CwEP 6CvJl,D FCSITIVf=l,IPPEP BCl,INC 
FOH STRESS CONSTRAINT. (CODE+l) 
, = VC'" MISES EauIvALENT STRESS 
2 = LCJI,GITUOINAL STRAIN 
_...J._~. TRAN.~t;PSf STRAIN 
4 = SI-EAP STI<AIN 
5 = FI~ST Ea~ATION OF STRESS I"'TCRACTION 
6 = SECCND Ea~ATI~N OF STQESS I",TERACTIO", 
__ 1 • TSAI-AZZI CRIT~RION 
FOR FI<ECUENCY CCNSTRAI"'TS. ASSOCIATED MOOE NUMBER 
__ ~A~V~A~l:~~::_~EAL~:~~~~~~:_~~~~gQ-. __ ~V£RL~~_~~=~_S __ R~~I~~~~~~ ____ :~~ 
SELECTION OF 10 1ST C"JER APPROXIMATt:U STRESS CONSTRAINTS Nl.W N~MIiER OF LINEARIZED CONSTRAINTS NTee • I. 
- -------
....•..... ----
. -.---.-.-.- -- -- --. - -.-------\0--
ANALYSIS TIME OATA 
ASSEM8LE MASS/STIFFNESS MATRIX 
____ ~A~S~S~E.M.t1L~ .. \!t;~Tl1RS . 
~ECC~POSE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
SOLUTION OF DI~PLACEMENTS 
F~EaUt:NCY ANALYSIS 
_______ F:Lll.T I£B.... A.!llAL Y5.L5 . 
caNST~A!Nl EVALUATION 
~OSTURE TAdLE SET 











..... ANU TOTAL CPU·1'TM-E· - .---.. -- O. 2d62SSE+00·· . 
! -- --------... -------- END OVERLAV ANAL~S 
SCALI NG FACTOR 0.1I62tl31:.+01 SCALED WEIGHT 0.<;'S .. 54E+04 
NEW LIST OF LINEA~IZ~O CO~STRAI"'T! 
2 3 4 
RELATlv~ MOVE LI~IT 































MJST VIQLATtD SlOE CC~STRAtNT UESIG'" VA"IMJLE 10 















O.IOOOE ... OO 


















NE~ LIST 0F L[NEA~ll~O ca~STRAI~T5 
2 3 4 5 
RELATIV~ MOVE LIMIT 
___ ~AIll.E __ _ 
NU Mil EI'l 
7 10 1 ~ 14 
0.1000E-02 














- SIZE-- UPPER BOUND 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---.. _--_. 
1 LId JOO!:-+JO 0.2000;:+02 0.20()OE+05 2 0.1000E+01l 0.20001:;+02 0.2000E+05 
3 0.1000E+110 0.2000E+02 0.2000E+05 4 0.1000E+()0 0.<!000E+02 0.2000E+05 
5 0.1000f+00 0.20001:;+ 02 0.~000E+05 6 O.1000E+00 0.2000£+02 0.2000£+05 
1 0.1000E+00 0.2000E+02 0.2000E+05 fj 0.1000E+00 0.2000E+02 0.2000E+05 
__________ 2. __ ~.l.QQJLf,; tM 0 .• ~00OE+02 0.2090E+05 1.0 0.~0Q.9E;tQQ . g~~_O...Q.Q~~.Q~ ___ Q~~00OE+05 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~-
M~ST VIOLAT~D SIDE CC~STRAtNT 
AVAILABLE ~EAL A~RAY 
AVAILAdLE INTEGER AR~AY= 
7:;00 
2500 
DESIG~ IIAMIABLE 10 CCNST~AINT V~LUE 
I:;NTER OVERLAY PREO~2 
OllE~LAY PREUU2 REQUIREMENT= 








-------------.------ ._- --.. 
0.9950E+00 






___ -1 It;RATl..J4'11 L __ 
NORM OF p~OJECTEO G~AotENT 
-----.. _-- --.-- - - - ---
LIST OF ACTIvE CC~5T~AINTS 
ITERATIO"l 2 
-- --~~~-===.-~--~ 
NCRM OF P~OJECTEO G~ADIENT 
__ -LLSI---'lE.._.AL!.lV.E _COhS TRAJlllrS 
ITERATIJN 3 
NORM OF PROJECTED GGAJIENT 
LIST OF ACTIVE CC~STRAINTS 
ITERATION .. 
__ tHlRM-DE _.F-iill..JEU f.Jl _!i&AOIE:'-IT _ 
LI ST OF ACTIVE CO~STRAINTS 
IIfRAIJON 5 
NCRM OF PROJECTED GRADIENT 
LIST OF ACTIVE CO~STRAINTS 
ITERATION b 
------
NORM OF P~OJECTEO GRADIENT 
_~ -UE-ACT-l--ll-L-CO-t.SIJU I tilTS 
ITERATI:JN 7 
NORM OF PROJECTED GRA~tENT ! ___ LIST~F ___ ~_~TIVE CO~ST'lAINT:i 
I TERATI ON 8 
_~M OF peOJEC'LErLjiRAOJEtllL 
LIST OF ACTIVE CO~STRAINTS 
ITERATI:JN 9 
NORM OF PROJECTED GRADIE"IT 
LIST OF ACTIVE CCNSTRAINTS 
I TERATI ')"1 10 
NORM OF PRCJECTED GqAoIE"IT 
. _--L.1_SLN __ ACJ I 'l£--C.C NS B 1\ IN T s.. 
ITf:.RATION II 
NORM OF pe~JECTED GRAJICNT 
LIST OF ACTIVE CC~STRAINTS 
===== MAAtMIlATION Of ~UAL FUNCTION dY NEWT:J~ METHOD 
:===::===========:====================:======:==:=~= 





























NORM OF p~OJ[CTED GqADIE~~ 
__ ~ .vr_-<U:TIILL_CONS TIlA!NTS 
I TERATl J'j 7 
-~----' ._ .. 
NCRM OF P~CJEC~E~ GRA~IE~T 
-! LIST QF A"-TIVE CO,,"ST~AINTS 
-- ITERATiON--- 8- - -
" 
. NCRM _ OF_. PFOJECT EO GRAD I E'H 
LIST OF ACTIVE CO"STRAtNTS 
ITERATl:JN 9 
NOR~ OF P~:JJECTED GqADlt~T 
LIST OF ACTIVE CCNSTRAINTS 
ITERATI'lN 10 
-----------
--_._--_._- - ------_ ... -_ .. 
NORM OF PRCJECTED GqAOIE~T 
LI ST OF ACIt YE~NS.IqA..lNI..S- _ 
ITERATION II 
NOR~ O~ pq~JECTED GRADIE~T 
LIST OF ACTIVE CCI\STRAINTS 
--~I~T=E~R~A~T~I~O~N~~1~2---------------- ---------
_JI ClIDLOF-.-P..EO J E CLEIL.G R AD I E"l.T 
LIST OF ACTIVE CO,,"STqAINTS 
tTFR .. Tt nN .3 
NORM OF PROJECTED GRADIE,,!T 
---LIST OF ACTIVe-c-.ji\sTiiAINTs 
ITERATION 14 
--===::.::-------.,----- --
NOR~ OF pqOJECTED GRADIENT 
__ L.l.S.L..CE-._A(;T I VE cC"S T.RAI NTS. 
ITERATION 15 
NORM OF P~OJECTED-G~AOfENT 
LIST OF ACTIvE COl\STRAINTS 
ITERATllN 16 
__ .Jt.ORM--DF _P.qCJ.ECI_ED GRADIENT 
LIST OF ACTIVE CCI\STqAINTS 
~T.ERATLON 17 
wi! NORM OF P:;;OJECTED GRAOIE~T 
LIST OF .i.CTIVE-CC-,,-STPAINTS 


























0.19CJOI<;jE+OO NCRM OF P~OJECTED GRADIENT 






N~RM UF P~~JECTED G~ADIE~T 
LIST OF ACT:VE CC~STRAINTS 
- - - --
ITERATI:JN 20 
--.liJ:RM .QF P:;C.JECTfD . (i;;Ai.llt;:'H 
LIST OF ACTIVE CC~STQAINTS 
__ il.EBA!l.::lN 2L .. _____ . ___ .. 
NORM OF PROJECTED GRAOIENT 
LIST OF- ACTI~~ caNSTR~~NTS 
ITERATION ~UMBER 
-~RIMAL-VA-R-fABL~S- EVAUiATtoNS 
NORM OF OUAL FU~CTIC~ GRADIENT 
--UUAL OBJ E-C1'tVE FUNCT l:lN 
FINAL IIIE IGHT 
--L I STOF,,-c-j fVE-cdt;s TRAINTS-
LINEA~IZE~ CONSTRAINTS 













- _. __ ... _ ..• -._-- ._- -_ .... __ ._---------
CCNSTRAINT CURRt:NT VALUE LIMITING VALUe: DUAL VARIABLE 
_____ -._-_-_-_-_:;,N'!C'::.-_-____ .;;~::;_~== ____________ :. ________ ._~2~!:~ ____________ ~FP=.!!..~ ____ ::;_ _ _;:_._ .. =~- _ .. :.;..;;==.;;;;;-.;;:===;;-___________ _ 
O. "99993L +00 





















.--. -.. ··If.512176E+00 
J. 3523 79E-Ol 
0.5040311:+00 






-0.99<,1999E+30 0.9 <;999<;E+00 
-0.9999"'8E+30 0.99<;9cieE·+00 
-0. 9999<"1E+30 0.~9<;997E+00 
























RESFCNS~ FACTCQ H~UUCEU T~ o.e 
TRUNCATICN FACTC~S ~OutFIEO AS FaLLOwS 
_____ Jl..lSE.l..AUM..E.NT _L£lN.STiiA1NTS 0.120000"'+0-> 
STRES:/STRAIN CCNSTRAINT 0.120000E+00 
SE~ECT[ON FACTJR (F.S.O.) 0.100000E+00 
____ ~P~AT~ SC~LI~G fACTQFS 
<.1.12311:+01 0.41<.17C:+00 1).69771::-01 0.3240~+eo 0.1.189E+Ol 0.1516E+00 0.565fJE+00 0.6419E+00 0.4582e.00 0.580ae.OO 
UPIlATEU wEIGHT COEFFICIENTS 
_...o......B.Bb I E+O'] _0 o.2.~!iLEill __ Do. 51)2.31:::+02 0.23331::+03 o. 8~59E toJ o. l091~f"C3 0.. 596flE..QJ O~.6:iJ.~t_Q;t __ .JI~"{!~~Q..~ 0.59'''e.03 ____ _ 
0.0 0.0 
-----------... -- -----
-------- .. _--- .. 





._.- --.---- -.-.. --- --------_._--------- ------
------.. -- -- --- -.-------------------------
.' 
STAGE '1:3. 2 APPROXtMAT~ PROULE~ GLNERATOR 
-------------------------------------------------- --
CUR~ENT MEMBER SIZE 
----=-~ij~~~=-T;;~::~~;~~R 1 
0.246IE+OZ 0.6214E+OI 0.1395E.+OI 0.6480E+ 01 0.2371E+02 0.31.13IE+Cl 0.1172E+02 O.12S4E+02 O.9164e+OI 0.1162e+02 
CURREr:ri-~Ei GHTC-4-T A--
M~MuE~ TYPE ~U~~E~ IocIGbT· = 0.4 f3fU7E+04 
---------------------------------------------------
-------VAR fA-6LE-S:TF~UCTU~ AC- ",E I Gt-T . 0.47 3837E + 04 
FIX~O STR~CTUQAL WEIGrT 0.0 
TOTAL STRUCTURAL wEIGHT O.473831E+04 
NCN-5TRllQ!..!~A.I. ~t:.IG!-tTHT 0.0 
TJT4L WI:: [GHT 0.473837E+04 
___ .--'...O..~'i.18.GcNCt;;.. CJ-J;\"~ 5T!\.G.f; NO.= 2 0.17131:+00 0.119IE+21 1>41,.5T BE LESS THAN 0.JOOC.H19_E-_Q.~ 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION OF THREE ~ONSECUTIVE STAGES ARE O.1~OOOOE+31 0.B3929ZE+04 0.473837E+04 
----- ---_ ... _-----_._--- .------I:NTER OVERLAY ANALYS 
AV 41 LA tlLI: ...J1i!_I;.GE[LA'3.!!~,!, = _:?!?Q C QVERLAY ANALYS REaU~REMENT= 314 
POSTURE TABLE 
.. _ .. ---------_ .. _._._---_. 
ReTAINED TO TAL TYPE MEMtlER NODi: DIRE<.:T10t. L.C. MODE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------"-- - --.- .-. ._-
DISPLACEMENT CO'iSTRAINTS MOST CRITICAL = -O.o~19Y6E-01 
I I 




































____________________ ~M~O~D~E~STANQ~.£~E_ T~~ FCLLQ~ING 
NEGATIVI::=Le~ER BOU~D FOSITIVEaUPPE~ 
FOR STRESS CONSTRAINT. (CODE+I) 
I : vet. MISES ECUIVALENT STRESS 






























-I O.65742bE+OO - .. ---.----.- -.---------.-
-1 O.611142E+OO 
1 O.381008E+OO 




10.~111~4.~tOQ.. .... _. ___ . ____________ _ 
-I O.867999E+OO 
I O.617144e+OO 
""L..'~"" ... 'W'L--""'''-~L.''' L''''''''''''''u "'U.::l!t,Y'-~U"'rt:,. UL.oU~U 
fOk ST~E~S CON~TRAINT. (LODE+1' 
1 VC~ MIS~S ECUIVALtNT STRESS 
) ; TS~R~~~~!~Asl~I1~IN 
4 S .... t:AR STI1AIN 
5 FI~ST EOLATION OF STRESS I~TERACTIO~ 
b ~t:CCNU EQLATION OF STRESS I~TERACTION 
7 TSAI-AZlI CRITE~ICN 
FUR FI1ECutNCY CCNSTRAI~TS. AS~CCIATED MOOt NUMBtR 
~~~-~------~-------~-----~-----------------------------------------AVAILAHLE REAL ARRAY 7~00 OVtRLAY ANALYS REaUIRE~ENT= 304 
ENU OVEkLAY ANALYS 
___ 3CAUt.G I'ACTOa .. ___ -.lL..l Ob920E.i-0 1 SCALED IIIEI(;HT O.bObb26Et04 
NElli LIST JF LINEARIZED CJNSTRAI~TS 
:":-~-===-=:-:' :---:-~.~":*~------------ ---~----
2 3 ~ 
Rt:LATIV~ MOVL LIMIT 






.-. _ ... - -_. 1 
9 





O. 100 OE+OO 
0.7'jbtlE+OI 









































o .12.1i4E1-02 O.128olE~Q5 
0.1162E+02 0.' 162E+OS 
---- -_ .. _ ... -
- -- .. ---
_ . .MOSL_VI PLATED S~_.~_TRAlliT _ .. ~ OES1(;,., VAfilABLE .2 CCNSTfiAINT V~LUE _ .. a.. 611'_IE ·t1lJ,___ . 
!. 
AVAILAULE REAL AP~AY 
Al£All ABa E lNTE!iEB . .ARkA'l= 
.1 T£RATlON I 
NCRM OF PGCJLCTED GqAJIL~T 
LIST Of- ACTIva:; CO~STRAItHS 
I TEtlATI IN 2 
-------------
--.--- - -< 
7::.00 
2500 
ENTEP OVERLAV PRECU2 
OVeRLAY P~EDU2 REaUIREMENT= 
OVERLAY PficDU2 REQUIRE~ENT= 
27& 
.323 
MAXIMIZATION OF DUAL FUNCTION 8Y NE.TCN METHOD 
======================================~:=====:====~= 




. -- .. - - -- ----.. -----. -- ... --G'I-- --
--.-----~-.----. --_._-_._--
------ -.---- .. - .. -.. -------- .. ------. 
===== 
MAXIMIlATION OF DUAL FUNCTION BY NE.TCN METHOD ===== 
=======~~=============================:===========:= 
_ ... ~.I.ERA.IlDN .L 
NCRM OF pqCJECTED GqAuIcNT 
LIST OF ACTIVE CO~STRAINTS 
I TERA TI IN 2 
-- -=---------.--:--= -.-- _ .. "-
NORM OF pqOJECTEJ GRAUIE~T 
__ L1..S.I . OF. AC!J.VE. .Q)lI;SIRA.HtTS 
I TERA Tt IN .3 
. NORM·-Of'·- P·~OJECT EO· GRAll lENT 
LIST OF A~TIVE CONSTRAINTS 
ITERATION 4 
tiCRM. . ..tJE .. PRCJECTED .liliAUIENL. 
LIST ~F ACTIVE CCNST~AINTS 
._.UEB.AIU1L .. :2 _. _ 
NOkM OF PROJE~TEO GR4UIENT 
--LTST--oFACTfvE·C·ciNSTRAINTS 
ITERATION 6 
NORM OF pqOJECTEU GRAUIENT 
_._L...l..S.!. OF ACTlllt~.IBAHH.S. 
ITERATION ~UMBER 
__ ._.e..R.I.MAL_.'oLA.iU.AfiLE~. E VALUA T ION 5 
NORM OF DUAL FUNCTICN GRAUIENT 
. __ UU AL Otll~~1.BlE-E1JN.C..llaN 
FINAL WEIGhT 


















0.1:)0001£ ... 01 
J. J I) .. ,. 1 'it + C 0 
[).J9:>1~9£"'00 



















1 4 5 
L [MITING VALUE 
LOWt.R UI=PER 
-0.9999Y8E"'30 0.99<;9980::+00 
-O.Y99998E ... .J0 -0.<J9<;i~ge~ ... oo 
-0. <,;<;.,.QI/8E ... 30 0.99C;;'J981::+00 
-0. 999 <;i ',j/ll; +30 -0.99C;;998C:+OO 
-0.100000E+.lI 0.10000010. ... 01. 
-0.99'>~l/e£".30 0.99'>':198£+00 
-0. y·;j99~<;E"'30 O.9<;i<;Y99E"'OO 





























'J. ",',19996(; + 00 
-O.'i'i'><J')6t:tIlJ 
o. 'i9"~96L +00 
:-0 .. 599996£+00 
0.100001£+01 
O • .JOS419E:: +CO 









-0. ", .. 9 Si 9 at +.30 -0.99S<J9SC:+00 
-0.100000E+.JI 0.100000[:,+01 
-0.99<)9"SE+JO 0.99<;998E+00 
-0. "'999'>19E+.J0 0."''i'i99<;E+00 
-0. 9999'idl:+.J0 0."'9,.9981;+00 
-0.1000UO[:'+.31 O. 1 0 OU 0 Ot:: + 01 
-O.IOOOUOE+Jl 11 • 1 000 0 01: + a 1 
















------ ---- ----------RESPONSE FACTOR REDUCED TO c.o 
TRUNCATICN FACTORS MaDIFIEO AS FOLLOWS 
___ ~0.L:t~S:ue.1-ACEM.EN.LCONs..IRAINTS 0 .. .358.3 1 1Et-OO 
STRESS/STRAIN CCNSTPAINT 0.35~317E+OO 
SELFCTION FACTO~ (F.S.O.I O.lOOOOOE+OO 
----... u.rP·~~~~.G--~~~~+oo O.5000E-020~7006E-oi . O.llj3E+Ol O.5000E-C2 O.7272E+OO O~-6j47E"CO-G-.9-9-08E~-0-1----0-.-5-96--4-E-+--O-O----­
UPD4TEO WEIGHT COEFFICIENTS 
_________ a.....z76dE .. tO.J_O ... J0.36E+03 O • .J600E+Ol O.5044Et-C2 O.B159E+03 O • .J600E+Ol 
0.0 0.0 
----------------- - --_ .. -
-_._-_._----
---------.- -.-- .. --
" 
-------- --. -- -----. - -- -- --. 
r! _________ . __ 
Q •. 7405Et-03 0.6463E+03 0.10.09E+03_ ._.O.6.072E+03 _____ ... _ 
..... - .. --------.--------
t-' 
a 
.. --.-----.- .. -.-----------\&1 
STAGE NO. g ~PP~CXIMATE pq1eLE~ GENERATOR 
-------------------------------------------
----- --_._- -- --.-.-. -- .. 
CURQENT ~EM~E~ SIZE 
ME~uER TYPE ~~MUEq t 
O.21~8E+02 O.~434C+Ol 0.1000£+00 0.1401E+Ol 0.2206£+02 0.100CE+00 0.1454~+02 0.1269E+02 0.1962E+Ol 0.1193E+02 
CU~P.E~T ~EIGHT C~TA 
ME~UEq TYPE NUM8EQ weIGHT ,. 0.40488110+04 
---------------------------------------------------
--_ .. -... -
VAqIA9LE STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 0.404881E+04 
FIXED STRUCTUqAL WEIGHT 0.0 
TeTAL STRUCTURAL ~EIGHT 0.404881E+04 
NC~~ST~U~TVRA~ W~IGHTHT 0,0 
T:JTAL WEIGHT 0.404&tHE+04 
LU'l\'--t.EG.LNC:~ CrECK. STAGE .... J..= tl 0.~24(Jc.-04 0.<;N22E-03 MI"ST HE ~ESS THAN Q.l0QClQ.Of-ClJ 
OBJE~TIVE FUNCTION OF THREE CONSECUTIVE STAGES ARE 0.404501E+04 0.404~03E+0. 0.404681E+04 
~NTER OVERLAY ANALYS 
_.\ V Al.l..!.lJ 1..1; illT E.Y~ ~ R ~ A P 2~00 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIREMENT= .310 
POSTURE TABLE 
RET AI "lED T!JTAL TYPE MEM8ER N'JOE DIRECTION L.C. MOOE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
- -- -- -. .
DIS~LACEMENT 
1 














































___ . _____ . __ 8 . 














_~IlE STANQS FOR THE FCLL.O~ING 
NEGATIVE=LC~ER HO~~D FOSITIvE=UPPE~ BCUND 
FOR STRESS CONSTRAINT, (COOE+1) 
1 = vc~ MISES EQUIVALENT STRESS 
__ . __ 2 ___ = .. L.ONG lTw I"'~L STRAP'! 
3 = T~ANSVERSE STRAIN 
4 = ShE~R STRAIN 
5 = FIRST EO~ATION OF STR~SS l~TERACTION 
6 = SECOND EQ~ATION OF STRESS I~TERACTIaN 
7 = TSAI-ALZI CRITERION 
FOR F~ECUE"'CY C(NST~AINTS. ASSOCIATED MODE NUMB£R 
AVAILAHLE REAC ARRAY = 7500 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIREMENT: 300 
END OvERLAy ANALVS 
. __ ~A!"lJIiG J:A~T9R 9·.00004£+01 SCALEO WEIGHT 0.4U.8~6E+04 . 
NEW LIST OF LINE~RIZEO C~NSTRAI~TS 




.. --.- ... -- -. __ . ..---.-- --- ---.. --- -.- -----
-.----------------
AVAI(AHL£ ~EA( ARRAY = 
' ............. _'- - I"" '" .. I~ 
4 S~c~R ST~AI~ 
5 FIR5T EU~ATICN OF STReSS I~TERACTION 
6 SECCNO Ea~ATION OF STR£SS I~TcRACTION 
7 T5AI-ALZI ~RITERION 
FO F~ECUEhCY CCNST~AINTS. ASSOCIATED MODE NUM~ER 
7500 OVERLAY ANALYS REauI"E~ENT= JOO 
END OVE"LAy ANALYS 
___ ~AJ,.lf'lG fAPQR 0.1 OJ1l04£ +0 1 SCALED wEIC.HT O.404S<J6E+04 




R~LATIVE MOVE LI~IT 0.1000E-02 

































E"'TER OVERLAY PRa;.oU2 
AVAIL'~LE REAL ARRAY = 7~00 
__ .-AYA.IJ....At3L£ IN!GJi.!;fL !.e."'Y:::._ ?~9!l 
DVE~LAY PREDU2 REUUIRE~ENT= 









O.3900E+Ol 0.8434E+Ol 0.8434E+0. 
O.1000E+OO 0.1401E+Ol 0.1401E+04 
0.1000E+OO O.lOOOE+OO 0.1000E+03 
0.5774E+Ol 0.1269E+02 0.1269£.05 o ~55i-5E+0'----O; il ciJE+-02--o.1f93i:+Or---- ---
9!.9 




- ------ ---- .. ----.--.. ------
-----.----.-. .- -_._._---
I 
MAXIMIZATICN OF DUAL FUNCTION tlY NEwTO" METHOD ~=z:z 
============:===============================Z=====2: 
__ -1.I.ERATl ~III 1_ 
NORM OF P~CJECTEJ G~AuIt~T 
LIST OF ACTIvE CON~TQAINTS 
ITERATICN "UMBER 
PRIMAL VARIABLES EvALUATI1NS 
N~RM OF OUAL FUNCTIC~ GRADIENT 
OUAL OdJECTIVE FU"CTION 
FINAL IIIEIGHT 
---CIST OF- ACTIVE CO,,'STRAINTS 
LINEARIL~D CCN5TQAI"TS 



























-0.100000E+31 0.1 OOOOOE+O 1 
END OVERLAY PREO~Z 
DUAL VARI ABLE 









RESPON SEI=ACTOR - REaJUCEO'TO-" 0.0 
TRUNCATICN FACTORS ~OOIFIED AS FOLLO~S 
D I SPLACfMENL.L!JN.S..I.B.AI.NJ.s __ ,,_,,_ 0,. !lZ9~B.Ot:: +00 
STRE5S/STRAIN CCNSTRAINT 0.1I29980E+00 
SE~ECTION FACT~R (F.S.D.I O.IOOOOOE+OO 
___ -U£2A T.f..IL.SJ;.Al..l ~L .fM T.OR S ., . 
0.1079E+OI 0.4217E+00 O.SOOOE-OZ 0.7006E-Ol 0.1133E+Ol 0.5000E-OZ 0.7272E+OO O'-63.7E+OO' -O.9908E-Oi---O.'S964E""+Dl)----
UPDATED WEIGHT COEFFICIENTS 




q£SPONSE FACTOR REJUC~U TO 0.0 
TRUNCAT!CN FACTCRS ~wuI~IED AS FCLLO~S 
___ ~O~I5.e.1..Ac..EM.J:N T_ ..cJNSTilA I NTS.. 0.429,,6 01:. + 0 a 
STPE~S/STQAl~ CCNSTRAINT 0.42~98C~+00 
St_t:.CTION FACT~R (F.S.~.' O.IOOOOOE+OO 
______ JJE:V\T.fJ.1 SCA!.I~( FAC·ORS 
0.107~E+OI 0.4211E+OO 
UPDATED wEIGHT COEFFICIENTS 
0.5000E-02 0.700bE-01 0.1133£+01 0.5000E-02 




0.72721:: +00 0.6347£+ CO O.9906£-Of 0.596"E+OO 




STAGE ".). 9 APPRCXI~AT~ P~08LE~ GE~E~ATCR 
-------------------------------------------
-- - --- -- .--- - -- - . 
CURRENT MEMrtER SIZE 
-MEMuEq-1YPE-NUMflEf', I 
0.215dE+02 0.84J4E+OI O.IOOOE+OO 0.1401~+01 0.2266E+02 0.100CE+OO 0.1454E+02 0.1269E+02 0.1982E+01 0.1193E+02 
---cIJRj:.-~NT -liE I Gii'- CAT A 
Mc~uER TYPE NUM8EQ ... tIGhT 
- ----- VAR-j-AOLE STqUCTU"AL .,EIGhT 
FIxED STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
TeTAL STRUCTURAL _EIGHT 








_____ ~O~II~'<~!;,t-l~~ _Ct-ECK STAGE N:J.= 9 l.J497r::-04 0.!;246E-04 Ml.5T BE LESS THAN 0.100000E-03 
J/jJECTIVE-~~~crION OF-THREE CONSECUTIvE STAGES ARE 0.404903E+04 - 0.404Stl1E+04 0.404896E+04- ----
------------- -- ENTE~ OVERLAY ANALYS 
----------- ------
" .- ... --- - ------. --_. 



































DI5PLACtY~N· CJNSTcAINTS TO 4 MOST CRITI~AL CONST~AINT~ -0.1430511E-05 
NOCAL OISPLACeMENTS 



























.~ 'i,-=i.;;_== === ~_:;:_;::;';;;"~~;;'.::E:;.~ :;-=~ ;:.=.======= = ==== == ===:;:==== =: ============== ~~=:; ==== ~~~~~~=~~.li!.~z~~~?=~~~a • .II!~~!I.~~~~.~~~~~ ••. _ 
__ ._. ___ -i. 1)1 Sf't-A C:E.Y~N~ C JNS T FA1 NTS 1 
0.1~31E-05 -0.143IE-05 0.1132~-05 -0.1132E-05 
TO 4 MOST CRITI~AL CONSTRAINT: -Q~1.JD~11E.-05 
MIYP_ ... _ . . ,., .---1.."-... S-,-CMI::IINEO sx SY sxr . SX."YttERH. _ '-s"Y~J~RH_ ._SJl't~ERH-_. _______ _ 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
_._._ .. __ .... _ .~. _. _ 2.._ 
.1. 
1 2 1 
1 3 1 
131 
_____ .-L. ___ 4 ___ L-_ 
1 4 1 
1 5 1 
1 5 1 
______ -'-__ fLo. 
_1.._ 
1 6 1 
1 7 1 
1 7 1 
1.. ';l 1 __ ._ 
1 t! 1 
1 9 1 
1 9 1 
_______ L 
.1 0. ____ ._.1.. 
1 10 1 
-0.Y3C:425E+04 -0.9364E+04 
-0.~3C:425£:+04 -0.9364E+0,. 












__ O ... J LJ704E+05 0.11.37E.+05_ 
0.113704E+05 o .1137E+05 
-0. 1 7842.!t::+04 -0.1784E+04 
-0.178422E+04 -0.1784E+04 










































- .. -.-.---.. '=' 
I-' 
U1 
20 ST~ESS.lST"AIN CO~STRAI"TS 5 TO 24 MOST CRITICAL CONSTRAINT= -0.4687500E-06 
_____ ...JO ....... -<6u2""5 ... 4=.f..>t:.JoLO~.A.!315E:t_QJ.. __ 0 .. 5.J7tu::.t 00 . 0.1462E+Ol 
0.1113E+Ol 0.8269E+00 0.619IE+00 0.138IE+Ol 
O.2000E.:tOl -O.1t687E-06 .O.1071E~Ol ___ .o.JI9..z.8.6E+OO O.l.1.9£~OL __ Jl. ... ti.o.n;;~O!l-. ___ _ 
0.1455E+OI 0.5452E+OO 0.~286E+00 0.1071e+Ol 0.1462E+Ol 0.5376E+OO 
4 CO"ST~AINTS OUT uF 4 CL TCFF PCIIliT: O.570020E+00 
----.----
._ . _ .. ...l 2 .3 4 
. - - •.. .. --.---.--- ... _- .--.. --.- . 
0 ca"STRAINTS OUT ~F 0 CL TOFF POINTs O.570020E+00 
4 CON.s..I.BA.lliIS .OOT JF _.20 CUT::Ft FCINT~ O.510QZOEtOQ 
--.. __ ._-------_._------_._----- -- -.-.---.--7 10 20 24 
,. C)NSTRA 1","'5 JUT 'JF 4 R~TAIIliEU DUE "'0 VARIA~LE LINKING 
1 .. 10 20 24 
J CO"STRAtNTS auT OF 0 CUTOFF POINT= 0.510020f::+OO 
0 CCNSTqA!NTS OUT OF 0 CLJTCFF PCINT= 0.570020c-t00 
AVAIL'ULE INT~~E~ APOAY= 2:;00 OVERLAY ANALYS REouIRE~ENT= 30t! 
POSH.Rt: TAdLE 
RETAI'H:D TO TAL T'tPt: "IEt41l£Q NOUl. OIRI::CTIC" 
DISFLACLMt:~T CJNSTR~INTS MJ5T CRt TICAL -0.1430511:.-05 
I 1 <! 4 
2 2 2 
" ,j J 2  
'+ 4 2 !5 
5TRESS/STRAIN CJNSTPAINTS MOST CRITICAL -0.4bt3150£-Of 5. __ 1 1 2 
b 10 I 3 
1 20 I tl 
f\ 2'+ I 10 
- -MOUE STANDS FOR THE fOLLO.ING 
AVAILAdLE REAL A~RAY 
NEGATIVE=LCWL~ ~OU"D POSITIVE:U~PE~ BOUND 
FO~ ST~ESS CO~STFAI"T. (CCOE+l) 
, ve" MISES Ea~lv~LENT STRESS 
2 LCNGITUUINAL STFAIN 
J TFA"SVER5E STRAIN 
4 Sf EAR STRAIN 
~ = fIRST tQUATIQN OF STRESS I"TERACTION 
6 : SECCND cO~ATIJN OF STRESS I"TERACTION 
1 : TSAI-AZZI CRITERION 
FOR FFEOUEI\CY CCN5TRAINTS. ASSOCIATED MODE 
1500 OVERLA't ANALYS REQUIREMENT: 2Ytl 
NU~BER 
L.e. ~OOE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
I -1 0.143051E-05 
1 1 -0.143051E-05 
1 -1 0.113249E-05 
I 1 -0.113249£-05 
1 -I 0.531601£"00 
1 1 - 0.468750£- 06 
1 1 0.545185E"00 
I I 0.531601£+00 
SELECTION---OF-----I-1ST- C~DC:R APPI'10XIMATED STI'1ESS CCNSTRAINTS NEW NL~BER OF LINEARIZ£D CONSTRAINTS --- NTce--. 5 
___ ANAJ...Y..S_I LTl"l; l;_~TA _ 
ASSEM~LE MASS/STIFFNESS MAT~IX 
ASSEMdLt: LOAD VECTORS 















SELECTIVE GRADIENT EVALUATICN 
GRANO TOTAL CPU TIM~ .:I.314072E+00 
________ . ___ .JlliU1fl~_lti~ .. BE_:n.lRli _OJ' THPJ;;~ (:Cr-SECUTlVE STAGES 
! ---------
DESIG~ TIME STATISTICS 
TOTAL 
INITIAL PREPAQAil'N 
________ ._. ____ .IlESIGN PHASE 
AI\ALYSIS T')TAL 
OPTIMIZER TOTAL 
i.IAIN PRJGGAM -TIME 3TATIST~CS 
PRE-PReCESS CR 
DESI GI\ PHASE 







END OVERLAY ANAL'tS 






OEStG~ TI~E STATISTICS 
TOTAL 
INITIAL PREPA~ATI1N 
._. ___ IlE.SIGN FHASE 
AI\ALYSI S T')TAL 
OPTIMIZEq TOTAL 
---';,fAIN PR)G"A"M TIr~E 5 T"TtST!C'S 
PRE-PRCCESSCR 
DESIGr. PHASE 









END OVERLAY DESIGN 










T4 WING PlQORLr"'''' I , 
HENT. STRiES 5 I) F]"aUF."lICY 
LOADfS I 
.0. FI_ - I:! • V. 
1978 I 
ai Ii 1 1 0 






























~.9 ! ~ .• ___ 




II :~ -31 
1 
-4: 
1 :~i 1 
1 
-31 

































-0.2100E-~ a.16 OE-4 
0.0560E 
8. 57r.4E-




-0.21. OE-o 0'1600E-~I' 
4.70 9E- -1.76 7:-2 
-0.21 OE- 0.1600E-~ 




-0.2100E-6 0.16 OE-~ 
4.7059E- -1.76 7E-a 
, I 
"'PEDI LOADls 
ERT lIA LOAbS I I 
I 
i I 
91 10/ 11/ 12/ 13 1~ 
1 
11 11 1/ 
1! 
1/ I 
1/ .: ~ I I 
(2..) 10 elemet\t J e.Lt.a. W, f\!j 
I-' 
I-' 
. __ . __ . , _______ 00_ 
<. 
1.84(:2E-2 
0.2100ES 0.1.700:'07 O. 6,500E6: 




-- .. t , ;Ij' 
0: 0 1 
~: I ~ - -.- 1 ~I 1
2
' -----l-~ I 
I, 11 I, 1: 11 . 
-~= .. ~~~i'OO~l1 ~~;l;;; 
1.2000E 
o. O.~ I O. o I 
-.--.--- -- I] 01 -~ .... 
---·--1-do;~f-+: : ---2-~: .. I-~1o!Qt~L 
'S" .0 IS ~o t'i' ~o 
• _ ~ _. _ a. 
0.2100~O O.0560EO-O.210J~-~ O.16~O~-4 
9.5714E-3-A.5714E-3 4.705~E-3-1.7647~-2 
- j 1 I i I I 
~P=D LOADS 
ER T Ir LOAjDS I 
81 91 101 111 121 13 14-, , 
, 
11 Ii I 












H' ~o "'i i"o ,5 '0 ,~ '0 
.. -----... -.--- ---- --.- ----_. __ ._._-----

























o > %Z • 
we: 0 







.... (f) • 
.... :Ju.(%) 







... a.a n 
ZII)W ... 






___ i~t '" *.* 'U' ... "t"lI<*!II .*.*.** **lI<**.*** **** ****** **** ******** ***** *** •• *.** •• ****.* ** •••••••• * ••••••• *.* •••••••••••••••••.•••••• UIf'.§.UU-. 
TRUSS 
COMPLETE OPTI~IZATION BY DUALl OPTIMIZER 
ANALYSIS PRINT OuT CONTROL = 2 
DESIGN IN LINKED SIZING VARIABLE SPACE 
NUMUER OF NCDES 6 
NUMBER OF TOTAL ELEMENTS 2U 
NUMBER OF LIhKEO VARIABLES 13 
NUM~ER OF LOAC CONOITIONS 2 
NUMBER OF BOUNDARY NODES ~ 
NUMBER OF ISOTROPIC MATERIALS I 
NUMBER OF ORTHOTROPIC MATERIALS 4 
CST CST SSP PSP 
ISOTROPIC ORTHOT~OPIC 
TSP TOO TOO TOO TBO 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------














































""'. ____ ._ ....... _J5 .. ~
4.0000 
DISPLACE~ENT BOUNDARY COhOITI0NS 
tlOUNJlARY CODES. 






















• -l=PR~SCRIBED. O&FRE~. l=FlxEO 
Z 
EL~"'ENT NOOE NUMtjERS L INKED ELEMENT 51 ZE MATERIAL SIDE CONSTRAINT 
I-' 
I-' 
______ Hlla __ . __ ........ __ t:U ...... N2.. N3. .N4 GROUP INITIAL LOW..aD ... iJ2P .• aD. _ .....GRaUe _ _ . __ -,C~O~DE=::.;:;:=~==;:; 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .. 
CCNSTANi sr~AI~ TQIANGULA~ - CRTr:T"CPIC 
1 1 2 4 1 0.4000.);) O. 010000 0.020000 -1 -1 999 
2 I 2. 4 2 0.350000 O.ClOOOO 0.020000 -2 -1 999 
3 1 2 4 2 0.350000 0.010000 0.020000 -3 -1 999 
4 1 2. 4 3 0.100000 0.010000 0.020000 -4 -'1 999 
.5.._ .. _ ... _ .. _._.2 5 
" 
4 1.250000 ih 01 0 00.0 Q.020000. -:.1 .. ~J ..... 999 .. __ . ___ .... 
6 2- 5 4 5 0.750000 0.010000 0.020000 -2 -1 999 
7 2. 5 .. 5 0.750000 0.010000 0.020000 -3 -1 999 
8 2 5 4 6 0.250000 0.010000 0.020000 -4 -1 999 
____ .. 9 __ 
._-2 3 5 • 1.2500CO 0.010000. 0.020000 __ ... :-1..... ... _______ -J . __ 999_ .. _. __ . 10 2 3 5 5 0.750000 0.010000 0.020000 -2 -I 999 
11 2- 3 5 5 0.750000 0.010000 0.020000 -3 ·-1 999 
12 2- J 5 6 0.250000 0.010000 0.020000 -4 -I 999 
. .. 13 ... 5 6 7 0.200000 0.010000 0.020000 -I -1 999 
14 4 5 6 8 0.100000 0.010000 0.020000 -2 -I 999 
15 4 5 6 8 0.100000 O. 010000 0.020000 -3 -I 999 I 16 4 5 6 9 0.100000 O. 010000 0.020000 -4 -1 999 
-. "": .. -
-

















































SYMMeTRIC S~EAR PANEL 
1 4 5 
22  
3.__ _ .L_ 5 
" 5 6 5 1" 
6 4 6 
----T-H-E;;fMA-C-SYMMETRIC PANEL 
1 4 5 
2 2 4 
_______ ---3 _ .1 _ _ 5 
" 5 6 5 I 4 



































































O. 01 0000 





























































































































-------_ .. _---_. -_. _. ----- --.- ._- -------.- -- .-.. --.. -_ ... _-"--------_ .. _---_._ ...... _.---
• -2=FIXED AT INITIAL VALue -l=LUWeH HUUNU~ UNLT 
O=NCN NEGATIVITY ONLY I=UPPER BOU~DS CNLY 
2=~CTH UPPER AND LO~cR ~OUNDS 
S£C..OiQ._.l\IU."WER_= L11SQtE,[E_ VALU~ GROUP_ NUHB~R 
Io\ATeRIN.. q;NsT~NTS - ISOT~gf>IC _~"TERIM.~ ___ _ 
-----------------------------------
GR~UP YOUNG'S POISSON'S SPECIFIC THER~AL COMPRESSIVE TENSILE ~ 













--- ---------------- - --- ------------
MATERIAL CONSTANTS - ORTH~TROFIC MATERIALS 
FOISSON·S 








OF LONGITUDINAL AXIS 
X Y 
-~--;~~~oti~o~o-------f70~~6~~--------~~~O~:O----O:21~~OO~---O:~;6~~o~:~o~ooo~il-~o:oOO~;~OO------1:OO-0-0---~----=--o;~~~~~==~O~O 
-2 21000000.0 17JOOOO.0 650000.0 0.210000 0.056000 -0.00000021 0.00001600 0.7071 0.7071 0.0 
-3 21000000.0 1700000.0 650000.0 0.210000 0.056000 -0.00000021 0.00001600 -0.7071 0.7071 0.0 
_____ --=-L 21 00000~ __ -1.1MOOO.O _ .ft:iOJHIQ.a 0a21llQaO 0 • .o560ll.O ~ll..ojljUlllQQ.zl_ JlILII.QllQUl.Illt ___ Jl.JL__ 1.1111011 _______ ~.L_ 
z 
GROUP STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRESS STRESS STRESS STRESS STRESS 
NO. TEN.LIPHT --.t.QMP~L.IHU _____ IEN.L.IMIT (EPSTL) (EPSCLI (EPSTT) ~gMP.L.IfoIlT __ ~HeAR I..IMIT (EPSCTI (GAMMAL T) T~J'" .. l.ON!i~ __ ~9_~_n.ON!i. (FTL) (FCL) U;N 'l~~~l--- COMP~ I~m--- - -~----
-I 0.006511 -0.008571 0.004706 -0.017647 0.0Ia.62 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-2 0.008571 -0.008571 0.004706 -0.017647 0.018462 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-3 0.008571 -0.008571 0.004706 -0.017647 0.016462 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-4 0.008571 -0.006571 0.004106 -0.0176.7 0.018462 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 







. _ ... -_.. .- - .. 













































































=======================================~===================================a=========== •• ===c====a= •• z~.a.aaa ••• a~=.a=2." ••• 
LOAD CONDITIONS 
LUI/PED LOAD AT NODES. 
NODt:: I\UMI:lER x Y z 
LOAD 'CGNDITION 
4 0.0 c. a 94210.0000 
5 0.0 0.0 94210.0000 
6 0.0 0.0 94210.0000 
LOAD CCNDITleN 2 
4 0.0 0.0 -94210.0000 
5 0.0 0.0 -94210.0000 
6 0.0 0.0 -94210.0000 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
.... _. . - .. _-._---"._---_._-----
PRESSURE LOAD 
NO PRESSURE LOAD SPECIFIED 
GRAVITY LOAD 
~QAO CONDITION NO. MAGNITUDE(GI DIRECTION COSINES 





THERMAL LeAD GROUP NUMBER 
EL.El!IENT LOAD CON/lIUOHS. __ .. __ _ 
TYPE I\UMdER 2;:) 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 ae a9 20 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------;:) I I I 
._ ... _ ... _. _ .. _._ ---..3._. 
..2 _-l_ . 1 
-.. --- - .- ---
... - _ .. _. --
---.--
3 3 1 1 
3 4 1 1 
3 5 1 1 
____ . __ . _ ... _. _. __ ..3_. _6 __ 
.1_ . 1 
- ---- ---
-.- ---., .. --
3 7 I 1 
~ 1:1 1 I 
;:) <J I I 
.3 10 1 1 
3 I I 1 1 
3 12 I 1 
.3 13 1 1 
.l ~4 1 1 
;:) IS I I 
3 16 I I 
6 I 2 2 
£> 2 2 c: 
6 3 2 2 
(:) 4 2 2 
(:) 5 2 2 
h b 2 2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
THERMAL ~OAD MAGNITLDE 
-~o~.oooo -100.~OOO ----------=-~=--------=-==z===a== •• ~==~=.zz=.aa •••••• ~====::~===~===:====~==~==;===:=====~==========-----.---- - ---------
J 15 1 1 
:1 16 1 1 
6 1 <1 2 
(, 2 2- 2 
t:> 3 2 2 
b 4 2 2 
{, 5 2 -, ~ 
6 b 2 2 
THERMAL LOAD MAGNITLDE 
-LOO.OOOO -10U.0000 













SluE ~ONSTRAINT SPECIFICATIONS ARE GIVEN IN THE ELEMENT DATA 
OISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS 
NO DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS 
SLOPE/RELATIvE DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS 
Nt SLOPE CONSTRAINTS 
STRESS/STRAIN CONSTRAINTS 
INITIAL TRUNCATION FACTOR 
MAXI MUM TRUNCATION FAC.Taa 
tJASIS CUTOFF FACTOR 
MULTIPLIE~ FOR T"F UPDATING 
MINIMUM NORMALIZATION FACTCR 
0.1000 




STRAI N 0.100000E-02 
ND EULER BUCKLING CONSTRAI~TS IMPOSED 
ELEMENT TYPE 1 
NO STRESS/STRAIN CONSTRAINTS SPECIFIED 
ELEIIENT TYPE 2 
NO STRESS/STRAIN CCNSTRAINTS SPECIFIED 
~LEII~NT TYPE 3 
ALL ELEMENTS ARE SUtJJECT TO STRAIN ENVELOPE CONSTRAINTS 
ELEIIENT TYPE 4 
ALL ELEMENTS ARE CONSTRAINED BY UPPER BOUNDS ONLY 
ELcl>l£NT TYPE 5 
NO STRESS/STRAIN CONSTRAINTS SPECIFIED 
LLcM~~T TYPE 6 






El.EfoIENT TYPE 2 
NO STRESS/STRAIN CCNSTRAINTS SPECIFIED 
fol.EI'ENT TYPE 3 
Al.L ELEMENTS ARE SUdJECT TO STRAIN ENVELOPE CONSTRAINTS 
El.EfoIENT TYPE • 
Al.L El.EMENTS ARE CONSTRAINEO By UPPER BOUNDS ONLy 
ELEI'ENT TYPE 5 
NO STRESS/STRAIN CONSTRAINTS SPECIFIED 
ELEMENT TYPE 6 
NO STRESS/STRAIN CONSTRAINTS SPECIFIED 
FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS 
B-SPACE FIRST ORDER EXPANSION 
INITIAL TRUNCATION FACTOR 
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION FACTOR 
BASIS CUTOFF FACTOR 
MUl.TIPLIER FOR TRF UPDATING 







ACCELELATION OF GRAVITY 
0.100000E-03 
0.386070E+03 
_FRE;QUEI'<CY NO. Coot;. ~o WER eouttD 
-1 .0.00000 
._~.-'=l.OWER aOUND ONl.Y, O=NO CCNSTRAINTS 
I=UPPER BOUND ONLY. 2zLOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS 
___ opTIMIZeR CONTROL pAR~IETER!j 
DUAl. I 
PRINT OUT CONTROL 
MAX. NO. OF STAGES 







MAX. NO. OF ONE DIM. MIN. / RESTART 
COM8INATORIAL METHOD (DISCRETE CASEI 
DIMINISHING RETURN CRITERION AMCNG STAGES 
DIMINISHING RETURN CRITERION AMONG O.D.M. 
MAX. STEP SIZE ALLOWEO IN A SINGLE STAGE 
STEP SIZE MODIFICATION FACTOR 
~---.- -
STEP SIZE MINIMUM ALLOWABLE 







------COi'~SiRAINT IOEt.jOfiFicA-ifON CODES 
CONSTRAINT TYPE I 13 CONSTRAINTS IN ThIS TYPE 
!oI!l!UllOOl !I!l930002 9993000. 9'l930005 99\130006 99930008 99930013 999~OQU_ 
-.0002 -.0003 -'-0005 
CONSTRAINT TYFE 2 0 CONSTRAINTS IN THIS TYPE 
CONS fQA IN-i-tYPE 3 0 CCNSTRAINTS IN T~IS TYPE 
CCN:;T~Al"4T TYPtO 4 172 CCNSTRAINTS IN ThiS TYPE 
-110 ]0001 11<1]0001 -12030001 12030001 130JOOOI -11 03000.! 110.30002 -12030002 
-11030003 110]0003 -l2030003 12030003 13030003 -11 0.:30004 11030004 -12030004 
-11030005 11030005 -12030005 12030005 13030005 -11 030006 11030006 -l2030006 
-11030007 11030007 -12030007 12030007 130.30007 -1l0.:!0001l 11030008 -12030008 
-11030009 1103000;1 -1203000<) 12030009 130JOO09 -11030010 11030010 -l2030010 
-11031l011 11030011 -12030011 12030011 13030011 -11 030012 11030012 -12030012 
-11030013 11030013 -12030013 12030013 13030013 
-110':00'. 1103001. -1203001. 
-110.30015 11030015 -12030015 12030015 13030015 -11 030010 11030016 -12030016 
100.0001 10040002 10040003 100'-0004 10040005 10040000 -21030001 21030001 
23030001 -21030002 21030002 -22030002 22030002 23030002 -21030003 21030003 
2.30.30003 -210]0004 2103000'- -2203000.- 220.30004 23030004 -21030005 2103000S 
203030005 -21030006 2103U006 -22030006 22030006 23030000 -21030007 21030007 
23030007 -210300011 2103000B -22030008 220JOOOI'J 2.30;)00011 -21030009 21030009 
23<1]000<) -21030010 21030010 -22030010' 22030010 23030010 -21030011 21030011 
23030011 -~1~.JOO1~ 21030<112 -22030012 22030012 23030012 -21030013 21030013 
2J030013 -210JOO14 2103001'- -2203001'- 22030014 2303001'- -21030015 210300 IS 
























CCN'>T~AINT TYPtO 4 172 CONSTRAINTS IN ThiS TYPE 
-11030 OU 1 l1U30001 -12030001 12030001 130.30001 
-110300113 11030003 -12030003 12030003 13030003 
-1103000:;; 11030005 -12030005 12030005 1303000:; 
-11030007 110.30007 -12030007 1.l030007 13030007 
-11030009 1103000'J -12030009 12030009 130JOO09 
-11030011 11030011 -12030011 12030011 13030011 
-11030013 11030013 -120.30013 12030013 13030013 
-110.30015 11030015 -12030015 12030015 13030015 
-------_ .. 
U104000 1 10040002 10040U03 10040004 10040005 
._- -------
2J030 001 -21030002 21030002 -22030002 220JOO02 
23030003 -21(3001)4 21030004 -22030004 22030004 
23030005 -21030006 21030006 -22030006 22030006 
230.30007 -21030006 21030008 -22030006 220JOOOIJ 
23030009 -21030010 21030010 -22030010 22030010 
23030011 -21030012 21030012 -22030012 22030012 
23030013 -21030014 2103001" -22030014 220.10014 
2.llUlUll.5 _ . .."Zl.ll3.OlU6 ____ 21030016 -22030016 22030016 
20040005 20040006 
;::ON~TRA IN T TYPE 5 CONSTRAINTS IN THIS TYPE 
..,1 
CONSTRAINT TYPE 6 0 CONSTRAINTS IN THIS TYPE 
NUMtiER 3F ~EHAVI)UR CONSTRAINTS 173 
NUMUE~ ~F OESIGN VARIA6L~S 13 
NUM~ER OF UISCRETC VARIABLES 9 

















END OVERLAY PREPOO 
ENTER OVERLAY DESIGN 
--.--------------.--- -_. ------
STAGE "'0. APPRCX!~ATE PR~6LEM GENERATOR 
.-~~~--------~~-~---------------------------
CUR;:~'IT MtMll~~ "IlE 
M~MB~q TYPe NUM~E~ 3 
11030002 -12030002 12030002 13030002 
11030004 -12030004 12030004 1303000. 
11030006 -12030006 12030006 13030006 
11030008 -12030008 12030008 13030008 
11030010 -12030010 12030010 13030010 
11030012 -12030012 12030012 13030012 
1103001. -1203001. 1203001. 1303001. 
11030016 
-12030016 12030016 13030016 
-21030001 21030001 -2203QOOI __ 22030001_ . 
-21030003 21030003 -22030003 22030003 
-21030005 21030005 -22030005 22030005 
-21030007 21030007 -22030007 22030007 
-21030009 21030009 -22030009 22030009 
-21030011 210300 II -22030011 22030011 
-21030013 21030013 -22030013 22030013 
-21030015 21030015 -22030015 22030015 
20040001 2QO~Q002 . .2U~OQ03 _ 20.0..000"-_ 
_. --.----- ---------------
I-' 
-. --- - --- ._- .. -----------N-
0"1 
. - .. _- ---------- - .. _----- ------
~.4000E+00 0.3500~+OJ 0.3500~.00 0.1000£+00 0.1250£+01 0.750CE+CO 0.7500E+00 0.2500E+00 0.1250E+Ol 0.7500E+00 
O.l~OOE+OO 0.2~00E+OO 0.2000E+00 O.IOOOE+OO 0.1000£+00 0.1000E+00 
McMd£R TYPE NUM~~R 4 
0.6000E.~J 0.6000£+00 O.6000E+00 0.6000E+OO 0.6000E+00 0.600CE+OO 
STAGE '110. APPRQX:~ATE PR~8LEM GENERATO~ 
--------------------------------------------
_.. -
CUR~E~T M~M~ER SIZE 
M~MBt~ TYPe NUM~E~ 3 ~.4000E+OO 0.3500E+OO 0.3~OOE+00 O.lOOOE+OO 0.12S0E+01 O.7S0CE+OO 0.1S00E+00 O.2500E+OO 0.12S0E+Ol O.7500E+OO 
O.7~OOE+00 0.2500E+OO O.2000E+00 O.1000E+00 0.1000E+OO O.lOOOE+OO 
MEMtiER ;YP£ NUMBEH 4 
0.6000E+00 0.6000E+OO O.6000E+00 0.6000E+00 0.6000E+OO 0.6000E+00 
ME~OEq TyPE NUMBE~ 6 
0.6000E+QO 0.6000E+OO O.bOOOE+OO 0.6000E+00 0.6000E+OO 0.6000E+00 
CURRENT ~EIGHT CA~A 
~E~~ER TYPE NUMBE~ 







VARIABLE STRUCTUQAL ~EIGHT 0.431736E+OS 
F!~ STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 0.0 
TOTAL STRUCTURAL wEIGHT O.431136E+OS 
NON-STRUCTURAL WEIG~THT 0.480000E+05 
TO.T AL WE.IGHT 0.911736E+05 
CO'llVEqGENCE C~ECK STAGE NC.~ 1 0.2316£+26 O.lOOOE+Ol MUST BE LESS THAN O.SOOOOOE-02 
38JECTIVE FUNC-tON OF TH~EE CONSECUTIVE STAGES ARE O.200000E+31 0.100000E+31 0.431736E+05 
ENTER OVERLAY ANALYS 
~ 
N 
. - -- - ----- --------r-
hOOAL OISPLACEMENTS 
NOllE X Y Z NODI' x Y 1-
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


























______ . __ ..... NC.1l.E .. x 







-------LC ADC·ON-OTT ION 2 
I 


























x y 1. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
- O. 48375E-0 1 0.S7807E-Ol 0.23022E+Ol 
-0.11012E+Ol 0.36850E+OO O.69293E+02 
---_ .. . - .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.483151::-01 -0.SlaG7E-Ol -O.2.J022E+Oa ... _-_._------
0.110IZE+OI -O.36850E+OO -O.69293E+02 
====:======================================a=================a===a=.2==.= •• a~~ •••• &a •••• a.~ •• a ............... . 
------_. __ .- -.. -.-.. -. 












































NO!l£. x y l NODE x y z 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LOAU CCNUIT[JN 
1 Q.O 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 -0.-3481.iE-01 -0.96274E-Ol -0.54249E-02 
5 -0.7U961E-Ol 0.10947Ei-00 -0.36802E-02 6 . .,.0. 13376E+00 0.819.52E-Ol -0.23098E-02 
LCAU CCNOI-:"I'JN 2 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
:3 ~.o 0.0 0.0 4 ,. '-0.-3481-3E-Ol -0.96274£-01 -0.54249£-02 
5 -0.7U961E-Ol 0.10947Ei-00 -0.36802E-02 6 '~0.1-3376E+00 0.81952£-01 -0.23098E-02 
:====:======================:====a:==:====:a==~:=:==~======:===.===.2===~a3 ••• = ••• ~.= .. a •• a •••••• a ........... . 
NEW AVAILABLe REAL A~RAY 7473 
------------------------------------ . _. - . - -'- - - - .- . ... . . 
EIGEN VECTORS SCALED BY ~AX. COMPCNENTS 
VECTOq Na.~ 1 FREQUENCY= 0.10086-3Ei-Ol C/S 
. ...,'O.~~03 Oaba.51~-0,J 0.2221E-Ol -0.3075E-02 0.9783i:-OJ 0.111 !:i:+OO .,.O.ICl62E.,.J:ll O.:i2.ti~J:IZ ..... Cl..!..Q.QQEt:G.J.... _________ ... _._ . 
VEC~O~ NO.= 2 FREOUENCY= 0.3-31536E+Ol C/S 
-0.4632E-02 0.5255E-02 0.2572E+00 -0.1389E-Ol 0.8978E-02 0.1000E+01 0.4-398£-01 0.1313£-01 -0.4307£.00 
VEC~Oq NO.= 3 FREOU~N~Y= 0.606329E+Ol C/S 
. _::'Jl.JJl.5.flj;....,.Ol. O.b06JE-02 0.1000E-t01 0.4682£::-02 -O • .3427E-01 -O.,U."£::tOO -0.1285£-01 -Q.53ZtiI.,.Ql.-g.2.~~g.l. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• EIG£~ ANALYSIS CONVERGED IN 2 ITERATIONS ....................................... . 
=IG~" VALUES 
0.4016E+02 0.4339£+03 0.1461~+04 
--. -'-- -_._.. -. 
~IGEN VECTORS SCALED BY U~U 
VECTOR NO.= 1 FqEOUENCY= 0.100863E+Ol C/S 
._-----,.....-
'" 1.0 
-0.8080E-04 0.1112E-03 0.3612E-02 -0.4987E-03 0.1587E-0-3 0.180SE-OI -0.2696£-02 0.8513E-03 0.1622E"00 
.. -- ... -- -----.----------. 
MTYP M LC S-COMIHNEO SX SY SXY 5X-THERN SY-THERN SXY-THERN 
-oJ ... 1. 1 -0.2d94E-0.3 -0.6953E-08 -0.1035£-04 . . - - .. --- .. - --.--.-. 
3 1 1 -0.4179E-03 0.:J200E-02 0.2297E-0-3 -0. 1286E-03 0.3200E-02 0.2401£-03 
3 2 1 -0. 1396E-03 -0.1497£-03 -0.2S94E-03 
3 2 1 -0.3449E-03 0.3127E-02 -0.3759E-03 -0.2053E-03 0.3277E-02 -0.8652E-04 
.... _.3 .3 .. 1 
3 3 1 
-0. 14QBE-03 -0.1396E-03 0.ZS94E-OJ . --O;3037e~02 ··-·0-~·866-0E:;;:O.·- .. ·- -.------
-0.1149E-03 0.2897£-02 0.3760E-03 0.3487£-0. 
.3 4 1 0.5401E-12 -0.2894E-03 o .9955E- 05 
.3 4 1 -0.4200E-04 0.2824E-02 -0.2302E-03 -0.4200E-04 0.3114£-02 -0.2402E-03 
.3 5 1 -0.2894E-03 -0.5001E-04 -0.9f03E-03 
:3 5 1 -0.4179E-03 0.2721E-02 -0.6118E-03 -0. 1286E-03 0.277IE-02 0.1486E-03 
.3 6 1 0.3104E-03 -0.6498E-03 -0.2397E-03 
3 6 1 -0.6340E-04 0.2367£-02 0.1024E-03 -0.3738£-03 0.3017E-02 0.3421£-03 
J 7 1 -0.6499E-0.3 0.3105E-03 0.2389E-03 
.3 , 1 -0.8751E-03 0.3179E-02 -0.1031E-0.3 -0.2252£-03 0.2868E-02 -0.3420E-03 
.3 a 1 -0.5006E-04 -0.2893E-03 0.9603E-03 
.3 rJ 1 -0.5207E-0.3 0.2824E-02 0.8117E-03 -0.4706£-03 0.3113E-02 -0.1486E-03 
j <) 1 -0.6058E-03 0.167dE-07 -0.7571E-03 
.3 <) 1 -0.8452E-03 0.3200E-02 -0.1030E-02 -0.2394E-03 0.3200£-02 -0.2733E-03 
.3 10 1 0.7573E-04 -0.6815£-03 -0.6056E-03 
.3 10 1 0.7174E-04 0.2283E-02 -0.8029E-03 -0.3986£-05 0.2965£-02 -0.1973£-03 
:3 1 1 1 -0.6813E-03 0.155.3E-04 0."061E-03 
.3 I I 1 -0.958 1E- 03 O. 331.3E- 02 O. 8036E- 03 -0.2773£-03 0.3238£-02 0.1975£-03 
.3 12 1 -0.1065E-08 -0.605uE-03 0.7!:71E-03 
3 12 1 -0.4200E-04 0.2397E-02 o. 10-30E-02 -0.4200E-0. 0.3003£-02 0.2734E-03 
3 13 1 -0.2597E-02 -0.S'JOSE-04 -0. 1432E- 02 
.3 1 j 1 -0.2776e-02 0.2721E-02 -0.1455E-02 -0. 1790E-0-3 0.277IE-02 -0.2319E-04 
:3 14 1 -0.6073E-03 -0.~03Y~-02 -0.2547E-02 
j 14 1 -0.'nOSE-03 0.ub62E-OJ -0.2255E-02 -0.3132£-03 0.2906£-02 0.2916E-03 
j 15 1 -0.2039E-02-0.607.3E-03 0.254 7E- 02 
3 l'j 1 -0.2376E-02 0.2.J21E-02 0.2255E-02 -0. 3364E-03 0.2929E-02 -0.2916£-03 
J 10 1 -0.5006E-04 -0.2591E-02 0.1432E-02 
;} It> 1 -0.5207E-03 0.4664E-03 0.1455E-02 -0.4706E-03 0.3063E-02 0.2.319E-04 
4 1 1 0 • .31l4J57L+05 -0.4190E+0-3 0.0 0.1755E+05 
.J -l I 
.3 10 I 
J 10 I 
.3 II I 
3 I I I 
J 12 1 
3 12 1 
.3 13. 1 
.3 13 1 
.3 14 1 
J 14 1 
J 15 1 
3 15 1 
J 16 I 
3 16 I 
Go -1. 1 







----_. ____ 4 __ 5_ _1 
b 5 1 
4 6 I 
661 
.3 __ 1.. .2_ 
.3 I 2 
322 
.3 2 2 3 ___ .3 ____ -2. _ 
J 3 2 
342 
342 



















- ___ . __ .3 ... ___ . .9. __ . _.2._ 
3 9 2 
3 10 2 
3 10 2 
---~~~-- n .~ 
3 12 2 
3 12 2 
----- • __ .3_._ Ll_ ... 2-
3 13 2 
3 14 2 
3 14 2 
--. ___ .. _. _. -.-3__ IS .2 ______ . __ . ____ . ___ _ 
3 15 2 
3 16 2 








4 5 ? 
6 5 2 
4 6 2 
6 6 L 
0 • .304057E+05 
0.307612E+05 
0.405660E+05 
0.41 .. 7 .. 5£:+05 
o .1.3!:441E +05 
0.179892E+05 
0.585200£+05 





112 3T~~5S'ST~AIN C)NSTRAl~TS 
0.9512E+00 O.1049c+Ol 0.1181t::+01 
O.9d66E+00 0.1013£+01 0.1164E+OI 
J.9~I.2ctOO 0.1049£+01 0.1154£+Cl 
0.8979E+00 0.II02L+OI 0.1180£+01 
0.9014E+00 0.1099£+01 0.111:11£+01 
0.8da2£+00 O.IIILE+Ol O.IIUtlE+Ol 
0.u162E+00 0.IJ24£+01 0.ll~4E+Ol 
0.122tlE+00 0.IL11L+Ol 0.1132£+01 
0.7~44E+00 0.6bl:ltlE+00 0.9054E+00 
O.9~64E+00 0.~Q23£+00 0.1008L+Ol 
0.9d~OL+OO 0.9951E+00 0.1005£+01 
0.93991::+00 0.9202£+00 O.loaOE+OI 
0.9uE5E+00 C.9~09E+00 0.1049E+OI 
0.9738t::+00 0.9~07E+00 0.1009E+OI 
0.91191::tOO 0.Y~51C+00 0.100~E+OI 
-0.8452E-C3 0.JLOOE-02 -0.IUJOE-U2 
0.757.3£-04 -0.btlI5E-OJ -0.6056E-03 
0.1114E-04 0.22t1J£-02 -0.tl029E-03 
-0.6813E-03 0.755310-04 0.606IE-03 
-0.95tl7E-03 0.3313E-02 0.80J6E-03 
-0.1065E-08 -0.605t1E-03 0.7!:11E-03 
-0.4200E-04 0.2391E-02 0.1030E-02 
-0.259710-02 -0.S005E-04 -0. 1432E-02 
-0.2176E-02 0.2121E-02 -0.1455E-02 
-0.6073E-03 -0.2039E-02 -0.2!:47E-02 
-0.920SE-03 0.tl662E-OJ -0.2255E-02 
-0.2039E-02 -0.6013E-03 0.2541E-02 
-0.2376E-02 0.2321E-02 0 • .2255E-02 
-0.5006E-04 -0.2591E-02 0.1432E-02 
-0.5201E-03 0.4664E-03 0.1455£-02 
-0.AI90E+03 0.0 0.1755E+05 
0.5448E+03 -0.3969E+04 0.1155E+05 
-0.1983E+04 0.0 0.2340E+05 
0.8328E+04 0.8511E+04 0.2~40E+05 
-0.9608E+04 0.0 0.5512E+0. 
-0.1916E+04 0.5816E~04 0.5512E~04 
-0.3554E+05 0.0 0.2~H4E~05 
-0.2843E+05 0.5123E+03 0.2684E~05 
-0.1976E+04 0.0 -0.1500E~OS 
0.1021E+05 0.5104E+04 -0.1500E~05 
-0.2396E+05 0.0 0.3227E~04 
-0.2061E+05 -0.2600E+04 0.3221E+04 
0.2894E-0~ 0.6953E-08 0.1035E-OA 
0.1606E-03 0.3200E-02 0.2504E-03 
0.1396E-03 0.1491E-03 0.2e94E-03 
-0.6564E-04 0.3421E-02 0.2029E-03 
0.14.9aE~03 0.1.396E-03 -o..2B94e-".o3.._ 
0.1847E-03 0.3176E-02 -0.2026E-03 
-0.5401E-12 0.2894E-03 -0.9955E-05 
-0.4200E-04 0.3403E-02 -0.2502E-03 
-u .c:.~~4t:-U'" U.~,uuc-u~ -u.~,~~~-u~ 
-0. 3988E-05 0.2965E-02 -0.1973E-03 
-0.2173E-03 0.3236E-02 0.1975E-03 
-0.4200E-04 0.3003E-02 0.2734E-03 
-0. 1790E-03 0.2771E-02 -0.2319E-04 
-0.3132E-03 0.2906E-02 0.2916£-03 
-0. 3364E-03 0.2929E-02 -0.2916E-03 
-0.4706E-03 0.3063E-02 0.2319E-04 
0.9636E+03 -0.3969E+04 0.0 
0.1031E~05 0.6517E+04 0.0 
0.7691E~04 0.5816E+04 0.0 
0.7109E+04 0.5723E+03 0.0 
0.1225E+05 0.5704E+04 0.0 
0.3148E+04 -0.2600E+04 0.0 
-0. 1286E-03 0.3200E-02 0.2401E-03 
-0.2053E-03 0.3277E-02 -0.8652E-04 
0.3487E-04 0.3037E-02 0.8660E-04 
-0.4200E-04 0.3114E-02 -0.a402E-03 0.Z894E-03 0.5001E-04 0.9~03E-03 
0.1608E-03 0.2821E-02 0.1109E-OZ 
-0.3104E-03 0.6498E-03 0.2397E-03 
-0. 1286E-03 0.2771E-02 --0;-'486£":03 ----- - -- -----. 
-0.6642E-03 0.3666E-02 0.5819E-03 -0.3738E-03 0.3017E-oa 0.3421E-03 
0.6499E-_03 -0.3105E~OJ_.,..O .. 2.389~3_ .. _ .... _ _ ____ .__ _ _____ .. ___ _ 
0.4247E-03 0.2558E-02 -0.5E09E-03 -0.225aE-03 0.2868E-oa -o.3420E-03 
0.5006E-04 0.2893E-03 -0.9603E-03 
-0.4206E-03 0.3403E-02 -0.1109E-02 
0.6058E-03 -0.1678E-01 0.7S71E~03 
0.3664E-03 0.3200E-02 0.4831E-03 
-0.1573E-04 0.6815E-03 0.6056£-03 
-0.4706E-03 0.3113E-oa -0.1486E-03 
"-o.2394E-03 0.3200E~02---0~a733If":03 
-0.1972E-04 0.3646E-02 0.4063E-03 -0.3988E-05 0.2965E-oa -0.1973E-03 
.-- - OA6f113E.,.-03 ~0.1553E",0" .,.._Q • ..6061E~Q3 __ . ___ ._ _ ___ . ___ : _ _ ________ _ 
0.4040E-03 0.3162E-02 -0.4066E-03 -0 • .2773E-03 0.3238E-oa 0.1975E-03 
0.1065E-06 0.6058E-03 -0.7!:71E-03 
-0.4200E-04 0.3608E-02 -0.4831E-03 
0.25517E_02 0.5005£-04 O • .14.3ZE-02 
0.2416E-02 0.2621E-02 0.1409E-02 
0.6013E-03 0.2039E-02 0.2!:47E-02 
-0.4200E-04 
-0. 1 790E- 03 
0.3003E-02 0.a734E-03 
0.2771E-02 -0.2319£-04 
0.2941E-03 0.4945E-02 0.2e36E-02 -0.3132E-03 0.2900£-02 0.a916E-03 
0.2039E,,02 0.607.3E...,.CU -0.2.M7r-.1l2 __ ... __ . ___ ... _ .. ____ . _______ .. _ 
0.1103E-02 0.3536E-02 -0.2638E-02 -0. 3364E-03 0.Z929E-oa -0.2916E-03 
0.5006E-04 0.2591E-02 -0.1432E-02 
-0.4206E-03 0.5660E-02 -0.1409E-02 
0.4HiOEt03 0.0-0.1.755Et-05 
0.1383E+04 -0.3969E+04 -0.1755E~05 
0.1983£+04 0.0 -0.2340E~05 
0.1229E+05 0.6511E+04 -0.2340E~05 
0.9606E+04 0.0 -0.5512E~04 
0.1130£+05 0.5816E~04 -0.5!:12E+04 
0.3554E+05 0.0 -0.2684E+05 
0.4265E+05 0.5123E+03 -0.2eH4E+05 
0.1916E+04 0.0 0.1!:00E~05 
0.1423E+C5 0.5104E+04 0~1~00E+05 
0.2396E+05 0.0 -0.3221E+04 
0.2710E+05 -0.2600t::+04 -0.3221E+04 
-0.4706E-03 0.3063E-02 0.a319E-04 
1 































0.9638E+03 -0.3969E+04 0.0 
0.1031E+05 0.8517E+04 0.0 
0.769IE+04 0.5816E+04 0.0 
0.1109E+04 0.5723E+03 0.0 
0.1225E+05 ~.5704E+04 0.0 
0.3146E+04 -0.2600E+04 0.0 
MOST CRITICAL CONSTRAINT- -0.20Z6535E~00 
0.9598E+00 0.1040E+Ol 0.1177E+Ol 0.3355E+00 
0.9951E+00 0.1005E+Ol 0.1160E+Ol 0.3999E+00 
0.9926E+00 0.1007E+Ol 0.1134£+01 0.497IE+00 
0.9393£+00 0.1061E+Ol 0.1160E+Ol 0.3999E+00 
0.1008E+Ol 0.9916£+00 0.1129E+Ol 0.5149£+00 
0.9951E+00 0.1005E+Ol 0.1136E+Ol 0.4907E+00 
0.8926E+00 0.1101£+01 0.1049E+Ol 0.6159E+00 
0.939~£+00 0.1061E+Ol 0.1026E~01 0.9009E+00 
0.8361E+00 0.1019E+Ol 0.9812E+00 0.1161E+Ol 
0.9890E+00 0.1022E+Ol 0.9765E+00 0.1160E+Ol 
0.9865E+00 0.1019E+Ol 0.9612E+00 0.1160E+0' 
0.966~E+00 0.1050E+Ol 0.9505E+00 0.1145E+Ol 
0.9399E+00 0.1043E+Ol 0.9572E+00 0.1161E+Ol 
0.~179E+00 0.1041E+Ol 0.9529E+00 0.1179E+Ol 





















.. .l ~ 1).1 f')tl')<!C+05 
4 .. .! 0.!;85200t: +05 
h 4 <! 0.021><;<,;41:.+05 
.. 'j ;.> 0.2605<!5E+05 
h 'j 2 0.<!87tlhdE+05 
.. I> :!. 0.245YH4t:+05 
I> ., .! 0.290.347£+05 
1702 H"1::5S/ST"A!', CJ"'ST~A!"T" 
J.Y51<!E+1)0 0.IJ4YL+01 O.lltllE+OI (). \/.;l66t: +00 0.1.113£:+01 0.llb4E+01 
0.\/512I::tOO 0.1049EtOI 0.1154E+CI 
0.897<)L+00 O.IIOZL+OI 0.1180£+01 
J.9014E.+')0 O.IOY9E+01 0.111I1t:+01 
O.8dd2t:+OO 0.11121::+01 O.IIUdE+OI 
0.6762£+00 0.1324£+01 0.11~4£+01 
O.122dl::+00 0.1277£+01 0.1132L+OI 
0.1544E+00 0.60dUE+00 0.Y054E+00 
0.9ti64t:+00 0.~1)23E+00 0.1008E+OI 
0.98\10£tOO_ 0.9951E~OO 0.1005£+01 
O.9J0;91:.+00 0.9202E+00 0.10dO.E+OI 
0.90£:5E+00 C.\l'i09EtOO 0.104\1E+OI 
0.Y7381::+00 0.9~07E+00 O.IOOY£:+OI 
0.\l77\1LtOO 0.Y<)51E+00 0.1005t:+Ol 
0.'J237E+00 0.1034EtOI 0.Y657£+00 
O.8463t:+00 0.950\lE+00 0.1049E+01 
0.76S7L+00 0.7677£tOO 
I F~EOUE~CY CON3TRAINTS 
0.4070E-02 
0 CQNSTRAI~TS OUT ~F 
0 CONSTRA!NTS uUT ~F 





...... _ .. -_.01. 
0.1730E+05 0.5816E+04 -0.5~12E+04 0.7b9IE+04 o .5 tUbE +04 0.0 
0.3554E+05 0.0 -0.26d4E+05 
0.4265E+05 0.572.3E+0.3 -0.2t:tl4E+05 0.7109E+0. 0.572.3E"OJ 0.0 
0.1978E+04 0.0 0.1 ~00E"05 
<J.1423E+C5 0.5704E+04 O.I~OOE.05 0.lo225E+05 0.570.E+04 0.0 
O.2.396E+05 0.0 -0.32027E+04 











































M05T CRITICAL CONSTRAINT= -0.20265J5E+00 
0.9598E+00 0.1040EtOI 0.1177E+Ol 0 • .3355E+00 
0.9~5IE+00 0.1005£+01 0.1160E.OI 0.3999E+00 
0.9926E+00 0.1007E+OI 0.113.£+01 0 •• 97IE+00 
0.9393c+00 0.10b1EtOI 0.1160E.OI 0.3999E+00 
0.1008E+OI 0.9916EtOO 0.1129E+Ol 0.5149E+00 
0.9951E+00 0.1005E+Ol 0.1136E+Ol 0 •• 907E+00 
0.~926E+00 0.1107£+01 0.10.9E+01 0.8159E.00 
0.9393E+00 0.1061E+Ol 0.1026E+Ol 0.9009£.00 
0.8367E+00 0.1019E+Ol 0.9812E+00 0.1181E.OI 
0.9~90E+00 0.1022E+Ol 0.9785E.00 0.1180E+Ol 
0.9665EtOO 0.1019E+Ol 0.9812£+00 0.1160E+01 
0.9665E+00 0.1050E+Ol 0.9505E.00 0.1145E.Ol 
0.9399E+00 0.1043E+Ol 0.9572E+00 0.118IE.OI 
0.9779E+00 0.1047EtOI 0.9529E+00 0.1179E+OI 
0.\l73~E+00 0.1282E+Ol 0.7179E+00 0.1160E.Ol 
0.8463E+00 0.1199E+Ol 0.8013E+00 0.1200E+Ol 
0.9237E+00 0.1538E+00 0.66.2£.00 0.8561£.00 




















- - ... _-. - -_. 4 9 14 19 24 29 34 39 .4 .9 
5. 50; 61 64 69 70 71 7. 75 81 
62 84 85 66 90 95 100 105 110 115 
UQ 125 130 1.3 5 140 145 HIJ 150 15~. .1.56. 
156 160 161 165 167 166 169 170 171 172 
.31 CONSTRAIN·S OUT OF 50 RETAINEO DUE TO VARIABLE LINKING 
____ L 9 19 39 44 54 61 6. 
--
71 74 .. _. ____ ~ 
75 6i 82 84 85 90 95 105 115 130 W 145 148 1 SO 155 158 161 165 167 168 &70 I-' 
172 
- .. - .. - ".--
CONSTRAINTS OUT OF CUTOFF POINT: 0.900401EtOO 
173 
_____ .-.0._ .. CONSTRAINTS OUT OF 0 CUTCFF POINT= 0.900401E+00 
AVAILA~LE IN·EGER AR~AY= 2500 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIReNENT= 812 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
..... - ..... - .... ----. . . . - .... --.. 
POSTURE TABLE 
~ETAINED TOTAL TYPE MeMBER NOUE U IREC T 10'" L.e. MODE CONSTRAINT VALUes 
STRESS/STRAIN CONSTQAINTS NOST CRlnCAL -0.202653E.OC 
I 4 3 1 1 3 0.319969E+00 
2 9 .3 2 1 .3 0.335.87E+00 
3 19 3 4 1 3 0.3-9-9856E+00 
4 39 3 II 1 3 0.399880E+OO 
5 44 3 9 I J 0.319997E+00 
6 S4 3 11 I 3 0.295887E+00 
7 61 J 13 1 -2 0.676179E+00 
8 64 3 13 I 3 0 •• 21723E+00 
9 71 3 15 1 -2 0.122825E+00 
10 14 .3 15 1 3 0.~06687E+00 
11 75 .3 15 1 
" 
0.877862E+00 
12 81 4 1 1 I 0.154393E+00 
13 82 4 2 1 1 0.668771E+00 14 B4 4 4 1 1 0.562814E+00 
15 8~ 4 5 1 1 O.780285E+OO 
16 90 3 1 02 3 0.319966E+00 
17 95 .3 02 2 J 0.2718".E+00 
Id 105 3 • 2 3 0.276867E+00 19 l1tJ 3 6 2 3 O.220887E+OO 
20 130 3 9 2 3 0.320004E+00 
21 145 3 12 2 .3 0.2.3J213E+00 
22 148 3 13 2 2 0.717949E+00 
23 ISO 3 13 i' ~ n _ .. .n""C"'!IC&A'" 
1 3 0.399856E+00 
'+ .Jy J 8 1 3 0.399880E+00 
5 44 3 9 1 3 0.319997E+00 
6 54 3 11 1 3 0.295887E+00 
7 61 ;} 13 1 -2 0.676179£+00 
Ii 64 3 13 1 3 0.421723E+00 
9 71 3 15 1 -2 0.122825E+00 
10 1" 3 15 1 3 0.506687E+00 
11 15 3 15 1 4 0.877862£+00 
12 til 
" 
1 1 1 0.754393E+00 
13 82 
" 
2 1 1 0.668771E+00 
14 tl4 4 4 1 1 0.562814E+00 
15 8~ 4 5 1 1 0.780285E+00 
16 90 3 1 2 3 0.319966E+00 
11 95 3 2 2 3 0.271844E+00 
lt1 105 3 4 2 3 0.276867E+00 
19 1Hi 3 6 2 3 ... __ O.220887Et-00 
20 130 3 9 2 3 0.320004E+00 
21 145 3 12 2 3 0.233213E+00 
22 148 3 13 2 2 0.717949E+00 23 __ . 150 3 13 2 3 O •• OO"52E.Q(L. 
24 155 3 14 2 3 -0.507920£-01 
25 158 .3 15 2 2 0.801324E+00 
26 161 3 15 2 4 0.846270E+00 
27 165 3 16 2 .1 -0.20265.1Et-00 
28 167 4 1 2 1 0.753750E+00 
29 166 4 2 2 1 0.664164E+00 
JO 170 4 4 2 1 0.496804E+00 
.31 172 4 6 .2.._. ... .1. ________ -.JlJ67722.E+OO 
FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS ~OST c.RInCAL s 0.406990E-02 
32 173 -1 0.406990E-02 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-~~~ 
. ----MODE STANOS FOR THE FOLLOldNG - -.---
NEGATIVE=LCwfR 80UND POSITIVE=UPPER BOUND 
FOR STRESS CONSTRAINT. (CODE+I) 
______________ ______ _ .1_ '!' 1l0~_1U SE.s EOUIIIALf.NL.sTHESS 
2 LONGITUDINAL STRAIN 
3 TRANSVERSE STRAIN 
4 .. SI-EAR STRAIN 
5 ~ FIRST EOUATION OF STRESS INTERACTION 
6 = SECOND EQUATION OF STRESS I~TERACTI~N 
7 = TSAI-AZZI CRITERION 
FOR FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS. ASSOCIATED NODE NUMBER 
AVAILABLE REAL ARRAY 7500 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIRE~ENT= 
ANALYSIS TIME DATA 
ASSEMBLE MASS/STIFFNESS MATRIX 
___ . ___ ASSE!!.Ill. E L a An .IlE.C. TORS .. . 
UECO~POSE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
SOLUTION OF DISPLACEMENTS 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 
_________ ELU.T-I.ER _AlIIAL VSI S 
CONSTRAINT EVALUATION 
PQSTU~E TABLE SET 
















GRANO TOUL CPU TIfoi-E 0'-975937E+00 . __ .--- ------------------
SCALIhG FACTOR 0.120265£+01 











__________ ._.01.5------.1... 0.20 O.oe..,. Jll 0.1000Et-00 
DI S. 5 0.150010+00 0.7500E+00 
DIS. 7 0.4000E-Ol 0.2000E+00 
DIS. y 0.20001::-01 0.1000E+00 
-_ .. - ._.- ._- -_ .. _---.- 1.1 .O.1200E+00 0.0000101-00 
13 0.1200E+00 0.6000E+00 
END OVERLAY ANALYS 












































.;:, ..... ALta .. wt:. 'uHf 0.to19~'!8tO+OS 
SIDE CCNSTRAINTS 
R~LATIV~ ~CVE LIMIT Q.20QOt::+QQ 
VA~IAtlLt:: LOWLR ACTUAL UPPER VARIABLE LOWER ACTUAL UPPER 
NUMBER UCUND SIZE tlOUND NUMBER BOUND SIZE BOUND 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.>15. 1 <>.IiQQQE-QI 
IllS. .1 Q.2000E-ill 
OI5. S 0.IS00E+OQ 
L1I 5. , 0.4QQQE-Ql 
DI S. .) 1l.20QQt::-Ql 
11 1l.120QEi-QQ 
13 Q.l..!QQE+QQ 
MQST_Yl~LATEU SLOE CONSTRAINT 
AVAILA8LE 'lEAL ARRAY 
__ AYAlJ..A.til.a_l.N!~ Af'I'{AY= 7501.1 251.11.1 
0.4QQOE+QO Q.2QJQE+Ql 1.1I S. 2 Q.l00QE+00 Q.Sl0QE+QO OIS. 4 
0.7S0QE+QQ Q.2QQQE+Q1 UIS. 6 Q.2QQQE+OQ Q.1Q1QE+Ql DIS. Ii Q.1QQQIO+QIl Q.Sl0QE+QQ 11.1 
1.1.61.11.11.110+1.11.1 Q • .jQIlQEi-QI 12 Q.6QQQE+QQ Q.3QOQE+Q1 
DESIGN VARIABLE 4 CONSTRAINT VALUE 
E~TER OVERLAY PREC~l 
OVLRLAY PREDUI REQUIREMENT= 
aV~RLAY PRaoUl REQUIRE~ENT~ 
4796 
770 
O.6QQQE-QI Q.35QQE+QQ Q.176QE+Ql 
Q.2S0QE.00 0.1250E+Ol 0.2000E.Ol Q.SQOOE-Ql Q.25QQE+OQ Q.126QE+Ol 
Q.2QQQE-QI Q.1QQQE+QQ 0.5100E+ao Q.120QE+QQ 0.60QQE+QQ 0.30DOE+Dl 





_DUAL VAR!AULES : 
PMASE COM 
Q.8B794~_+04 



















1.1 .BIi 7<;4E+Q 4 
0.1i1i7<;4E+04 
Q.667<;4E+Q4 













NALFA _",TON ""nrc ..... e 
===== 0 U A L CPT I 14 I Z E R :=2== 
=====:====~==========:===~===== 
__ ---'lUAl...-'LAR! AIll.ES : 
0.867941:t-04 
0.8879 .. Et-04 
0.86/94£t-04 















o. tj8 794E+04 












No\LFA NEWTON NDI5 1015 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1 ._. __ ~12.Q.Et-O!i ____ Q .231.3£t-Q5 
1 2 -0.1477E+05 0.2277Et-05 
1 3 -Q.I098Et-05 0.2248Et-Q5 
1 4 -0.9780Et-04 0.2243E+.o5 
_ ...J.._ .. _ .. _5. _. __ -::.o ... 8t:54Et-.o4 .o.22.11£t-.o5 
1 6 -0.7762Et-04 0.2206Et-05 
1 7 -.o.6301Et-04 0.2183E+Q5 
1 8 -Q.6285£t-Q4 .0.2183£+.05 
L-- 9 -.0 .J!lfJfI~O.~.. ._ .o.2.13'+Et-.o5 
1 1.0 -Q.3QI6Et-04 Q.2133Et-Q5 
1 11 -Q.2625Et-Q4 Q.2132E+Q5 
1 12 Q.2447Et-Q4 0.2.074£+.05 
__ . __ .1 ___ .1..l ___ .. __ --ll .• .Jll.l.E tlH_.. .o.Z 015Et- 05 
1 14 Q.96QIE+Q4 Q.2Q86Et-Q5 
1 15 0.IQQ6Et-U5 .o.2086£t-05 
1 16 Q.1289Et-Q5 0.2Q85Et-Q5 
1 17 0.12'l2E.t.Q~_ .. __ .. _.....Q1.;::Q.!l51:t-Q~ ... 
1 18 .o.1562E+Q5 0.2.o83Et-05 
1 19 Q.le64~+05 .o.2069Et-05 
1 2.0 0.1977Et-05 0.2Q88Et-Q5 
____ .1 Z '-____ ....2. .. l.~llEt.Q!L ... . ().~.088E+05 
1 22 0.1977Et-05 0.2Q86Et-.o5 
1 23 Q.1977E+Q5 .o.2Q86Et-05 
1 24 0.1993Et-Q5 Q.2093Et-Q5 
1 25 0 .2Q62E+05 Q.2.UHlt;.!,Q~ __ . 
1 26 Q.2166Et-.o5 Q.2154Et-05 
1 27 0.2232Et-.o5 0.2167Et-Q5 
1 28 0.2287Et-05 Q.224.oEt-Q5 
1 2 9 .. __ -L-Z.J.l2..t;,.t.Q5. _ .. ' m.l20ZJ.o4Et-05 
1 3.0 Q.2~26Et-Q5 0.2293Et-05 
1 31 Q.2338E+.o5 0.2413Et-05 
1 32 0.2341E+Q5 0.2354Et-Q5 
1 33 0.234LE+~_.-.O..a.~.4.E.i:ll 
DUAL VAlUABLES: 
.0 • .0 












_0 .• 203IE+.ol Q.1899E+Ol 
0.1736Et-01 Q.1564E+Ql 
o .If+.J2E+Ql Q.1412E+Ql 
Q.13Q2Et-QI 
Q.1210E+Ol 





















0 • .0 





































0 • .0 
0.0 
o 0 _II 00 __ 000.... _. 82 ... _._ ... __ ~_ 
o .0 14 0 3 0 
o 0 26 0 2 0 
o 0 22 0 0 0 
o a 7 0 .l._ ___ .. JL. __ 
.0 0 25 0 0 0 
o 0 12 0 I 0 
o 0 28 0 0 0 
.0.. .!L. .._.~.!L. ___ Q _______ ~ ______ O __ 
.0 0 31 0 0 0 
900 0 
.0 0 29 0 4 0 
g g U· a·- ----l-------3---
.0 0 8 000 
.0 0 it 5  g . g- ·-----2!--- -. ------8 g g 
o 0 03 0 
.0 .0 20 0 0 0 
.00 5 0 0 0 0 lif--···· -0-------0-----0--
.0 0 I 00 
o 0 10 0 I 0 
006 0 3 0 
. -·'---0-'-- ---·-0"-·----·--1.,--·--·--~ 8 0 
o 0 18 0 3 0 I-' 
.0 .0 21 0 9 0 w 
.0 . 0 .' j 'i! _ . __ . '. _. ___ . .Q. _____ ? 0 t£-
.0 0 003 9 
1 0 24 0 11 0 
I 0 0 6.










... __ 0 ... 0 ______ ... __ ._.· 
0.0 
0.24692E+05 







NUMBER QF RESTARTS 
TOTAL NUMBER JF a.C.M. 
NUMBE~-JF·-N-jN::zERO DUAL "ARIABLES 
NUMaE~ OF DISCONTINUI~Y PLANES 
UUAL O~JECTIV~ FUNCTI)~ 






ANALYSIS "F DUAL SCLu-IO~ 




NUM~ER ~~ uISCJNTINUITy PLANI:S 
NU~Eh OF PJS51ELE PRIMAL POINTS 
WEIGH- OF UPPE~ BCUND SOLuTION 
Q.2354E.Q5 Q.253:<E-Ol 
Q.2354Et-05 0 • .0 
2 MAXPH = 
.J!: MAXODM :: 
2 NTCE = 
2 NLDV = 
Q.231006QEt-05 EPSPH = 
0.0 £PSOIlM 
0.0 .0 • .0 
<>.0 .0 • .0 
0.0 0 • .0 Q.66341E+04 0.0 
.2 
" 
0.;'> ',",la."l~J:'.nc:;: y.'t='c:".,..r ... ..-
2 1 .0 .0 0 I 





o • 1 .0 0.0 .0 OE - .0 4 
0.IQOOOQE-Q3 
0 • .0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 .0 • .0 0.0 
.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 





NUMLJt .. l'~ u 15';ON- INUI·Y PLANI::S 
UUAL OUJE~TIV~ FUNCTIJ~ 
NOR" OF (~j:;JJLCrEU) G""LlII:;NT 










NUMBER OF UISCJNTINUI~Y PLANES 
.NUAdBEIi. DE PDSSIELE PRIMAL 1W.llllrs.. 
WEIGH~ OF UPPER BCU~O SOLUTION 
HOST II.!...3LATEI.l .CCNSHiAIN; 
PRIM"L VARIABLES 
0.22500E+00 0.17143E+00 
. _ 0 • .3.1lO00E1-00 0 .. 91339£1-00 
CCNSTRAINTS 
-0.JI9tl-JE+00 




























0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.24692E+05 
INFEASIBLE 
VALUE 0.3I:1f053E-02 
0.47200E+00 0.506f7E+00 0.20000E+00 0.33500E+Ol 0.18000E+Ol 
0.12504EtOI 0.637(:OEt-Q.0 
-0.4352610+00 -0.319<;9E+0 0 -0.25964E+00 -0.89255£+00 -0.56579£+00 
-0.6951BE+00 -0. 49557E to 0 - O. 71:1027E+00 -0.46765£+00 -0.31990£t-00. 
-0.3200IE+00 -0.92540E-OI -0.84791E+00 -0.46658£+00 -0.44490E-OI 
-0.6"567E+00 -0.50304E+00 -0.67107E+00 -0.7816IE+00 0.38605E-02 



















0.50667E+00 0.2000QE+00 0.33500£+01 0.18000E+Ol 
0.63 760E to 0 
-0.3199~E+00 -0.25691£+00 -0.89~27E+00 -0.57868£+00 
-O.49.J'IBE+OO .. ~0.76374E+OO._~OL"6699E+QQ _ ... ~Q.31jp9.0E~O.Il..-___ _ 
-0.91815E-Ol -0.81466£+00 -0.47699E+00 -0.16078£-01 
-0.50109E+OO -0.66032E+00 -0.77469£+00 -0.62685£-02 f-' 
W 
_ ... III.£IGH.LJlF E lWU-.. UtSIGN 






NlIMHER D.E....e.R.1YAL....IIABl.AW...ES FR.J'" .LOWER BOUND SOLUTION 
PRIMAL VARIABLES 
0.22500E+00 0.17143~+00 
... Q...J.QO.OOE1-0a 0.91339101-00 
CCNSTRAINTS 
-0.31969E+00 -0.29246E+00 









RESPONSE FACTOR REUUCE~ TO 0.0 
TPUNCATICN FACTOq, 'l)uIfCIEO AS FOLLOWS 
ST~£SS/STHAIN CCN,TRAINT 0.150000E+00 
F~eOU~NCY CCNSTRA!NTS 0.120000E+00 











0.20000E+00 0.33500E+Ol o .18000E+OI 
-0.319 .. 9E+00 -0.25964E+00 -0.e925~E+00 -0.56579E+00 
-0.49557E+00 ... ~Q.-'8027E+00 .... ~1.6.5.EtOQ __ ..,O.3B~9QEtOO. 
-0.92539E-Ol -0.84791E+00 -0.466~8£+00 -0.44490£-01 
-0.50304E+00 -0.67107£+00 -0.78161E+00 0.3860~E-02 
END OVERLAY PReOUI 
0.2250~+00 0.11141:;+00 0.2000[,+00 0.4720£+00 0.506IE+00 0.200Ot:.+00 0.3350E+Ol 0.11:100E+Ol .0.3000£+00 0.9134£+00 
0.907hE+00 0.12~OE+Ol 0.6376E+00 
UPOATLO WeIGHT C~LFFICIENTS 
O.4d42E1-03 0.64~6E+OJ 0.1076E+0~ 0.~346E+04 0.817SE.04 0.5J78E+03 0.3602E+04 0.1935Ei-04 0.1613E+03 0.2~38E+03 
0.4122E+03 0.414bE+OJ 0.421:13E+03 0.0 0.41:100E+05 
RESPONSE FACTOR REUUCc~ TO 0.0 
TPUNCATICN FACTORS 'nulf"IED AS FOLLOWS 
__ SIiiESS.lSTRAlN CCNSTRAINT _-O.15000.oE+.o.o 
F~EUUENCY CCNSTQAINTS .o.12.o.o.o.oE+.o.o 
UPDATED ~CALING FACT)RS 
.o.225at::_t.o.o .o.1114ct.o.o .o.2.o.o.oEt.o.o .o.472.oEt.o.o .o.5.o61Et.o.o .o.2.o.oOEt-.o.o .o.335.oE • .o1 0.160.oE.01 Q..3.o.o.oE • .o.o .o .. 91,3.eH~.o ______ _ 
0.9076E+00 0.1250Et.o1 0.6376E+.oO 
UPDATED WeIGHT COEFFICIENTS 
____ u.o. .. 4UiAZE-*D.3 . .0.. 6456E+.o.3_ D_.1076~t.o3 .o.6346E • .o4 .o.6175Et.o4 .o.537eE • .o3 O.,3b02Et-O • .o..1.9.3.5£t:...OA O.l61,3Et0.3. .o.2,3,38E+Q3 
0.4122Et-03 .o.4148E+03 .o.42H3E+03 0.0 0.460.oE+05 
-_._--"--- ._- -- -- -----_.-







STAGE NO. 6 APPROXIMATE PROBLEM GENERATOR 
--------------------------------------------
-----.---- .. --- --_ ...... _-"- ....... -_ .. 
CURRENT MEMBER SIZE 
-- -- -.. - .. - ._-- -- -- --3 ME~BER TYPE NUMBE~ 
O.lOOOE-Ol O.IOOOE-Ol O.lOOOE-Ol O.lOOOE-OI 0.5600E+OO 0.4600E+OO O.4600E+OO O.lOOOE-OI O.5600E+OO O.460oe+OO 
0.4600E+OO O.IOOOE-OI 
MEMBER -I.~I:'E-NUMBER ___ 4_ .. __ '.', 
0.6823E+OO 0.7736E+00 
ME~BER TYPE NUMBER 6 
0.6823E+00 0.7736E+00 
CURRENT WEIGHT OATA 
___ -.-ME'ltlEB-D_E'E._NU!!.6Ef'j,_., ,3 








0.6 7l5E+ 00 
O.20596JE+OS 
O.193988E+04 
VARIABLE STRUCTURAL WEIGHT O.225361E+05 
EfxED STRUCTUQAI WEI GtU'_, ___ O.O.. .. ,_. ___ , ___ . __ . 
TOTAL STRUCTURAL wEIGHT O.22536lE+05 








CO~VERGENCE CHECK STAGE NO.: 6 0.I077E-02 0.80l0E-02 MUST BE LESS THAN O.SOOOOOE-02 
JBJECTIVE FUNCTION OF THREE CONSECUTIVE STAGES ARE O.2274l1E+05 O.225604E+05 O.22536lE+OS 
----- .---. _ ..
ENTER OVERLAY ANALVS 
NEW AVAILABLE REAL ARqAY = 7473 
AVAILABLE INTEGER ARqAY: 2500 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIREMENTs 772 
POSTURE TAULE 
RETAI'lEO TOTAL TYPE MEMBER NODE DIRECTION L.C. MODE CONSTRAiNT VALUES 
STReSS/5T~AIN C~NSTPAtNTS MOST CRITICAL = O.742754E-Ol 
1 54 3 1 1 1 3 O.264776E+OO 
2 <;15 .1 2 2 3 O.191498E+OO 
3 105 .3 4 2 3 O.159l1SE+OO 
4 115 3 6 2 .3 O.IOI879E+OO 
5 145 3 .2 2 3 O.'4'490E+OO 
6 155 .1 14 2 3 O.742754E-Ol 
7 165 3 16 2 3 O.960189E-Ol 
FDEOUENCY CON5TPAIN~S W)5T CR I TICAL : -O.498237E-02 
8 173 -1 
- O. 498237E-02 






MOST CRITICAL -0.49d2J7E-02 
-I - O. 498237E-02 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MODE ~TANDS FOR TH~ fOLLOWING 
AVAIL4BLE REAL ARRAY 
NeGATIVE~LCweR BOU~O POSITlve=UPPER BOUND 
rOR STRESS CONSTRAINT. (CODE+I) 
1 VC~ MISES EaUIVALENT STRESS 
2 ~ LCNGITUOINAL STRAIN 
3 TRANSV~R5~ STRAIN 
4 S~eAR STRAIN 
5 = FIRST eQUATICN OF STRESS I~TERACTION 
.. 6 ;; SECONO EOIoATION OF STRESS II\TERACTION 
7 TSAI-AZZI CRITeRION 
FOR FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS. ASSOCIATED MODE NUMBER 
7500 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIREMENT= 976 
END OVERLAY ANALVS 
_. _ .. SCAL.LIII.G FAC:':lR a.l 00:i01L~01 SCALEO WEIGHT 0.22b4~OE"05 
HcLATIVE MOVE LIMIT 0.8333E+00 




___ . ____ . ___ D.1~._._ ... 1 ... lLt.l0DOE"""01 
DIS. 3 O.IOOOE-Ol 
DIS. 5 0.3800E+00 
DIS. 7 0.4dOOE+00 












































--M.:)STVIO-LATEO SIOECONS-i'RAIN-T-·'·- DESIGN VARIABLE 9 CONSTRAINT VALUE "(f~o 
ENTER OVERLAY PREDUI 
__ AVA.I.L.A.fll..E-REAL.....A.RBAY ~. 7500 OVERLAY PI'EOUI REQUIREMENT= 














----.-.... -.. -- ._._ .. __ •. __ ._---.- --.-.---












I ~ ~ 
































______ llUAj".. VARIAtlLES 
0.0 0.0 
===== DUll. L OPT I M I Z E R ===== 
=============================== 
(l.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.29118E+OS 
PHASE CO>l DUAL ~HJ. lOIt.tGHT lMCO "'ACT NPLAN ICONJ NALFA NEWTON NOIS IDI~ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.. --- --.- I 0.224bE+05 0.22001:+05 0.106dE-01 I 0 0 0 0 2 - ---'-5 
2 0.2246E+05 0.225CIO+05 0.0 I I 0 0 0 2 5 
__ .Jl.UA.L ._VARI MiLES 
0.0 
PHASE <J D'" DUAL OUJ. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WEIGHT ZMOO NACT 
0.0 0.0 0.29830E+05 
NPLAN ICONJ NALF" NEwTON NOIS IOU 
----~~~~~.~.~~.~~--~--=~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------:----~~--~----~--~-------~--~"! 
2 0.2240£+05 
NUMBER OF PESTA~TS 
T~TAL N~MAER OF O.O.M. 
NUMdE~ OF NeN-ZERO OUAL VARIAULES 
NUMuER ~F DISCONTINUITY PLANES 
DUAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTIJN 















DUAL VARI AULES 
.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-0.0 Oa29a30Ej,0!5 __ .. ____ _ 
ANALYSIS OF DUAL SCLuTION 
NUMBER OF DISCONTINutTY PLANES 
NUMBEP OF POSSIBLE PRIMAL POINTS 







O.loaOOEt-Ol O.IOOOOEt-OI 0.lO.652E-t01 
0.I0490E+Ol 0.99547E+00 0.10462E-t01 




=o....2.b9Al.E±O.o ...,D. lYSI 52Ef-OO -0.lbtl76E+00 -0.10666Ef-00 -0. 146~E+00 .,.0. 42562E-OI ..,.0 __ &a527E..,,0.1 ,..O"lO&35E-02- ________ _ 
WEIGHT OF LOWER BOu~D SOLUTION 












-0.26770E+OO -0.19920E+00 -0.16822E+00 -0.103bdEf-00 -0.14372E-t00 -0.40227E-Ol -0.48694E-01 
WEIGHT OF FINAL DESIGN 0.224957E+05 
















~O.26941E+JO -O.199b2E.+OO -O.1~H76Ef-OO -0.10b~oE.OO -O.'4653Ef-OO -0.42~62E-01 -O.48521E-Ol -O.104J5~02 
END OVERLAY PREDLI 
RESPONSE FACTOR REDUCED TO 0.0 
TRUNCATICN FACTORS MODIFIED ~S FOLLOwS 
SnE 55 LSLRAltLCCNS_TRAlNT. .. .. 0.9000.00E+00 
FREQUENCY CCNSTPAINTS 0.29859BE+OO 
UPDATED SCALING FACTORS 
______ o~."'£'2~5~O~OIE=O I o. 2857E..~Ql_.J) • ..l(100£+00 __ 0 ... 4480E+00 ... 0.6533E+00 O. 40 OOE~ 01 ... _.0.Z400E+0 t. __ 0. 9Q.QOlI!t.OQ_..o • .lJJ_O~+JXL ... !l. •. U.79£.t.OL. ___ _ 
0.1352E+01 0.1114E+01 0.99J9E+00 
UPDATED WEIGHT COEFFICIENTS 
O.SJ80E~ . QL-'l.107bE+OJ .D.5380E+02 0.6023E+04 0.1054E+05 O.to 76E+ C.l 0.2580E+04 0.9677E+Q3 O.5376E+02. _.0.301 711!+03 .. __ . ___ _ 
0.6143E+03 0.4231E+03 0.6677E+03 0.0 0.4800E+05 





STAGE WJ. 7 APPROXIMATE PFeJULEM GUIERATOR 
CUR;;'ENT M~MI'IER SIZE 
ME~BE~ TYPE NUMBEq 3 
O.lOOOE-Ol O.lOOOE-Ol O.lOOOE-Ol O.lOOOE-Ol 0.5600E+00 0.4900E+00 0.4900E+00 O.IOOOE-OI 
0.4900£+00 O.lOOOE-OI 0.4800E+00 C.9000E-CI 0.9000E-Ol O.lOOOE-OI 
M8IdER TYPE NUMB~ ~ 
0.7C7JE+00 0.8115E+00 0.6b8~E+00 0.6685E+00 0.5963E+00 0.S963E+00 
MEMdER TyPE NUMBEq 6 
0.7073E+00 0.8115E+OO 0.668S~+00 0.6665E+00 0.5963~+00 0.S963E+OO 
CURRENT ~EIGHT CATA 
ME~BE~ TYPE NUMBER 







VARIABLE STRUCTURAL WEIGHT O.224957E+OS 
Fl~~ STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 0.0 
TOTAL STRUCTURAL wEIGHT 0.224957E+05 
NON-STRUCTURAL WEIGHTHT 0.480000E+OS 
. TOIAL WEIGHT 0.704957E+05 
" 
0.S600E+00 0.4900E+OO 
C~~vE~GENCE C~ECK STAGE NO.= 7 0.1796E-02 0.1077E-02 MUST BE LESS THAN 0.500000E-02 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION OF THREE CONSECUTIvE STAGES ARE 0.225604E+05 0.Z2S361E+05 0.224957E+05 




.. ' _._. --.-_.--.. _---
NOCAL DISPLACEMENTS 
NODE X Y 1. NOO~ X Y Z 
"---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
L::AO CCNCI"'I:~"1 
1 J.D 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
J \). cJ 11.0 0.0 4 -O.14310E+00 0.42576E-Ol 0.38610E+OI 
:> -0. 40tH,~':+O 0 0.19068E+00 0.1534tiE+02 6 - O. 7690SE+0 0 0.S2852E+00 0.68358E+02 
LCAD CCNCp·IC"I 2 
1 \) • lJ 11.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
J ). u 1l.0 0.0 4 0.14310E+OO -O.42576E-Ol -O.38610E+Ol 
NOCAL III SPLACtO~ NT::; 
NOOE x y l NODt:c. x 'W z 
LeAD ceNCITI:,'" 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 <l.U 11.0 0.0 4 -0.14310E+00 O.42576E-Ol 0.38610E+Ol 
5 -0.40Ub5E+OO O.190b8E+OO O.1534tiE+02 6 - O. 76906E +00 0.52852E+00 0.68358E+02 
LeAD ceNDITIC'" 2 
1 0.0 11.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.1 ).0 0.0 0.0 4 0.14310E+00 -0.42576E-Ol -0.38610E+Ol 
5 J.408t>5t:.t-OO -0.1 YObsE+OO -0. 15345E+02 6 0.76908E+00 -0.52852E+00 -0.68358E+02 
:========:==~========~=============:==========:==~============~:===a======zaa.== •• ===.sa ••••• z.= ............. . 
NoaE x 















































NOOI: x Y L NODE x y z 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LOAD CC"lDITIJN 
I \l.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 0.29981E-Ol -0.21788E+OO -0.55801E-02 
5 -0.97583E-01 0.12948E+00 -0.34034E-02 6 -O.9820.3E-Ol 0.26211E-Ol -0. 23360E-02 
----_ .. _-- ---- -
LOAD CCNDITICN 2 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.l 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 O.29981E-Ol -O.Z1188E+OO -O.55801E-OZ 
5 -0.97!'>83E-01 0.12'i48E+00 -0.34034E-02 6 -0.9820.3E-Ol 0.Z6211E-Ol -0. 23360 E-02 
============:::======:========:==========m=:==:==========2===~~====~=.a.:~= ••• :~.a=a •• ~ •••••••••• a •••••••••••• 
NEw AVAILABLE REAL AR~AY = 7413 
-----------------------------------
._------- .-._--.- .. _---- ...... _.".- ". . 
EIG~N VECTORS SCALED BY MAX. COMPONENTS 
VEC"!'OR NO.: I FREQUENCY= 0.10050ZE+01 C.fS 
__________ =O..a.l.5.81E-Q2 __ o...!IiU9.E-QJ_ O.411SE~Ol -O.S1Z7E-02 O.Z836E-OZ O.ZO.a.5E_t_Q!l=_Q.u_alE~_Q1 ___ JuJl~n __ ~1L1 __ 0 "0'"'QE __ +:.>0 ... 1'--________ _ 
VECTOR NO.= 2 FREQUENCY; 0.3957~7E+01 C/S 
-0.147IE-OI O.o2455E-002 0.40279E+00 -0.1342E-Ol 0.8165E-OZ O.IOOO~+OI 0.4540E-OI 0.1912E-02 -O.6979E+OO 
VECTOq NO.; 3 FREQUENCY= 0.5435.32E+OI C.fS 
____ -=-O..:l5..l~",Ol -O.Z519.E~OJ 1U10QOEi"OI O • .s961E-Qa -O.J4"OE-Ol -Q.~JQ1EtOO -Q..J.697E-Ql =.0 .. 6252£.::-01 Q-,,-3~J1J __ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• EIGEN AhALYSIS CONVERGEO IN 2 ITERATIONS ....................................... . 
------- --- ----- -------------- , ' 
EIGEN VALlJES 
0.3988E+02 0.618SE+OJ 0.1166E+04 
------E-{GEN vEe TO-RS --SCALED BY U foIU 
VECTOR NO.= I FREQUENCY; 0.IOOS02E+OI C.fS 
"'" W 
-0.Z418E-03 0.88971:-04 0.6384E-OZ -0.81S6E-03 0.433bE-0.3 O.JI8BE-OI -0.180SE-02 O.1229E-02 0.IS29E+OO 
-------- ------- -- --- -- ------ ---'------
MTYP M LC S-COMBINEC SX SY SXY SX-THERM SY-THEAM SXY-THERM 
-,.-._--- - ---
__ 3-___ 1 _____ L 
-O.640IE-OJ 0.8129E-07 O. 118.3E.,. 03 
O;3200E-02 3 I 1 -0. b068E-OJ 0.J200E-02 0.6eo24E-03 0.3330E-0. 0.~IE-03 
J :2 I -0.3794E-0.3 -0.o2606E-0.1 -0.6401E-0.3 
3 2 I -0.6556E-03 O.3249E-02 -0.5e47E-03 -0.276aE-03 O.3S10E-02 O.7538E-04 
____ --1-__ 3-_1 __________________ -O.Z607E~OJ -0.J79JE-03 O.6401E~Q3 
O. 26 79E-03--O;-2966E:.:.02-:;;0-~-7521E;;;O.----3 3 I 0.1147E-05 0.2S86E-02 0.S649E-03 
3 4 I -0.6.64E-lJ -O.6400E-03 -0.119IE-03 
3 4 I -0.4200E-04 0.o26J6E-02 -O.6631E-O.1 -0 •• 200E-04 O • .3276E-02 -0.54.0E-03 
.J 5 I -0.6401E-O.J -0.349SE-0.3 -0.1371E-02 
.3 5 I -0.6068E-OJ 0.21027E-02 -0.1098E-002 0.3.330E-O. 0.Z.76E-02 O.2787E-03 
.J 6 I 0.1935E-03 -0.1183E-02 -0.2911E-03 
.3 6 I -0.3119E-03 0.1832E-02 0.S080E-03 -o.50S4E-03 0.3015E-02 O.7991E-03 
J 1_ I -0.U8JE-002 O.1937E-03 O.Z900E-OJ 
J 7 I -0.1410E-02 0.2930E-02 -0.S089E-03 -O.2267E-03 0.2736E-02 -O.7989E~03 
.J 'l 1 -O.J496E-03 -O.6401E-03 0.1377E-02 
3 8 I -0.1115E-002 0.Z6JSE-02 O. I098E-002 -O.7657E-03 0 • .3275E-02 -0.2788E-03 j ) I -0.IOS5E-02 O • .J216E-07 -0.145IE-002 
3 q I -0.1341E-002 O.3200E-02 -0. 1774E-02 -0.2859E-03 0.3200E-02 -0.323.E-03 3 II} I 0.1982E-OJ -0.1025.JE-02 -0.I05SE-02 
.J 10 1 0.1960E-OJ ~.1663E-02 -0.1298E-02 -0.2o245E-OS 0.Z916E-02 -0.24.38E-03 
.J 11 I -0.1025JE.-02 -0.1979E-03 O. I 056E- 02 
J I I I -O.IS79E-002 O • .J438E-02 O.1300E-02 -0 • .3256E-0.3 0.3240E-02 0.2441E-03 3 l~ I -0.204IE-08 -0.1055E-02 0.1451 E-002 
3 12 I -0.40200E-04 0.190IE-02 0.1775E-02 -0.4200E-04 0.2956E-02 0.32.3.E-03 J 13 I -O.1280E-02 -0.349bE-03 -0.le9.1E-02 
3 I] I -0.13023E-02 0.21027E-02 -0.170IE-002 -0.4.356E-04 0.2476E-02 -0.7605E-05 
3 14 I 0.3203E-04 -0.16bIE-02 -0.9~02E-03 
-1 14 I -0.3688E-O.J 0.1172E-002 -0.208IE-03 -0.400BE-OJ O.Z8J4E-02 0.7221E-OJ 3 IS I -0.166IE-002 O.J203E-04 0.9JOZE-0.1 
j 15 I -0.2070E-02 0.287.JE-02 0.208IE-03 -0.4084E-03 0.284IE-02 -O.1221E-03 
3 16 I -O.3496E-OJ -0.1280E-02 0.1693E-02 
J 16 I -O.IIISE-002 0.1919E-02 0.1701E-02 -0. 7657f.-03 0.3198E-02 0.1596E-05 4' I I O.J23tl<;2t:.+05 -0.5060E+04 0.0 0.1847E+OS 6 , I o. :i.1 nl)~ C;t: + 0 c; " .... ., ........ _. - . 
3 <J I 
J '} I 
J q I 
.3 I'J I 
J I () I 
j 11 1 
3 11 I 
3 12 I 
3 12 I 
____ .. ___ ~_ ~3. ___ 1 
J 1 J I 
3 14 1 
3 14 I 
3. 15 1 
3 IS I 
3 16 I 
3 16 I 
__ ._. ___ ._tL-. __ ._1 ______ .1. 
6 I I 
421 
/) 2 I 
__ 4. _. . .. ..1 __ .. 1 
/)31 
4 4 I 
641 
_________ J..-_._!L.-. -1_. 
6 S I 
4 6 I 
6 6 I 
.-.-__ ._3_. ___ .1. .. _ . .2. 















________ 3..- 3. 2 ._.u ... __ . 
3 .3 2 
3 4 2 
3. 4 2 
------__ ._--l_._. ___ ~_2._ .. 
352 
.3 6 2 
362 




3 10 2 
3 10 2 
~ II ~ ...... ___ ... _ 
3 11 2 
3 12 2 
3 12 2 
_________ .3-_~. . _2.._ 
3 13 2 
3 14 2 
3 14 2 
. _____ . .-:L.._~~_ 
3 IS 2 
3 16 2 
.J 16 2 
-- -~ ..... _-1.. ____ . _ 2 
6 I 2 
422 
/)22 
________ 4 L_ .. _ .. 2 
632 
4 4 2 
/)42 
452 
6 S 2 
4 /) 2 













172 ST~~SS'STRAIN CONSTRAINTS 
0.'J2921:+00 0.I07IE+OI 0.118IE+OI 
O.IOOIE+OI 0.'J~~2~.00 0.11471:+01 
U.9292~+Q~ 0.1011£+01 O.1121~+01 
O. tl.355E: .. 00 0.11641""01 0.1166E+Ol 
0.8~JSI:+00 O.1156E+OI 0.118110+01 
().815~f+00 0.11~4t::+01 0.1195E+OI 
0.64~bE+00 0.1154~+01 0.1121(+01 
0.7~651:+00 O.124IE+OI 0.116310+01 
0./J5SE+00 0.6/7~E+OO 0.8~941:+00 
O. <;769E+00 0.1012E+OI .0.9tl80l-_+01l 
O.9613E .. OO 0.9~5IE+00 0.IJ05£+01 
0.'JI03L+00 O.~I~~c+OO 0.1082t::+01 
~.~~.~~~~~~ ~ •. ~~};~~~~ ~.!~~~~~~~ 
'I 
-O.11151:-0~ U.'6j~I:-U~ O.IU~81:-U~ 
-0.10SSE-02 0.32161:-07 -0.1451E-02 
-0.1341E-02 0.3200E-02 -0.1774E-02 
0.1962E-03 -0.12S3E-02 -0.105SE-02 
0.1960£-03 0.1663E-02 -0.1298E-02 
-0.12S3£-02 0.1919E-03 0.1056E-02 
-0.1579E-02 0.3438E-02 0.1300E-02 
-0.204IE-08 -0.IOS5E-02 0.145IE-02 
-0.4200E-04 0.190IE-02 0.1775E-02 
-0.1260E-02. -0.3496E-03 -0.lf9]E-02 
-0.1323E-02 0.2127E-02 -0.II0IE-02 
0.3203E-04 -0.166IE-02 -0.9~02E-0] 
-0.3688E-OJ O.1172E-02 -O.206IE-03 
-0.166IE-02 0.3.2.03E-04 0.9]02E-O] 
-0.2070E-02 0.2873E-02 0.2.06IE-03 
-0.3496E-0] -0.128010-02 0.1693E-02 
-0.1115E-02 0.1919E-02 0.170IE-02 
-0.5060E+04 0.0 0.1847E+OS 
-0.935SE"04 -0.S367E+04 0.1847E+OS 
-0.S867E+04 0.0 0.2273E+OS 
0.7326E+04 0.9274E+04 0.2273E+05 
-0. 1675E+OS 0.0 -0.3<;0IE+03 
-0.!l76IE+04 0.6034E+04 -0.3<;0IE+03 
-0.1478E+05 0.0 0.2347E+05 
-0.5079E+04 0.1799E+04 0.2347E+05 
-0.3263E+04 0.0 -a...2409E+OS .. 
0.128IE"05 0.6646E+04 -0.2409E+OS 
-0.2032E+OS 0.0 0.3833E+04 
-0.1927E+OS -0.3S29E+04 0.3833E+04 
0.6401E-03 -0.8129E-07 -0.1163E-03 
0.6734E-0] 0.3200E-02 0.4258E-03 
0.3794E-0] 0.2606E-03 0.640IE-03 
0.1032E-03 0.377010-02 0.7155E-03 
0,,2.607E~O..l 0 • .379310-03 -0.6401~0;L. 
0.5266E-0'] 0.334SE-02 -0.7154E-03 
O.6464E-II 0.640010-03 0.119IE-03 
-O.76~1t:-O.j O.~2/~t:-U~ -0.~18aE-03 
-0.2859E-03 0.3200E-02 -0.3234E-03 
-0.224SE-05 0.2916E-02 -0.2438E-03 
-0. 3256E- 03 0.3240E-02 0.2441E-03 
-0.4200E-04 0.295610-02 0.3234E-03 
-0.4356E-04 0.2476E-02 -0.7605E-05 
-0.4008E-03 0.2834E-02 0.7221£-03 
-0.4084E-03 0.284IE-02 -0.7221E-03 
-0.7657E-03 0.3198E-02 0.7596E-05 
-0.4294E+04 -0.5367E+04 0.0 
0.1320E+05 0.9274E+04 0.0 
0.6993E+04 0.6034E+04 0.0 
0.9698£+04 0.1799E+04 0.0 
0.1607E+05 0-~6646E+04 0.0 
0.1050E+04 -0.3529E+04 0.0 
0.3330£-04 0.3200E-02 0.5441E-03 
-0.2762£-03 0.3510£-02 0.7538£-04 
0';2679E--03 . -0-.2966E--oi-;':0;;·7SZiE:;-04-
-0.4200E-04 0.3276E-02 -0.5.40E-03 -0.4200E-04 0.391610-02 -0.4248E-03 0.640110-03 0.349SE-03 0.137710-02 
0.6734E-03 0.282610-02 0.165610-02 
-0.1935E-03 0.1183E-0~ 0.291IE-03 
0.3330£-04 ·0 .2476E':"02 - o~ii87E~·ci3----------
-0.6989E-03 0.419810-02 0.109010-02 -o.5054E-03 0.3015£-02 0.7991E-03 
0.1l83E-02..",0.1937E-O.l.",O..z.'i00E=~ __ ....... _____ . ___ . ______ . __ _ 
0.9566E-03 0.2S43E-02 -0.1089E-02 -0.2267E-03 0.2736E-02 -0.7989E-03 
0.3496E-03 0.640110-03 -0.1~77E-02 
-0.416IE-03 0.391SE-02 -0.165610-02 
0.105SE-02. ,-0 • .321610-07 0 • .1451£-02_. 
0.769IE-03 0.320010-02 0.112.8E-02 
-0.1982E-03 0.1253E-02 0.1055E-02 
-0.2004E-03 0.417010-02 0.8106E-03 
O. 12.53E..,.02.-",.0.1979E..,03 _ -0 •. 1 05..6~.OZ_. 
0.9273E-03 0.304210-02 -0.8115E-0.] 
0.204IE-08 0.105510-02 -0.145IE-02 
-0.4200E-04 0.401IE-02 -0. I 128E-02 
0.128010.,.02. .. 0.3496E-03. _ 0.1693E ... 02. 
0.123610-02 0.282610-02 0.1686E-02. 
-0.3203E-04 0.166110-02 0.9302E-0'] 
-0.7.,657E-03 0.3275E-02 -0.2788E-03 
-0.2659£-03 0.3200E-02 -::'-0·~-323.·£-03-
-0.2245E-05 0.2916E-02 -0.2438£-03 
-0. 3256E;:,03-·0-;32.0e;:,oi-0-;244.-£-03------
-0.4200E-04 0.2956E-02 0.3234E-03 
-0. 4356E-04 0.2476£-02 -0.7605£-05 
-0.4328E-03 0.449SE-02. 0.1652E-02 -0.4008E-03 0.2834£-02 0.7221E-03 
0 .. 1661E...,02 -"'0"3203E"'0 ... ,,.O ... 9.302E=..IL3.._._. _____ ._. _ ..... ___ _. ____ .. ___ _ 
0.125310-02 0.280910-02. -0.16S2E-02 -0.4084E-03 0.2841E-02 -0.7221E-03 
0.3496E-03 0.1280E-02 -0.1693E-02 
-0.7657E-03 0.3198E-02 0.7596E-05 
-0.4294E+04 -0.5367£+04 0.0 




-0.416110-03 0.447610-02 -0.1686E-02 
0.S060E+04 0.0 -0.18.7E~05. 
0.76S9E+03 ·-0.536710+04 -0.1847E+05 
0.5867E+04 0.0 -0.2273E+05 
0.1906E+OS 0.927410+04 -0.2273E+05 
0.167SE+OS 0.0 a...3!l01E~03. 
0.237SE+OS 0.60']4E+04 0.3<;01E+03 
0.147810+05 0.0 -0.2347E+05 
0.2448E+05 0.179910+04 -0. 2347E+05 
0.3263E+04 0.0 0.2409E+05 
0.1934E+OS 0.6646£+04 0.240'JE+05 
0.2032E+OS 0.0 -0.3833E+04 






























0.6993E+04 0.6034E+04 0.0 
0.9698E+04 0.1799£+04 0.0 
0.1601E+05 0.6646E+04 0.0 
0.1050E+04 -0.3529£+04 0.0 
MOST CRITICAL CONSTRAINT- 0.4482635E-Ol 
0.923SE+00 0.107610+01 0.1184E+Ol 0.3095E+00 
0.995IE+00 0.1005E+OI 0.1149E+Ol 0.4399E+00 
0.9636E+00 0.1036E+OI 0.1104£+0' 0.6107£+00 
0.869910+00 0.1130E+Ol 0.1149E+OI 0.4400E+00 
0.1023E+OI 0.977IE+00 0.1094E+OI 0.6466E+00 
0.995110+00 0.100510+01 0.1108E+OI 0.5960E+00 
0.~S70E+00 0.1043E+Ol 0.1066E+Ol 0.750910+00 
0.8699E+00 0.1130E+01 0.1109E+OI 0.5923E+00 
0.8463E+00 0.1079E+OI 0.9214E+00 0.118IE+01 
0.961210+00 0.106210+01 0.9383E+00 0.1190E+Ol 
0.9770E+00 0.107910+01 0.9214E+00 0.1160E+OI 
0.940910+00 0.111210+01 0.8884E+00 0.1144E+OI 
















t., 4 2 U. 4 , l,; 1 ~ ')L + U ';> O.21t4dt: .. ...,S 0.1/'01.,.",+04 -O.~..J4/t:"U!J o. 'JI!b'JItU:.+U4 U.I'~"'I:."U4 u.u 
4 'i 2 0.418S02t.+05 o .3.!6.3t::+04 0.0 0.2409E+05 
I> 5 2 0.4505",)E+05 o • 19.34t::+05 0.6646E+04 0.240,)f+05 0.1607£+05 0.6646E+04 0.0 
4 6 2 0.213741£+05 0.2032E+05 0.0 -0.3833£f-04 
I> 0 2 0.24251H E+05 0.2137E+OS - 0 • .352')E + 04 -0. 3£33E+ 04 0.1050E+04 -0.3529E+04 0.0 
172 5T~1: SS/STRA!', CDNSTRAHITS 1 TC 172 MOST CFITICA~ CONSTRAINT= o .4482635E-0 I 
O. Y29<'t:f-OO 0.1.)711.:+01 O.IItHt:f-OI 0 • .31')9(:+00 0.9t:41£+00 0.9235E+00 0.1076E+01 0.1184E+Ol 0.3095E+00 
O.lllOIE+OI O.'-J rJ2t. "00 o • I 14 '7t: + 0 I 0.45041::+00 0.\;t:94t:+00 0.9,)SI E+OO O. 1005E+0 I 0.1149E+OI 0.4399E+00 
o.9292E"':10 0.1071[;+01 0.1121t.+Ol 0.548IE+00 0.9405",+00 0.96.36E+00 0.1036E+01 0.1104£+01 0.6101E+00 
O. tI.355(:+00 ').1164t+01 0.116I>E+01 0.3/74E+00 0.9124t.+00 0.tl699E+00 0.1I.30E+0 I 0.1 I 4<;E+ 01 0.4400E+00 
0.8' • ..l5t.+00 ll. 115hE + 0 I 0.118It+Cl 0.3.!00E+00 0."039t::+00 0.102310+01 0.911IE+00 0.1094E+OI 0.6466E+00 
:>. 815>lf + 0 0 0.llti4t::+01 o .1195f:+OI 0.269510+00 0.9296E+00 0.995IE+00 0.1005E+Ol 0.1108£+01 0.5960E+00 
O. tJll5bE.0 0 001154[;;+01 0.1l2IE+01 0.54tHE+00 0.9079E+00 0.,)570E+00 0.1043E+Ol 0.1066E+OI 0.1509E+00 
0.75851:.+00 00l241E+OI 0.1163E+01 0.3t!94E+00 0.9t!87E+00 0.8699E+00 0.1I30E+OI 0.1109E+Ol 0.5923E+00 
0.7..15\;E+00 0.677<)E+00 0.8d94t:+OO 0.6710E+00 0.6546E+00 0.848.3E+00 0.1079E+OI 0.9214E+00 0.1181E+Ol 
O. "769f+00 0.1012E+Ol 0.9t!80f:+OO 0.1214E+Ol 0.1966t::+00 0.9612E+00 0.1062E+0 1 0.9383E+00 0.1190E+0 I 
0.9613£+00 o .'J<)SI E+ 00_ O.1005E+Ol 0.1222E+Ol 0.1679E+00 0.9770E+00 0.1079E+Ol 0.92141:+00 0.H60E+01 
0.9103[+00 O.'JI(l~E+OO 0.IO<l2E+OI 0.1236E+01 0.1079E+00 0.9409E+00 0.1112E+OI 0.6884E+00 0.1144E+OI 
0.9410E+00 0.'.1515<::+00 0.104910+ 0 1 0.1222E+OI 0.1660t::+00 0.'>I103E+00 o .1090E+0 I 0.9103E.00 0.118IE+01 
o. '>3t!9E+00 0.91601:+00 Ool023E+CI 0.12361;:+0 I 0.11401::+00 0.<)561 E+OO 0.1108E+Ol 0.89IBE+00 0.1112E+OI 
o. "!:ib OE 1'0 0 0.9')SIE+00 0.1005E+01 o .1~27E1'O I 0.1476E+00 o .'J..ltl9E +00 0.1l44E+01 0.8558E·00 0.1160E+OI 
0.9067E+00 0.949510+00 0.1050£+01 0.1255E.OI 0.446310-01 0.9105E+00 0.1146E+OI 0.8538E+00 0.1159E+01 
0.9105E+00 0.<J515t:+00 0.104910+01 0.1254E+Ol 0.4839E-Ol 0.9087E+00 0.7399E+00 0.6585E+00 0.8289E+00 
0.f395E+00 0.B05<JE+00 
1 FREOUENCY C:JNSTRAINTS 173 TO 173 MOST CRITI~AL CONSTRAINT- -0.3106689E-02 
-O.3IC7E-02 
\I CQtlSTRAII',TS CUT JF 0 l:UTOFF POINT= 0.0 
0 CONSTRAINTS ~uT ~~ 0 cuTCFF POINT= 0.0 
---~ ,_.c.!lhS!BAIN'l'$ OUT OF lIZ CUTOFf' pOINT= O·140344E+00 
115 135 155 165 
3 CONSTRAINTS OUT OF 4 RETAINEO DUE TO VARIAULE LINKING 
.. - - .0-__ "-_-_ ..• _ ,1..l~ 155 16!; 
CONSTRAINTS :JUT OF CuTOFF POINT= 0.'7004751::+00 
113 
---------------. 0 -'--CO~STRAINTS OUT OF 0 CuTOFF POINT= 0.700475E+00 
_ AVAUAUJ..J:. lti!"~R Aq ~A y= 2500 OVER~AY ANALYS REauIRE~ENT= 766 
POSTURE TAU~E 
RLTAINED TO TAL TYPE MEMBER NuDE DIRECTION 
STRESS/STRAIN CONSTRAINTS MOST CR I TICAL 0.448264E-Ol 
1 115 3 6 
Z-___ _1~5, .3 14 
3 165 3 16 





MODE CONSTRAINT YALUES 
3 0.10789IE+00 
~--------S:l:~i~~i:gt 
" 17J -I -O.JI0669~-Ol 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MODE STANDS FOR THE FO~~C.ING 
NEGATIvE=~CwER UOUND POSITIVE=UPPER BOUND 
~OR STRESS CONSTRAINT, (CODE+II 
I = VC~ MISt::S ECLIVALENT STRESS 
2 LCNGITUuINA~ STRAIN 
3 TRA~SVERSE STRAIN 
4 SHEAR STRAIN 
5 FIRST EOUATION OF STRESS INTERACTION 
6 SECCNU ~CLATION OF STRESS INTERACTION 
7 T~AI-AlZI CRITERION 
FOR FP.J:.QUENCY CONSTRAINTS. ASSCCIATED MODI: NUMBER 
AVAILAtl~E REA~ ARRAY 7500 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIRE~ENT= 972 
-~---------~~~-----------~----------------------------------------
ANALY~I5 -!~E CA~~ 
A3SEMU~E ~A~S/5TIfFNLSS MAT~Ix 
~~SEMHLE LeAD Vt::CTQRS 
D~C:MPOSE STIFFNESS MATRIX 































3 TiiA~SVE~ SE"STRAiN'" 
4 SHEA~ ST~AIN 
5 FI~~T EUUATION OF STRESS INTERACTION 
6 SECCND ~C~ATION OF STRESS I~TERACTION 
7 TSA!-AllI CRIT~~ION 
Fe FRECUENCY CCNSTRAINTS. ASSCCIATEO MOO~ NUMBER 
AVAILABLE REAL ARRAY 7500 OVERLAY ANALYS REQUIRE"'ENT= 912 
--------------------------------------------------------------------.- -_._- ._. -
ANALYSIS 71"'E CATA 
ASSEMOLE ",ASS/STIFFNESS MATRIx 
ASSEMBLE LOAD VECTORS 
OEC:MPOSE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
SOLUTTCN CF DISPLACEMENTS 
FREQUENCY. ANALYSIS ____ ._ 
=LUTTEP A~ALYSIS 
CON:3TPAINT EVALUATION 
3JSTU~E TABLE SET 
StL£CTIVE GRADIeNT EVALUATICN 











DIMINISHING ~ETU~N OF THREE CC~SECUTIVE STAGES 





CPT(", IlEI; T'JfAL 
MAIN PR'1G"A)f TIMt: S-ATISTICS 







END OVERLAY ANAL~S 
END OVERLAY DESIGN 
.j (-




-0 _ ._. __________________ • ______ _
.. , 




""'ALYS! 5 T')-AL 
CPTP4IZEI; T'JTAL 
MAIN PR~G<;A~ TIME S-ATISTICS 
Pf.tO-PROCESSO" 









GRAIliO TOTAL 8.1144 
ENO OVERLAY DESIGN 
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tion formats are fully compatible. The following new features have been added in 
the program: 
o four distinct optimizer options: 
o interior point penalty function method (NEWSUMT) 
o second order primal projection method (PRIMAL2) 
o second order Newton-type dual method (DUAL2) 
o first order gradient projection-type dual method (DUALl) 
o pure discrete and mixed continuous-discrete design variable capability 
o zero order approximation of the stress constraints. 
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